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THE LEDGER

SECTION ONE
-Pages 1 to 8

$1.nn

a year in Calloway.
s'111Laraliall, Graves. Henry and Stewart Counties.
year elsewhere In
the State of Kentucky.
a year fe any adieu,
s'"other than above.

•Sz

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 15, 1937

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVKIIIT WEEK

New Series N4:;.-494

_

$1.50 a
$2.nn
CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2.M. S'WORN TO.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

Volume CV; No. 15

Ellis, Master
Calloway Choppers Take Leading
MRS. H. E. JONES, Gilbertsville Dam Assured
Suffers Stroke POPULAR YOUNG
DONALDSON GETS LeslieFarmer,
MATRON IS DEAD Part in WOW Camp at Owensboro LYNN GROVE, DIES L.T.V.A. Delegates Learn'
FOUR-YEAR TERM
on Trip to Washington D.C.
IN SCOTT KILLING
J. D. Adams Draws 2 Years
INCREASED SUM
in Assault Case; Sentence
Murray College Gets
is Probated
Baby Rattler for Gift
TO START WORK
5 tNtMeTME
BROUGHT BY G. JURY
ASKED BY GROUP
Leslie Ellis, of near South Pleascounty's
Grove, Calloway
ant
"Master Farmer" suffered 'a stroke
of' paralysisat his home Saturday Mrs. Keith Blakeley, 22, North of
City, Dies Tuesdify of*
night and was brought to the clinPeritonitis
ic-hospital.
Mr. Ellis was much improved the
Members of the family and a
middle of the week end is expected to be able to go home the latter host of friends were grief stricken
part of this week. He has been Tuesday by the untimely death of
Blakeiey, p
rs. —Keith
conservation program the past
several years and has several times young matron who died of perand other itonitis early that morning at the
been to Washington
points for conferences with agri- home of her parents, Mr.. and Mrs.
cultural leaders. Mr. Ellis is 56
Will Belcher, four miles north of
years old.
Murray. Mrs. Blakeley, who was
22 years old, and married only a
few months ago suffered a fall
Wednesday- of, last week- and su-

of Fort Wayne, Indiana, was head
adviser.
Parvin Blalock was chairman of
the Fraternal Relations Committee,
of which L. C. Hendon was also a
member. Gordon Crouch, Lynn
Grove, was on the Uniform Rank
and Log Rolling Committee and H.
Neely ilazzl. aeryed _on _ the
Committee.
had one of the largest delegations Mileage and Per Diem
The lobby of the Hotel Owensthere and there delegates served
on the most important committees. boro, where the convention was
In addition, L. C. Hendon, clerk held, was constantly filled with the
of the Murray camp, Was elected friendly, familiar faces of the Caldelegate to the national encamp- loway county delegates, which inment at San Francisco this sum- cluded Max Hurt", Gordon Crouch,
•
mer, a 'rare honor.'
Coy Ford, H. I.'Neely. Oscar TurnMr. Hurt presided over the meet- bow, Glenn Jeffrey, Oscar Skaggs.
ing of the camp, which was at- Jeff Farris, Hafford Parker, la.
tended by Rainey T. Wells, general Schroeder, Eddie Rushing, Roy
counsel for the Woodmen, a native Barnett, Carnie ' Hendon, R.
William Thweatt, Galon Thurman, Parvin
also
Callowayan, and
Ruess, chief auditor of the WO. Blalock, Burtbn Young, Joe Lovett.
Sanders,
W. Gordon W. Banks, a native Will Palmer, Lawson
of Murray -and son of the late Jim Curtis Palmer, Hal Hurt and Pat
Banks, now a successful realtor Beale.

Calloway county, for more than
thirty years a bulwark in the fraternal order of the Wqodrnen of
the World, played a leading rote
in the bieninal head camp of that
large organization at Owensboro
Sunday to Tuesday. Not, only was
a Calloway countian. Max B. Hurt,

Member of Prominent Family Was
48; Death Came Early
This Morning

Mrs. Trudie Jones, wife of H. E.
Jones, prominent young farmer
of the Lynn Grove community,
died early this morning at her
home of-TellipreIrtM113-tonciwtnr
Mrs. Jones,
five weeks illness.
who was a member of the outstanding Rogers family before her
marriage was 48 years old.
Besides her husband she is survived by two daughters, Ola Mae
and Mary Flaw two sons. Hollie
and Eugene; two sisters, Mrs. Jim.
Spann and Mrs. Elmer Richerson;
and six brothers, Ernest and Asher
Rogers, McCalley, Texas; Felix, of
San_ Diego, California; Atwill and
Galen Rogers; and Abe, of this
county. There are many other
relatives and a host of friends who
join the family in mourning Mrs.
Jones' death.
She was a devoted member of
the Sinking Spring Baptist church
and funeral services are to be held
there this afternoon at three
o'clock, conducted by the Rev. R.
R. Gregory and the Rev. J. J.
The huge $74.000.000 dam at Gilbertsvffle, Ky, will mean millions. Gough. Burial will be 'in the
of dollars to West Kentucky 'in flood-control,' navigation, and cheaper church graveyard.
power, it was learned recently in an interview with leading government authorities, including John E. Rankin, U. S. Congressman from "Shorty" Arnold Gone
Tupelo, Miss., who introduced the original TVA bill in- the Houee,____ -168h Day; $72 in Bus

Murray
zoology laboratory has been enriched by one baby black ratArthur McDermott,
tlesnake.
who lives a couple of miles out
on the Newburg road found it
last week and took it home. Just
as he Was about to toss it into
the fire after showing it, his
wife suddenly thought of the
laboratory and that they might
want the snake.
So Arthur brought the snake
into the 'Ledger & Times to find
if MSC could use it. We found
that they could.
However, there will be no
one there until next Monday, so
until then we have a glass jar
containing one quite live black
rattlesnake sitting on our desk.

Pleading self-defense to the
Dr. Morgan Tells House
charge of willful murder on which
Committee Authority is
he wasr- indicted, Bill Euel DonaldReady to Begin
son. 21, was sentenced to four
years in. the penitentiary by Judge
Ira D. Smith in Calloway county
SENATOR BARKLEY TO
circuit court Wednesday, for the
INTERVIEW PRESIDENT
killing of Tommy Scott last May.
Injuries from
stained, internal
Donaldson said that Scott reachConvinced that the Gilbertsville
which peritonitis developed. She
ed into his bosom, apparently for
Dam will be under actual construcdeath
before
intensely
suffered
then
that
a gun, and that it was
Dr. K. B. Floyd Will Direct Work,.
tion soon, probably with an incame.
ho drew his own gun and fired.
of Testing Pupils With Positive
crease in appropriation this year,
One of Donaldson's shots cut the
She was a faithful member of
Tuberculosis Reactions
.delegates of the Lower Tennessee
scalp alongside of Scott's head, the
the Flint Baptist Church and a
Valley Association returned to
other five entered his" neck and
Dr. K. B. Floyd, director of the young woman who was extremely
West Kentucky last week after
upper back.
state well liked by the older people as
of the
tuberculosis unit
satisfactory conferences in WashAlthough Commonwealth's . At- health department and Miss Evelyn well as sby those of her own age.
, 0 governington, D. C. with 10
torney John King sought a verdict Harrison have arrived in Murray She had a warm, friendly smile for
ment and TVA officials.
of murder, the jury returned one to assume charge of local tuber- all and possessed many qualities
Members who attended were:
of voluntary manslaughter.
culosis work. They will begin the of graciousness and kindness.
Dr. J. H. Richmond. president: 1...
The trial of W. T. Hawks for task of x-raying next week all
A large crowd attended the serJ. Hortin, secretary; Joe T. Lovett.
murder of Seldon students at Murray State College vices which were conducted from
the alleged
publisher of the Ledger & Times:
Humphreys in November 1936 was who showed positive reactions in the Flint Church Wednesday afterand W. G. Swann, Murray business
continued until next term. Hawks' the recent tests.
noon by the Rev. L. V. Henson,
..._
_MAIL
illness was the excuse for the conPupils of the training scbool, the assisted by the Rev. Lloyd Wilson.
The chief development was the
tinuance.
graveAlmo
the
in
was
high school. alla the colored Burial
Mrs.-Lucy Nouston. W. Is Widely agreement of Dr. A. E. Morgan,
J. D. Adams was sentenced to a
Ticket Money Missing
schools will be x-rayed after work yard.
Mourned; Burial Sunday at
advise ,the
Recognized in Washington as perhaps the foremost authority on
TVA chairman, to
probated term of two years on the
is •finished at the college, accordBesides her husband and parents, dams and power rates, Congressman Rankin has pledged his wholeElm Grove
House Committee he would like to
charge of assault with intent to
C. Ray. owner of the C. Ray Bus
ing to Miss Lola M. Hansen. super- she is survived by a sister. Mrs. hearted support of the Gilbertsville Dam and will visit Murray in the
have the Gilbertsville allOtment inrob. His case had been corttinueif
Lines, said this week that he did
visor of the local health office.
Robert Buchanan. Paducah; and near future to explain the benefits of the TVA program here.
Mrs. Lucy Houston, beloved Mur- creased, and "to ItAe 'the word
from last term. James Fouch is
not intend to issue a warrant for ray matron, died last Saturday at
Local health officials are urging four brothers, James. Howard and
'construction' included in the lannow serving five years on the
the apprehension of H. B. "Shorty" the Mason Memorial, Hospital of
children with positive reactions Urban Belcher, of Calloway county
FLOOD CONTROL BENEFITS PROVED
guage so as to carry the assurance
same charge. The men were alpostal
agent,
of
station
bus
Paducah.
superwision
Arnold.
the
Belcher.
under
Relford
to keep
and
That the Gilbertsville Dam will be of tremendous 'benefit in flood
an intestinal obstruction following that out of whatever funds are
leged to have beaten and robbed
;
govern
and
Hanan
operator..
was
telegraph
Miss
Murray,
physician,
their family
Harmon Jones,
control is a prayed fact, according to U. S. Army enginera TVA Enan illness of eight days. She was available such, constructive work
Everett Rushton alst year at the
who
sen said.
uncle.
gineer Carl Bock, Dr. AZ. Morgan. and President Roosevelt himself__ ment weather recorder here
66 years old. For many years, as may be deemed necessary might
"Bloody Bucket" roadhouse near
has
and
Mayfield
for
31
left March
Mrs. Houston made her home with be.jnaugurated".
Work ii being ciantinued on the
Murray
"The Gilbertsville Dam would, form the largest reservoir of those not since been heard from.
to be held
Mrs. Fannie McElrath and of late
Five new indictments were re- Blue Ribbon programs
In the words of - Senator Alben
in the system yet to be built and for this reason and because of its'exduring the
Arnold a cripple and acute suf- resided in the residence of Mrs.
turned by the Grand Jury late throughout the county
W. Barkley, Dr. Morgan wishes
Rivers, WHICH ferer from rheumatism for many Betty Phillips, in South Murray.
and
the
Mississippi
to
Ohio
so
close
-Ideation
cellent
expected
is
Lt
May.
in
week
first
to have additional funds "so that
Wednesday.
PERMITS SURE AND EFFECTIVE CONTROL." Bock wrote, "it would years, has been highly regarded
programs in
Three sons, only one of whom,
he might allocate a larger sum to
Sam Hayes was indicted for rob- that Blue RibbOn
CONTROL."
FLOOD
FOR
and
county,
MOST
IMPORTANT
be
for
here
this
integrity
in
conjuncand
resides
in
honesty
held
Carvel,
lor
bery in March 1937. He was al- Murray will be
the Gilbertsville project inasmuch
Mayfield,
Humpttreys,
Robertsurvive.
believe
friends
his
grandchildren
and
festivities
several
Day
maw years
as there is much work that could
leged to have taken a purse con- tion with the May
U. S. Senator Barkley quoted Mr. Morgan as follows: "Dr. Morstate highway commissioner for
that he possibly met with foul The other sons are Ophus and
taming six dollars from William at Murray College.
Kentucky, was a visitor in the city gan expressed the opinion that this clam would be extremely valuable play. He told Mr. Ray two weeks Lennis Houston, of Paducah. She be done in the way of building approaches, roads. power lines and
Carter.
In connection with flood control .in the Ohio and Mississippi Valleys
Tuesday afternoon.
ago Wednesday that he was going had been a faithful members of the other necessary things in connecA true bill was returned against
this
of
value
ultimate
the
recent
flood
demonstrated
the
feels
that
and
exMr. Humphreys said that be
to Mayfield to meet a party to First Baptist Church for many tion with, the construction".
Harold Wilkerson On the charge
pasted to be able to let, the con- dam for flood control and navigation purposes as well as power, and transact business. Mr. Ray -said years.
of malicious -shooting and woundpossible."
to
begin
work
anxious
as
soenilla
imams
Opinion in Washington was that
tract this year for the -111Anfearhi had a little more than $72 in
Funeral services were conducted
He is charged with hailing. eut ParThe two completed dams of the TVA's proposed nine withheld ticket money belonging to the bus Sunday afternoon from the Elm the Gilbertsville Dam is already,
Mayfield road by Coldwate,X.-WhIgh
tin Lassiter last year.
will be concrete surfaced and the 32.000 cubic feet of water per second frern the flood-stricken areas, line in his pocket. He also was to Grove Baptist church by the Rev. started, inasmuch -de -$1,130,00 has
, Frank Dumas, colored, indicated
cement road of any conse- when levees on the,lower Qhie river were being held by inches.
first
settle with the Postal Telegraph R. F. Gregory and burial was in already been expended, but Senthat he would plead guilty to the Loose Floor Sales on Tuesday and
Calloway county.
in
quence
Co. for telegrams collected in Mur- the church graveyard. The pall- ator Barkley agreed to contact
Friday Until Markets
charge of grand larceny on which
THE DAM IS LEGAL AND AUTHORIZED
ray but never reached that office bearers were Prentice Lassiter, President Roosevelt to secure his
now
are
road
The deeds for this
Close
he was indicted.
Congressman Rankin stated concerning the Supreme Court de- in Mayfield.
aid in increasing the allotment and
being prepared and are expected
Amon Owen, Dan Banks, Tellus
Herbert Goosby. colored, was in"construccisioh in the TVA case: "That decisiOn settled, for all time, the right
Beu- in inserting the word
and
for
Jones
agent
soon.
the
ready
was
Clyde
who
be
McDougal,
to
Ray,
Mr.
floors
Murray
the
on
connection
in
sales
for
robbery
dicted
Weed
tion" so that the entire area may
of the Federal Government to build dams on navigable streams to imgrandthat
little
with
said
here,
also
Four
Humphreys
Lassiter.
Mr.
company
'
Postal
ton
the
warrani,
to
enough
George
with the theft of $20 from
have decreased
at those dams, or to
know the TVA will build the
let to W. C. prove navigation, to generate and sell electricity
Arnold acting as agent, settled in s000 acted as flower boys. They
Tullouss.
the three loose floors here to hold contract had been
dam.
build transmission lines to carry that power to the point of delivery."
Edward,
for
Owensboro,
Thomas
company
Son.
Rob,
Joe
telegraph
&
were
the
with
Robinson
full
now
from
J. T. Bynum, and A. B. "Dyna- only two sales a week
to Knox- Tuesday, paying it $81.19.
Paducah
Dr. Morgan is "anxious to begin
from
channel
a
9-foot
authorized
has
Congress
the
Houston.
tennis
between
road
and
concrete
Eugene
the
is
mite". Dunn .were indicted for as- until the market closes, which
work as soon as possible" Mr
rivers on U. S. 68 from Canton to ville and Dr. A. E. Morgan has declared that the dam is essential to that
sault with intent to rob. They are soon expected.
wired LTVA officials this
price requirement.
Fashion Show Tomorrow Barkley
Sales the past week totaled 83,874 Eggner's Ferry. The contract
alleged to have taken $50 from
week. "He also expressed the
BENEFITS OF CHEAP POWER
2190,000. The
Howard Edwards, a Paducah flood pounds bringing $5,089.57 to the is approximately
The fashion show of the Sewing opinion that this dam would be
"If every woman in America realized what the TVA is doing for
growers. The average for the week Robinson Co. has done considerable
refugee during February.
Center will be held from 3 to 4 extremely valuable in connection
them, there would not be a candidate for public office from Maine to
A true bill also was returned Is $8.78. With these sales the sea- work in Calloway county.
Friday afternoon in the with flood control in the Ohio and
California who would dare to oppose it," Mr. Rankin asserted recently
A large number of producers o'clock
against Hurley Henderson.
son's total reaches 4,155,105 pounds
in Congress. "It is doing more to brighten their lives, lighten their bur- understood the article last week Center workrooms over the Gra- Mississippi Valleys and feels that
All of these cases were set for at $347,733.26. an average for the
the recent flood_ demonstrated the
dens, relieve their drudgery, and increase the comforts and conveniences relative to total soil depleting base ham & Jackson store.
Friday. season of $9.48.
All models shown are the 'work ultimate value of this dam for
entire
history
the
done
in
ever
has
else.
anything
than
their
homes
of
acres
100
the
acres
to
30
week
being
past
the
for
was
grand
jury.
'Tobacco sales
Rumors that the
of the Sewing Cen- flood control and navigation pur41
of this republic.
farm land as applying to their of employees
having trouble assembling wit- were:
ter. and prizes will be awarded poses as well as power".
and
quota
county
a
is
stoves,
This
electric
farms.
refrigerators,
"Electric lights, electric irons. electric
Thursday, April
nesses were grounded by Foreman •
for the most attractive and pracAct' Guarantees Collective BargainCongressional hearings before
Murray, 8.341 lbs. at $808.70. an
fans, water heaters, vacuum cleaners, radios, washing machines, water will make very little change to the
Nevan Wall who told Judge Smith
Negotiating
In
tical garment.
Workers
to
ing
the appropriations committee will
farm.
sewing machines, grills, toasters, dishwashers and numerous individual
pumps,
that all witness subpoened go TO average of $12.75; Growers. 3.145
for Better Conditions
be started next week in regard to
other labor-saving appliances may now be used under the TVA rates
had come in willingly.
lbs. at $271.39.: an average of $8.63:'
the dam, and Congressman Noble
TOOK TO LIGHT THE
IT
FORMERLY
THAN
MONEY
FOR
LESS
The petit jury was released from Outland, 2,880 lbs. at $270.86, an
WASHINGTON. April 12—The
Gregory has arranged for KenTrade Orders Given
1-1'-)ME UNDER THE OLD POWER COMPANY RATES."
duty Thursday in order to give the average of $940.
Supreme Court gave the governtucky and Tennessee legislators to
Merchants
Friday, April 9
grand jury more time for its deThese
on
ment a major victory today by upattend the hearings to asisst in
KENTUCKY- WOULD SAVE
Murray, 33.418 lbs. at $220942,
liberations. Further trials will be
holding the constitutionality of the
Mr. Rankin showed that "under TVA rates, the people of the
given' presenting the arguments for an
orders
Merchandise
held Friday morning.
average of $661; Growers, 2,505 lbs. Wagner Labor Relations Act as apelectric
increased appropriation for the
of
the
on
a
price
year"
save
$8,227.000
would
of
Kentucky
State
Out$6.95;
of
subscripaverage
countyTimes
&
the
of
Calloway
Ledger
$174.11,
with
Members
at
pned to all business engaged in in- current. He said the power trusts in the United States were making a
Gilbertsville Dam.
tions in Calloway county will
Has
Grand Jury are Nevin Wall, fore- lands, 4.395 lbs. at $464.21, average
Citizen
Regarded
Highly
terstate commerce.
BILLION DOLLAR OVERCHARGE ANNUALLY FOR ELECTRIC
Dr. J. H. Richmond. who headed
be issued to and including April
man. John H. Moore, Carlos Rob- of $10.33.
.
Served as Peace Officer
was Wired- - im- LIGHTS AND POWER.
Speculation
22nd on the following eligible !the delegation, said that the trip
Monday, April 12—None
erts, William" Whitnell, Jr., Pren12 Years
mediately as to whether the tri(Continued on Page Eight)
was his fifty.-third to Washington
merchants. One order is given
Tuesday, April 13
tice Hart, Rue Clark, Parker Harcases
and.4,110--iir-regarded it the-- mote"
with each and every,,dollar paid
Murray, 7,120 lbs. at $583.81, av- bunal's decision on five
rell, R. W. Hendricks, Raymond
R. Burgess Parker, for 12 years
Roosevelt's
successful of any that he had
Perry (Wadesboro). Mart Shipley, erse of $8.20: Growers, no report: would affect President
an efficient, popular and-ealliel- -on a county subscription and
proposal.
made.
you can have your choice of the
Peyton Thomas, and J. N. Lawson. Outland, 4.070 lbs. at $297.27. aver- court reorganization
entious peace officer in Murray
merchants below.
Petit jurors in the Adams trial age of $7.43.
Under the tentative budget,$750,today makes -his formal announce"Magna Charts" Of Labor,
Whoever it is issued on will
000 has been set up for GilbertsWednesday, April 14—None
were J. 0. -Weather. Ben Cotham,
ment for the office of city judge
honor in full, just the same as
ville this year, but LTVA officials
the coming August
William Green, president of the
Jesse Barnett, Orvin Beach, Amos
of Murray
that much cash.
believe that this sum may be maWest, Johnnie Walker, Bud'. -EdAmerican Federation of Labor, has
primary.Groceries
terially increased.
described the Wagner act as the
monds, W. C. Holland, Lonnie
rker states in his anAs Mr.
labor. In.
Tolley & Carson
Charts" of
Hill. Tolbert Carr, H. R. Wisehart
"Magna
Among the Congressmen and
nouncement he should need no inStores
Kroger
guarantees collective bargaining
and Irvan Miller
Senators who attended the controduction for he has lived in Mur,
Co.
Murray Milk Products
Jurors in the Donaldson case
The, Regal Shop, popular ladies to whrkers in negotiating with emferences in
were:
Washington
ray many. many years, is a native
Robt. Swann
were,' Aussie Pool, James Gray, 0. ready-to-wear store, has added a ployers for wages, hours, working
Senators
Barkley. Logan, and
-of this county and his reputation
KIM-ft & Blalock
L. Cain,, Dewey Lampkins, H. I. very attractive and popular shoe conditions. etc.
Bachman; Congressman Gregory
for integrity, fairness and a high
U-Tote-Em Grocery
Justice Owen D. Roberts deCraig. Lee Burohett, Porter Stub- department to its modern store.
and other Kentucky representasense of honor is well known to
Shroat Bros
blefield, Tremon Cavitt, Acre Mill- The new department is managed livered the five to four decision
tives: Congressmen Pearson, Coopall. His many friends state that
Just a little more than a week remains in The
Parkers Bakery
er, Houston Lax, A. E. Jackson, by Floyd Pierce, formerly of Union in the Associated Press case afenforcelaw
a
er. Turner and others from Tenas
experience
his
subscription
triple-barreled
big
Times'
&
Ledger
MorOil
and
reinstate
Gas
exto
order
an
an
is
Jones.
firming
Floyd
Mr.
Lebert
City, Tenn.
nessee; and Congressman Rankin
ment officer, together with those
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
drive and you had better hurry if you want to take
perienced shoe salesman having ris Watson. New York editorial
of Mississippi.
qualities of sound judgment, fair
that
held
Clothing
opinion
such
The
of
employee.
years
advantage of it.
had more than 11
mindedness and a conscientious deRegal Shop
He the act does not violate the freeexperience.
merchandising
sire to do the right thing admir. A week from Shturday afternoon, April 24,
in
T. 0. Turner
&Mg
en
eaftni't6 leurtry !row -MM.
faithfuliltueisarge
§ka
ali,
at:2 o'clock, right upon the court square in full.vieW
Jack & Jill
Where he was associated with his this cate'kee're
this
of
duties
the
efficiently
and
ly
of all, we are going to give away Om* -Wautiful
W. T. Sledd & Co.
A. T. Crawford. of Princeton,. brother in a shoe store.
Sutherland, Willis VanDevanter,
office. Mr. Parker has also been
Lerman Bros.
$97.50 genuine mohair frieze living room suite.
Ky.. has leased the Morris buildThe shoe department will fea- James C. McReynolds and Pierce
grocery business here where
the
in
Dr. James H. Richmond, presiH. I. Neely & Son. Hazel
ing on the West side of the court ture the latest and most modern Butler.
You are cordially invited to be present but should
he won many friends by his mandent of Murray State Teachers
Son
8z
Fitts
S.
W.
and
square, which was vacated Jan- styles of Paris
Chief Justice Hughes asserted
Fashion
occur that will prevent you being there,
public.
something
the
with
ner of dealing
College, was the guest speaker at
Haardware
uary 1 by the Mason Memorial Natural Poise shoes. These are in the Jones and Loughlin deHis statement to the voters folyou will not be deprived of your opportunity. Ildwthe regular weekly dinner meetCo.
Hdw
Bros.
Sexton
Hospital where it moved to the nationally advertised shoes and cision that labor should "have os
lows:
ever, should you not be able to be there you should
ing of the Young Business Meet
,
Lumber
near--boapital, and will open a carry a guarantee from Good clear right to organize and select
To the voters of the city of
have someone to represent you.
Club at the National Hotel Mondry
Calloivay Lumber Co.
Western Auto Supply Store.
Housekeeping magirzine. The shoes representatives for lawful puram announcing myself
Murray:
evening.
Murray Lumber Co.
You have just eight more days to take advanMr. Crawford said the building are of the latest creations. The poses as the respondent" steel
a candidate for the office of City
ompletely remodeled on opening advertisement is found in corporation "has to organize its
Miseellsenous
'President Holland presented
would be e.
tate of this big and unusual offer. . Hundreds have
Judge of Murray, Ky., subject to
Model Cleaners —
Coach Roy Stewart, who in turn
business and seltect its own officers
the interior and that he expected this paper.
will be several hundred
there
and
so
done
the Democratic party
already
of
action
the
Capitol Theatre
presented Joe T. Lovett who Inand agents."
to be open for business in about
August 7 and in doing so I feel
others before the dead-line. But the dead-line is
Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
troduced Dr. Richmond.
The vote was five to four on all
two or three weeks. Mr. Crawford
FIRE IN BASEMENT
the
to
introduction
no
need
I
Don't
that
here.
be
soon
will
rapidly approaching; it
Ky.-Tenn. Light & Power Co.
decisions with the exception of the
is an experienced opeartor df lowPresident Richmond warmly
voters of the city as I have served
put .it off any longer.
No. damage was caused by the bus case which was unanimous.
Murray Auto Parts
priced auto supply stores and will
thitlakEff the young business men
police
the
of
member
a
as
you
the
of
basement
the
in
fire
trash
stock.
'35c
complete
free
Superior Laundry & Cleaners
Come in today and get also' your
have a large and
for their support- of the college
force for twelve years, having
WednesPorter Motor Co.
W, K.. Scurlock, of the associate National Bank building
Trade Ot,der with each dollar paid on subscription
and pledging his unceasing efforts
aerved 10years as night police and
Maupin
Franklin
Mrs.
and
to
Fire
Mr.
according
afternoon,
Murray Con. Coal dr Ice Co.
store division of the Western Auto day
The History of Calloway
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Mrs.Odell and Hilda Hodges
were Sunday afternoon visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul lifeCuiston.
Misa Naomi maple, fifth grade
teacher in Murray State College
training school has been Min her
apartment at the National Hotel.
Dr. and Mrs. J. I. Siress of Nashville, Tenn.. were week end guests
in the home of Dr and Mrs. D. H.
•
Suess.

-optieians meeting convening there
until Wednesday at Louisville.
Local Correction-Last week's
paper stated that Alfred WilllamF.
Detroit, visited his wife over the
week end. This statement was
erroneous as Mr. Williams is unmarried.
Miss Mary Coleman and Mrs.
J. H. Coleman are spending this
s
week in Chicago.
A. V. Havens to Preach on
"Challenge of the Cradle"

formal meetings of fun and frolic,
culminating in a heart-to-heart
talk with the minister, are open to
all young people of college and
high school age.
Ralph Wear will, lead the Midweek meeting, Wednesday night
at 7:15. Miss Sue Wade will be
the music sponsor.
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at the evening
will continue the
on Old Testarn
"David, the Shei

•
'31 Chevrolet Coach
'30 Ford Fordor
'30 Ford Tudor
'29 Ford Tudor
•
JONES Se ERWIN
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Chia For Sale Until May 3rd
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ble from,
healthy p
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_ _AS_ GO
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MURRAY HATCHERY

THE-N1W_HOUSB4G GUILD
SERVICE MAKES ANY KIND OF HOME
IMPROVEMENTS EASY AND INEXPENSIVE

Popul,
manc

o:caTffran-

Try it PLAIN
or TOASTED

,

Sure, We Have It ...
Good Old Fashioned

--iptir BARBECUE!

Lumber_

"mr#414fPli
.
-"ROI.IGH PlatISENG. Gt*"

!t
i
i

Sandwiches, or by the pound. . .
. "Something No One Else Has•
A coinplete line of sandwiches, short
orders, pies and ,coid ,drinks
•
STOP IN AND EAT A BITE!
.•

PARKER'S PALATABLE PASTRIES
..add

We Are Always Glad to Fill Special Orders for All Occasions
'

Parker Bros. Bakery

COZY INN

MT,

Aunt Betty Bread Fresh Every Day at Your Grocer's

and Mrs. Talmadge Robinion

The Complete, Modern Sanitary Plant

•

••••••

4
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The play is entitled, "The when the total points are added'.
I.
Eighteen Carat Boob." This prom- "
Lynn Grove had 114aa, Hazel 96,
ises to be one of the best plays Almo 79.
ever presented at Almo High
School is dismissed the latter
school.
three-days- of tin! week- for the
The 'junior claps presented the KEA.
By Clara Waldrop
WASHINGTON, April 14—Toe subject. This Aeries of sermons
Several of our teacbers have 3-act play,."Elaue Sibon Pie" last
House Appropriations Committee is helpful to any student of the
gone to Louisville ta attend KEA. Saturday night. This was a "real"
After- studying curtain making.
today beard arguments by Senator Bible.
Those who went -were Miss Mar- play and the peculiar thing about
county homemakers bought
Pike
Kenneth McKellar, of Tennessee.
Fred it was that it was composed enMrs.
Holcomb,
gueritte
Church-school at 9:30, With some
• Representative Herron Pearson of
Material anal made
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each
Caplinger.
at
of
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Messers.
tirely
Hinkle.
music
.special
Jackson, Term., and Representativemeet
to
classes
other
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of
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Some
with
own_
Holland.
-school, and
Manday night of this week, the their
Noble J. Gregory of Mayfield, Ky.,
teacher would have liked to have Ace- Society entertained the memall ages. Mr. C. A. Hale extends
on behalf of an early start on the
Our
welcome.
'rdial
attended this meeting but scholl bers of the Know Nothing Society
to you a
proposed Gilbertsville dam.
Was not'dismissed-'
children and young people meet
with a school party.
TenWest Kentucky and West
at 645, with programs adapted to
Great progress has been Made on
Our debate team won second
nessee interests are 'urging an ap- their needs.
the Murray High tennis courts. place in the County Tournament
opriation of $2,750.000 In the next
Mr. Lee Says we may play on them last week. We were defeated an
We welcome all strangers who
udget to begin construction.
next week.
have no church home.
the finals by the' affirmative team
Gregory said Chairman A. E.
corning week is marked
There will be three new mem- from Faxon composed of Wilson
This
Morgan of the Tennessee Valley
bers on the aaealty of Murray Gantt and James Brandon. Our
throughaUt the South by the celeAuthority,, present at today's hearbration of the Bishop's Crusade.
High next year. They are, Miss negative team consisted of ,Mary
ing, supported his contention that
Mary Lassiter. Miss Lala Cain. and Margaret Roberts and Nell _Suiter;
The purpose of this campaign is
construction of the darn would be
Wilburn Cavitt.
to wipe out an indebtedness that
our affirmative team was Halline
justified as a flood control proReport cards will be given out Lassiter and Olene Caldwell. Only
was necessarily incurred during
eict alone
It't great, to know that
of either of oar-Ca...a
week. ..
eta, t a •ag 46.yr-one rise,,
insurance is a
In this year's flood, Gregory said honest debt, honestly incurred, and
adequate
had ever had experience before
"Paducah-as relieved of approxi- could not be avoided. Our Murray
savings as well as a prothis year, but we debated each
mately one foot of water by -reason Methodist Church has been honorside of the question 16 times. We
tection.
of Norris dam, and relief of a very ed in that we have sent two misshope to go some where next year
•
few inches of water in a.crisis of ionaries Li the foreign field and
as we have all debaters back and
-This abegiris the last month of
this character might mean the savAre YOU Fully
several other goad speakers who
one of this number is still there.
our -school and find§ us with a lot
ing of an entire city. Cairo. 111...
plan to debate.
Protected?
eitgatata Our people to fall- In
"that
time
the-short
within
do_
ta
were
saved
and Hickman, Ky.,
liner with the program of the whole'
Claudine Philliph wan first place
remains.
from the flood by inches."
•
church. The Crusade centers in
n extemporaneous speaking and
Thursday night of next week,
Both Morgan and David E. Lil- a fellowship supper to be observed
place in
third
Won
leaaa
Suiter
with
Frances
of
the
founder
the
institution
honored
Cuilege
students
Teachers
State
Murray
Former
April 22, we are to have the priv- public discussion.
a. ienthal. another director, testified on Fr:day night, April 23, the supquet at the Grand Central Hotel Monday evening. At Dr. -Wens' left and right at. the head of the table Itre
attorney fort ilege of having in our midst for
at the 'closed hearing.
per to be served by the women of Mrs. .1. E. Walters and laUss Pauline Pate. Dr. Wells is now of Omaha, Neb.. being general
Agent
Leon Seale Jr., won second place
holding biennial convention here.—Photo and story, courtesy of Owensboro tone night's performance, a group
the church and the proceeds of the the Woodmen of the World,
in the boys' solo.,
from
stars
Messenger.
()pry'
Ole
"Grand
of
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES' supper applied to the payment of
New York Life Insurance
bur male quartet placed third
WSM. Nashville,, as follows:
Company
the debt. We expect this occasion
also.
third
trio
near
Murray.
placed
girls'
and-the
Clopton,
'
a
Gatlin
person
that
so
industry
the
Sharborough,
Mr.
ta
According
At the morning hour the Rev. to mean much to the missionary
Robert Lunn (The Talkint Blues
put:ale
in
afternoon
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ranked
Saturday
We
was
admitted
modernize
or
build
to
Wishing
a
form
to
taken
be
(
Dependable Since L845
steps will
H. It. Taylor, Presiding elder of interests of our Church:
Artist), The Lakeland Sisters The
fourth
Housing Guild , composed of build- could select an architect, builder, following an accident on his farm. Singing Cowgirls), Happy Al Hicks speaking with 44 points and
the Paris District, will preach, and ,
J. Mack Jenkins. pastor
as a whole
ers, architects, real estate men. real estate man and financing llatewis kicked in the abdomen by (The Blackface Comedian), Ramb- in music but third
at the evening hour the pastor
financing agencies, building .ma- agent from within the group and a- cow and is in- a serious condi- liug Red Majors.
will continue the series of sermons
.
:
terial manufacturers and their dis- receive .assistance in all phases _of Alett,
on Old Testanierit
Heroes with
The above_ars considered to be
tributors if the results of the the. work.
Mrs. ArlissWarfard, Fort Henry. one of the most popular groups
"David, the Shepherd•King" as the
Tann.. was admitted Tuesday for WSW,. puts out. Don't miss this
Market analysis which he plans to
.
conduct sin)* that such an organtreatment of diabetes.
chance at a real entertainment.
The feasibility of providing an
ization would be of benefit to
Leslie Ellis was admitted Satorganization which will enable all
Our annual senior class play
- urday night for treatment.
S a young man the factors of the building industry in Murray.
late Dr k V. fleece
night, May
"A Housing Guild,- he stated. is
Nance, Dawson
Miss LaRue
Calloway county to coordinate in
Edgar Wells remains.in a serious will be given Saturday
Practiced medicine Ia Pa.
home con- Springs, was discharged Thursday
After moving to &Maks. a cooperative effort to promote designed to promote
condition. He was admitted Sun-r
N. Y., he gave to the drug
and to following an appendix Operation.a
better housing will be the subject struction and modernation
day.
trade (nearly 70
ago) Dr. Pierce's Favor- of intensive study by .C. L. Sher- demonstrate to prospective home- Miss Nance was •formerly of Lynn
Miss Alice Bea Roberts, nurse at
ite Prescription. Women
sound
of
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the
owners
the
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now
is
and
Grove
Co. Lbr.
who suffer from "nerves," borough of the Calloway
the Clinie hospital and daughter
It
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planning
HighDawson
at
teaching star!"
triltabiTity and discos:ri- Co., who has just returned from
of Mr. and: Misr Everett Roberts.
le:Ina assati.t-d with functional disturbances
would also be. a service center school.
should tr. this tonic. It stimulates the Sic- a two-weeks merchandising connear Murray, underwent an appetite and this in turn increases the intake of ference in New Orleans held under where persons planning to build
Mrs. Effie Newton, Ironton,. was ananchica operation Tuesday and is
eat heliZing to upbuild the body. Buy nowt
men
of
-asistance
the
receive
could
the auspices of Johns-Manville.
cabs SOc, liquid $1.00 and $1.3S.
discharged following a niajor
doing nicely.
trained in _every line of building. ration a few days ago.
You
(Iria"rence Penny,a near Murray,
all
recently,
. "Up until . very
Hendan:-. MT-din was admitted Mandy for treatLeamon
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members of the building
We have made cleanliness a fePond, was 'discharged Friday fol- ment of a severe inf tion of the
have been content to be 'order
tish in our kitchen. Your
operation.
an
lowing
face.
takers'—to sit back and wait until
own kitchen could be
Murnear
of
Scott
Grove.
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Mra. Russell
Alton Miller. near
someone came to them with a
no cleaner. Note our
an
for
Tuesday'
request to build. Now, however_ under ent an operation Wednes- ray was admitted
low prices
operation.
many have come to believe that day 'and is dotng nicely.
daugh,•
Miss Louise Shackleford,
the industry must get out and sell
Doris. small son of Mr. and Mrs.
'An excellent soil conditioner that contains readily
its product—the finished house— Grover Charlton. near Hazel. was ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Shackle.
an apThe "BRING-A-GUEST'•
d it is ever to assume its rightful admitted Friday for treatment ford. Murray. underwent
available pitosphate in a water soluble, non-revertipendix operation Saturday.
leadership in the economic re- of an infected ear.
ble from, and many rare elements necessary for
Clifton Miller, Lynn Grove.
-*habilitations of this country." .
Mrs. John Waters was discharged
healthy plant growth.
treated Monday for an injured
- Accordingly, - he declareta - the Saturday_ following treatment.
hialt-received Dian a falling log.
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principles _belthid the Housing cludd • dirties Everett, small son - of -Mr. Crma Spann, Murray as under
4o.on and Evening
.
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system are the cooperatIon-of -an- -and --Mrsalohratie Hughes, of near
treatment (ar an 411j:reed -handa-re-factors in the industry and the in- Murray, was admitted Thuaiday
ceived fram a car door Wednesday.
Sold in Calloway County Exclusively by
troduction of Merchandising , and for 'treatment of brain compliaaThe
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resulting
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which
principles
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Company, Czechaslovakia's
Bata
aalbeing
befareI
days
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about
for
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automobiles.
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shoa producer, constitute
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Clinic.
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to
mitted
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home appliances and the like.
country's outstanding
that
of
one
Murray, eotucly
s
underwent
Jones
Walter
Mrs.
Membership in a Housing Guild
•ecandmic aasets '
a Saturday,
would include reputable factors in tonsil aperatin

Arguments For Gilbertsville Dam
Presented to House Committee

Former Students Give Dr. Rainey T. Wells a Dinner

MURRAY HIGH
SCHOOL-

i

ir

Almo High School

-vre

i

R. H. THURMAN

Sharborough Attends
Housing Guild Meet

,

Clinic Hospital Notes

A FAMOUS DOCTOR
A

I Dine Pleasantly,
Reasonably in the
Colonial Room...

o-'1

1

are urged to pay your taxes on or
BEFORE FRIDAY, APRIL 40
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BASIC SLAG!

A Combination of Nature's Own Plant
Foods!

was Dinner

75F

Levying will begin the first day of May,
and no further-extension of time
will be given.
• .

CARL B. KINGINS

New Natiànal Hotel

N. P.'HUTSON

Sheriff

Women's 15c
Seamless
. Cotton

36-in,
CURTAIN
MARQUISETTE
Full 36-in, widths
and in ecru or ivory
shades. 555th coupon.

Popular Request Demands Sale Continue!

$s

LINOLEUM
RUGS
With coupon
Pabco & Challenge
brand; heavy felt
base rugs. Swell new
pattern effects.
00
41,414 0
4•
'
‘

Pratical Gifts to
Thrifty Shoppers

FREE

SHEETS
' With coupon

9c

yard

—

10c
Yard wide, brigbily
patterned cretonnes
on light. medium &
dark backgrounds.

-Panties and shorts.
either lace trims or
tailored hems. Pink
0 or tea rose.

44b446.

'vsA N

50e Felt
Base
Fr * LINOLEUM
Square yard with
cou non

at 55c
size.
72x81 full
smooth, pure white.
constructed
iy
rm
t
the
tfr , •di.,asi
harden Ain*:

RAYON UNDIES
, With Coupon

CRETONNES

1 OC
Full cut, assorted
sizes. Heavy, durable. washable Complete mill run as•▪ sortment

37c
foot widths.
or
Made by Pabco, fully guaranteed.
aft '11,4%

Men's
49c

CO

. "Washfab"
WINDOW

WORK SHIRTS
14 1-2 to 17 sizeccut
full and tone: I big
breast packets. With
coupon—

Women's
$2.50 and $3
Novelty

DRESS
PRINTS.
GINGHAMS,
and

Women's
and
Misses' 19c

•
15e
Smooth
Finish

and Other Free Gifts!

TURKISH
TOWELS
With Coupon

i
8c par
Only 10 doz. to sell
with coupons. First
buy
will
yrs
many. So hurry!

Greater Savings!
Bargains Galore!

Either Salt or Pepper ShakerFREE Nitti$1.00
Purchase
With $5.00 Purchases
Your Choice of ...
Cake Plates
Two Mixing Bowls
Tray Set
Six Glasses
Four Blue Cups and Saucers
Four Blue Plates
Four Dessert Plates

HOSIERY
With coupon

w
Coonskin mtpreshrunk; mad to fit;
sizes 32 to 42; slue
$125. With codgon.

SHADES

Tan and green. Full
size. strong spring
✓otten, at/ fittings.
39e values, codpon.

snans
With coupon. pair

BROADCLOTHS
patterns,
Lovely
washable colors, for
spring house dresses
With coupon
10c

$1.00
Straps, pumps. ties,
oxfords. sandals- Br' •
blue. white, red and
yellow. All styles.

yard

tt'• •.
-"IAN Wilt

Boys' and
Little
Gents'

14A N

%),
LADIES'
ceirroN

TENNIS SHOES
Sizes, small 11 1-2 to
sanitary
6.
large
With
construction.
coupon--

PRINCES'S SLIPS
With coupon

15c
lace trimmed. Tea
rose and S.C. slaty.
Bette's. but several.

55c pair
4N
3
/
4'0

Urike.44

Taa.

0

4,4hi

404.94
04%0

Woksen's
and

PLOW
SHOES
Heavy sole, sturdy
build..Can take htr
dest of farm wear
Large assortment or
sizes '

$1,25 pair
With Coupon
‘e(as

WASH DRESSES
with coups"

49c
&
Fast solid color.'
plaids,
bright prints,
Arras
pastels.
dots,

Women's
$2.98

Boys' 59c

DRESSES

. BLUE
OVERALLS
coupon
lic
With
suspender back: 4
to 16 sizes; made sof
_ extra good grade of
blue denim

With coupon

PILLOW CASES t
With coupon

$1.66
Made at excellent
material. eall 'Mad
hard sear and usage
—You (ain't afford to
lay
miss this but.
al"

and.
Acetate Crepes
w ashable Silks., in
prints,:plaincolsizes.
ors. Nearly-all

Women's 19.Dull Rayon

TABLE
OILCLOTH

HOSIERY
With coupon

Full 46 in., choice of
tile, floral and pastel patterns. With ..
coupon. yard—

13c
Formfie semi-service
weight, smooth toe'
and heels. 8 1-2 to le

leta.449

dEPY
VaP
N 0/1

Pd 1110%
4
*4

151L
4
.111T,

•

A

-

...••••••••

•'14
,
*

se'
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to
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them
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tinguished Kentuckians who yield
cutting off from us the temtto"!
We hope that the success
Tenn.; W. T. Elliott. McSandy,
Times-Herald. October 20, Ina.
east of the river 0~110yr-tarn- meiubers of the Woodmen of the without stint of their intellectual these two will furnish an incentive
'refill.: Mrs. Will Ed CuvKenzie,
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Published by The Calloway County Publishing Co., Inc.
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future
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Mrs- S.' R. Robinson. Itturary: Mrs. W. S. (Lassiter) Mardis; Ml6S
mr ir --• • •
nothing to apologize for ,and
people'`A'erq 6for he is too`valuable a 'citizen to 14 -and returned April 18.
T. 0. TURNER •
Rudell . C. Coursey, riexter; Mary Burkeen is the daughter Of Mr.
PPostd 1•6 7b* nothing fo conceal on any public
Dam, dam.- who wants the dam!IS('‘ne
lose, The years of- his- vigorous
._ maybe inLiieekt; milytiett„„s_ wro...'''..;. , railroacis--end-- they were .cisseed quest
Neither -et the two were able Josephine James, Murray; ,,Rob and Mrs.- ctiester (Miller) Bur, ‘ from many quarters as a developDearmorn. web. middle life-were Kentucky's_ The to - place first, second, or third but Mason Young Murray: Mrs. Zadte keen.
and '
We bagipen .te believe it's right
county;..! ment that .would -ruin. the counaprtt-- 12, 1937
I
loud.
speaks,,so
are
you
"What
Calloway
a good thing forMr Joe T. Lovett
say."
you
what
hear
t
cah
..'
'
if we didn't ve wouldn't be a-deo- , L'Y
Editor Ledger & Times
,
1
.
.
tatunfie •
Murray, Kos .
• Many people do not like to ' be
and some -do not even
Hewcver. we don't believe every- ,'vaccinated
1 Dear Sir:
yet in great floods,
believe
body who doesn't think it should
spreentug typhoid and other digbe - bitllt--is a-- har, a thter„4---res-.
OF THE-.e
tti
eases,
would be sure and GET TUE'DOGand a fraud.cal. a crook
HANGER
._
under date of April 8. a letter
complete and
without
certain
,
from Mr. Artelle Lassiter of Pon, wholesale vaccination_
He will not eat the corn nor
We don't believe we have any
tiac. Mich. Stating his young exit.
eat
ox
the
let
he
will
:gist on morality, righteMilliperience in a strike of one of G .
believe the dam would bring
We
Do not cloud the issue, mmority M.'s plants. I do not have
eag or infallibility- and. frankly.
untold blessings to the
and
gnat
is advocating the dam at Gilbertshaven't yes semi anyone else.- who
pe2ple__Ait "Calloway county. Did will.. and they do not know the knowledge of personally =
has..
Mr. Las.siter arid -it youwe
not
wholeheartedly
And
.
Valley se-eh...ie.-ft .46 km*.-OW- bad
believe so we would not ad- effect of the-overflow caused by this' letter then I want toHi:Meyer, we would, like for cerrlY
gaze to Mr. L.essiter to begin'. with
vocate it one single moment. •
the building of Gilbertoalle Dam for what 1. am goinge to say.
those oppDsing the darn to hear
.!.4
Ohioat
The
Mississipwith
connection
in
coagressnian Rankin of
.Jog you maY -not know that
defense.
no
needs
position
Our
tributaries.
all
with
Smithland
pi. who is to make a :peed here
Pontiac.s Mich., is populated with
own conscience is sufficient
P Our
This_is ihe prediction: That the
soon.- before they definitelythe same type of people as' Hopdon'tfrankly,
We,
jestificetion.
.am ,at Gilbertsville will destroy
teraune that. ttw_proposeti Gilbertsicy.
ville dam -is- the- Worst thing that . give .a tinker's hoot whas--anyone more property and natural . re- many people. do- not
know what
oculd • CIA!r happen to Calloway 'else says. It. make; not the slight- sources than it will create.
the strike is all about. Who would
:cal _41-te_uf difference _tcr-int---May. accuse me or us of
•-lleti-ot wonder at a person making
n,f • • • fa
being:disappointed in not getting
$8.00 or more per clay and wanting
Mr. Rankin Jr the best informed ; Let them say -what- they 'please the dam closer to Murray,'but you
more :pay. lie says they wanted
-man in Ine-treted States:rie water That is their- itialismaide right. We admit that they are sellish in the
production slowed down. What de
to
there:'
effort
down
what
it
say
getfa
rural
right
his
Every
the
Lek
h:rne
not
ould
c
i
power.
_
yroi Mean by this Mr. Lassitet?
benefits
be
will
through
did
.electrreity
electric
has
right
The
be
MAW
not
we
district
•
belithre to
s
yott mein tient you _bent' teslir
4 sjse_pa,desah
,_(kr iSaMe.41) ij.
1 iklymr„IrflffElosisikord_thens the ss Me
T. 'it. A_. They lifr
-6-:TWe- Taefbry
nit; ring in
rregardless' ef its Ideation. So our
- there',-aru: apparently everywhere !siege. _
your time card, go tier
, tp some
nice place, take a Seat and sit
tere 'until • 3:30 p. m.. ring otlt
your card then draw your pay on
pay-day just, the Same as though
you had worked? I noticed you
did not state what it costs the
company to produce these parts
and the competition your company
has to meet on these parts.
notice you say your strike wak
run much differently from other
strikes
that it was run on a
- --You -pay- from one-hal-Ito two-thirds iess-for-an -IC-E-refrigeracivil basis. if I understand tbt
tor because you buy no mechanical equipment.
English language. civil means law-'
ful and you well know that sit:
pay no interest or carrying charge on your time payments
'
You
down strikes, which are seizing
---which means another saving. The interest on your investment is
other peoples' property which has
been declared unlawful by every
likewise only ong-half to one-third what it might otherwise be.
fudge that it has, been before and
when the law has ask you 'to vacate ether peoples' property-, you
have defied the law.
--'-'1 -iiiiidiaT ijuite .I -iiiv—tiiiiiters iii--Calluway county and their splen- Depreciation is less when spread' -ovtr._15 or 20 -years Instead
did reputations and the high re-,
of five or ten. -spect the people of CalloWaY-lia.i for the name of,,Lassiter and above
Air conditioned refriger.ation xacankless waste in your. kitchen.
all what good Workers they are.
Fewer:things spoil ',' FEWER THINGS DRY OR LOSE FRESHNESS anti
Yot• are the first Lassiter I have
'FLAVOR.
ever beard.'of setting down on a '
v
--Yours truly
ka.V14 .
. -11&)Indern „ItE_RE5
14Ca-roeSPACE-'1n
10
.
...-.........------19; -441-.-1 reetarneea0R,therefore you can buy food in larger qua,ntities, at bit!
7Y
- O71
4-PRIgains. The cold, washed air will keep your purchases FRESH and
APPETIZING.
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Before Choosing
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To KNOW what a refrigerator costs, a
careful buyer will consider ALL of
the items that enter in

A Pcoples Savings Bank Passbook is

First:Your Investment!

More of
thj)s

Second: Saving in_Foocll

I

Will save

Political
Announcements

More of this

Third:- Operating Expenses!

The Ledger & Times is auths, ized -to' announce the followiri
canekenues_siabject to the action of
the Democratic primary, Saturday.
August 7, 11037..

The Gateway to Success!
_
Lucky the tiride who's
. . . yet-P.hqw
in atilt:fie of tt

arrii•ri acros
i- the .threshold. of her own
4111"-v-F-rstart married

You can ha-..t. a holm- 'If your riw-rt whether you're- "just married" or haCe grandchildren, through the easy FHA financinv plan
offered at the Peoples Saviiigs Zahk.
,fust pa for it
'
us for particular::.

.
.
likr rent_ withsa small 61IM each month.
•
•
.
•

Ask

The cotn*lete
the Petiples,S•ings-Bank are Always
• IliVitiJaide. 76 per cent of deposit-sir 'cash, and\t2iegurities guaranteed
.bY -•the'• C. -5_ GovernOi.
•

Bank

•

You don't have to buy EXTRA ice for 'parties. You haveitit=”i
the ice you need, and if you want cubes, they can be frozen in FIVE
MINUTES in the MODERN ICE RE
'
F'RIGERIKTOR,

Hazel District

J W. UNDERWOOD
Wadestioro District
I.. A. BURKEEN
' Swann District
es me, AUDJX. MILLEA
sow .CITE 3T1PGt 0101f11fiRAY
C..- C DUKE
R. ilIJRGESS PARKER

WE SAY ICE IS CHEAPER,and ye offer you a Wit'S.1"."3.,N CONTRACT to supply
you with ice refrigeration cheaper than you can own and operate an electric box.

If seems
'that -

whenever
people talk

they talk

- We will sellYou a MODERWICEREFRIGERA,TOR WITWMTINTEREST-OR
CARRYING CHARGES for as low as ONE DOLLAR PER WEEK.

Saii

. ••

Unit CONSUMERS._ _COAL
ICE:CO-.

MUMS T841100
NY Wag anieg 707
,
/kralr:
d
•
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maw ad Ian Trul Ohr

Phone 64 -

Phone 64

for ServICE

for ServiCE

M. L. WHITNELL, Manager

KENTLCKY

,Wail% Drug

P

'

• -•
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•

•
•
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•

•

C
1)1

Read the -eta:tette-et - Ads—

STOMACH

Peoptes.Sa
MURRAY

FOR MAGtSTHATL*
Liberty District
J. F. BRATTON
HARDIN MORRIS

•
Modern ICE Refrigerators, using -ice in an entirely new way,
need re-icihg only once or twice a .week IN SUMMER,
winter;
the cost of operation- is a minirrium.
•
'NO UPKEEP. No moving harts to wear out, no units to be replaced, no repairs to be made.
•

Ies

Tentl

*4•11*)

s
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The meeting was opened by
Almighty
singing "Come Thou
King."
Bible Study—Acts 4:32-5:11. idyl
prayer by Mrs. Milslead. Itymn,
"Have Thine Own Way".
The French in Review, Mrs.
Robbie Mi'stead.
Christianity in France, Mrs. Dick
Miller.
French Americans, Mrs, H. I.
• Neely.
A Neglected People, Mrs. 0. B.
Turnbow.

HAZEL NEWS]
Baptist Missionary Soeiety Meets
The Wuman's Missionary society
of the Hazel Baptist church held
Its regular monthly meeting. The
Royal Service program for April
was used with Mrs. W. B. Milstead
in charge of the following program:
The topic for the month--The
French.

Patsy, Mr. and Mrs. Truman Big- City at the top. There were many the Swann magisterial district,
Mettle Ray were Murray visitor* Madell Luter, Thomas Herndon.
Juniors—Leola Erwin, Clara Er- gerstaff of Dexter, Mo., Mr. and other places of interest including tells The Ledger & Times that he
Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Connie Armstrong and-, chil- Ruby Falls. Lute Lake and Um- is considering making
Otho White and E. M. Mason win.
the race for
dren
Harcee, Larue, and J,.'C. of brella Rock. We also viewed
White,
Seni
ors—
idary
tee
Frances
of
the
sale
were in Murray at
Mountain. magistrate in that district in the
Signa
Eagle
and
Mount
Milus
Mrs.
Lynn
Grove,
Mr.
and
Vnginia
Miller.
late Hardin Morris last week.
Hendrick and daughter Maud, and
On our return trip we visited coming August primary.
H. I. Neely and 0. B. Turnbow
Mr. Denham made a strong race
Next Tuesday night, April 20, at Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hurt and the State penitentiary at Nashville.
are in Owensboro this week atConducted by a guide we were for this office two years ago and
tending a meeting of the W.O.W. 8 p. m., i hart of WSM's Grand daughter ha Faye.
Lester Workman has received shown many places of interest.
Punch Ailbritten was a Paris 0Ie Opry composed of Robert
is being strongly solicited by many,
Lun, the L,
1 akeland Sisters, Happy word that his mother has the
visitor Monday.
Saturday night we -attended the
friends.
W.,.D. Kelly and Dumas Clanton Al Hicks, and Rambling Red Ma- measles, but is doing fine.
Grand Ole Opry at-Nashville. The
.wage in Paducah. _Moaday atm-. jets wili.perform in the Hazel
Miles Ilsishick went down to ones on protium--'were very 'InterCARD OP -THANKS—Viewts
noon to visit the Rev. Undeawood school auditorium. A small ad- Johnnie Roberts Saturday morn- esting to all of us.
missibn will be charged. Come ing and bought 20 pounds of feath- The following boys made the to thank the many friends and
and family.
neighbors for their kind and conMrs. H. I. Neely. Mrs. a B. and enjoy 'this program.
ers. Some one is going to have a trip:
.
soling word and deeds and beautiTurnbow and son, 0. B. Jr., Miss
Bradford Armstrong, Duran Edgood bed.—Yellow Jacket.
ful flower's that were sent during
Eva Perry and Ted Brandon visitImogene Underwood in
wards, Harvey Ellis, Everard Hicks,
the illntss and death of our belov.
ed Mr. and Mrs. Edmun
;aeries Lamb, Charles Lamb, Joe
Hospital
ed mother. Lucy Jane Houston.—
Sender afternoon.
Paschall, Franklin Scarbrough, I..
HILL INFANT DIES •
Sons and family.
A. T. Whitnell and C. Bs White
B. Tucker, Tom .Turnbow, Frank
W. D. Kelly,' owner of the Raze
Miss Pauline Moore is able to re- Cochran, H. B. ChiiOnsan, James
Frankie Charlene, the little two- of Nashville, Tenn., were week Lumber company made a hurried
Read the Classified column.
year-old daughter of Mr. and Mis. end guests of their home forks trip to Paducah Tuesday on re- turn home from Marray where she Grogan.
ceipt of word that his grand- has been ill with -Measles.
Houston Hawley, Robert Hendon,
Ben Hill, died Thursday in the here.
Mrs. R. R. Hicks - was a Murray daughter, Imogene Underwood, 18,
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Winchester Thomas Herndurr, Wilton Holland, Position for good, reliable
Mason Hospital of- measles and
visitor Monday afternoon.
had been rushed to the hospital were the Saturday night guests of Earl Knight, Edd Miller, John local man who can work
complications.
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Winchester.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Simmons, thsre.
Morgan, William
Oliver, James steady
Besides her , parents, she leaves
helping manager
her gtandperents. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. W. B. Milstead, Misses MilImogene is the daughter of the
Tom Linville has gone to the Overcast, Joe Parker, David St.
take
care
of our country buMadeline
Lamb
Rev. and Mrs. Edgar Underwood. home of his father in Tennessee John, Carlos Steele, Bob Turnbow,
Charlie Myers and Mrs. Daisy dred Patterson and
siness. Livestock experience
were in Paducah last Thursday.
Hilt
Rev. Underwood is the pastor of where he will help him roof his Milstead James, Hugh Cooper, Mr.
T. S. Herron was in Memphis. the Broadway Methodist church in smokehouse.
Joseph Miller, a former teacher at desirable. Men make $75 a
Funeral services were conducted
month at first. Address box
from South Pleasant -Grove Meth- Tenn., last Friday 'with his fath- Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Gantt Hendrick Hazel high school and Mr. Jack
odist church with the Rev. K. G. er, Lon Term) of Trexevani, who
9107, care of this paper.
have recently had visitors in their Kelly, sponsor.
Dorm in ,charge. Burial was in was carried to Memphis for an
home from Dexter.
operation.
thesrhurth cemetery.
Juna Wilson has gone to Detroit. GRAHAM DENHAM PLANS
Name
Mrs. Alice Jones and daughter
RACE FOIL MAGISTRATE
Hella—tvety_ boa:. _iicae_somee Miss Emily Johnson has recoverPasie Tana., SaturMr. and Ms. 0. B.--Tilenbeei,--Inn Hasid woma
measles.
—
Address
eirfrom
a
case
the "eYllow Jacket" from around
0. B. Jr., Mrs. T. S. Herron, MAL'S day on business.
Graham Denham, well-known
—Grasshopper
Stone.
Edgar
Adams
and
family
have
Eva Perry, and Mrs. H. I. Neely
young farmer and stock dealer of
Cleaning yards and plowing is
been confined to their home for
visited in Paducah Wednesday.
Farmers
the
around
here.
Hazel
Future
order
day
of
the
.
Mrs. Dumas Clanton is ill at the some time with the measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Falwell and
Visit Lookout Mountains
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Mayer were
home of her father, W. D. Kelly.
Mrs. Nannie Linville spent SaturMiss Julia* Frances Clird is m in Paris Monday.
'By Duran Edwards
Mrs. Charlie Lynn was in Mur- day night in Tennessee.
Benton visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Mont Daniel, A. B.,
Thirty agricultural students of
and
Mrs. Mattie Ray was at Murray ray last Friday on business,
Mrs. T. S. Herron and Mrs. Olga and Patsy, of Missouri, spent Sat- Hazel High school returned Sunlast week to visit her husband,
INVALID
BEDS
Madison Ray, who is ill at the Freeman were in Paducah Tuesday. arday night with Mr. and Mrs. day, April 11, after a two and oneMilus
Hendrick.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
half
days'
trip
to
Lookout
Mounto
visit
the
Rev.
and
Mrs.
.
J.
E.
Mason hospital.
Mrs. Muncie Steely is quite ql Underwood.. The hitters' daughter. Truman Biggerstaff. Mr. and Mrs. tain. This trip was Sponsored by
Very Reansable Rates
with the measles at her home in Imogene, is ill at the Riverside Hugh Hurt and daughter Ile Faye, the Hazel chapter of the Future
Airs. Myrtie Bucy and son Bobbie -Farmers of America and was con- '
hospital.
north Hazel.
GEO. BACKER
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron- were - Miss. Hazel Jones. who is teach- Joe and Mr. Holt were callers dur- ducted by Jack Kelly, agrietiltural
508 N. 14th St.
ing the day.
instructor,
in.Trezevant, Tenn., Sunday after- ing in the Almu High school, is
Paducah, Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. Smoot Hendrick
The boys were given an excel- I
heme for the week.
noon.
PHONE .14541t
as. their _gliests_..Suinciavss Mr. Ient_apportunity ta_ view Lookout+
-Q., B.---,Tuanbow- - and 11-4.
Miss Jewell- Hill was a; visitor in
Fulton .an(l ynion City, Tenn., last were in Owensboro this week at- and Mrs. Mont Daniel, A. B. and, Mountains with beautiful Rock
tending a. meeting of KentuckyThursday.
Mr's. J. W. Denham was in Mur- Indiana WOW.. Hazel camp of
which they are secretary
and
ray last Friday afternoon.
1st.
and Mughter. Miss consul, respectively, won one of
Jewell. were in Paris last Monday the several banners for an increase
as guests of their daughter and in membership that were awarded
sister, Mrs. .K. B. Osbron, and at this convention
family.
Miss Jewell Hill and Claud Anderson spent the week end in
Nashville as the „guests of Miss
Hill's,sister, Mary Laverne Hill.
"Up the Hill to Paradise", a
Sam Boyd Neely returned home
Saturday after a few days visit comedy-drama, will be given Satin Danville, Ky., where he -at- urday -night, April 17, at 8 p. m.
at Hazel High School. Special
tended the KIPA meet.
Mrs. R. B. Chrisman, Henry, music by Myers Bros. Admission
Tenn.. was in Hazel last Thursday 10 and 15 cents.
'
-to, visit her mother, Mrs. - Wm.
*won, and family.'
Heger jell
The following stuaiiits made the
ItUson, Murray, was in
Haze/ Sdnday to visit his mother, honor roll for the 'last six weeks:
Mrs. Wm. Maori.
Freshmen—Ruth Harmon, Rutty
Shelby Hicks, who is attending Lee Pinkley. Carlos Steel, Robert
school at Madison. TerM., spent the Hendon, Juanita Paschall, Elreta
week end with his parents, Mr. Lamb, Rachel White, Katherine
-alid -ltIfs. R. R. Hicks.
Underwood,
Clarice
Allbritten,
H. E. Pentecost of Murray was Mary Frank Erwin.
in Hazgi Monday on business.
Sophomores—Laura Curd, ErnesMrs. Lois Waterfield and Mrs. tine
Miller,
Radford. Dorothea

One Woman's Vision, Mrs. Milstead.
Acadia Academy, Mrs. Grace
Wilson.
A New
New
Vision and a
School, Mrs. Lela Wilson.
A short business session was
held after which Mrs. Amanda
White, W. M. U. superintendent of
the Blood River Association, made
a very interesting talk on the
work and her trip to the convention. Mrs. James Underwood, as
sistant superintendent, was also
a visitor.
Hymn, "Rescue the Perishing".
Prayer, Mrs. Amanda White.

Stone News

-

Stone Items

a

Imagine Summer Without...
•

FRACTURE

SPORT SHOES!
And for all around wear WHITE'S your best
,bet . . . but don't overlook the sportiness of the
New Greys and Two-toned Shoes. SLEDD'S hks
thern.alt ... at the price yOu want to pay. Quality
Shoes, of course!
FRIENDLY
•
PORTAGE
EDGERTON
-

FOR RENT

-

The Winfield at $3.00
WE'RE still selling a lot of spring suits . . .
VT and at the same old price. If you have
been following market trends you must know
this can't keep up. Suit prices are going
higher. Get yours now!
$16.50, to

$27.50

Assortment Work Shoes $1.49 to $2.95
The Famous

W.T. Sledd & Co.
-

le--Neut.=-We-flave It"

ORE MILEAGE!

Store
Your Furs

Lawn Mowers
Ball bearing, 10-inch wheel.
cutter that leaves an even cut.
An $8.00 value for

A smooth-sailing

We guarantee you more mileage and
greater satisfaction or YOUR
MONEY BACK

$6,50

Others at . . . . $4.25

. . . they're kept Arctic Cold when
entrusted to us. Everi garment Is
insured against all risks while in
storage. Include your fur* trimmed
and cloth coats. too"'. . the cost is
very lo!

Iv

Cold storage for furs makes them
Last Years Longer. You can have
them cleaned like new, also relined or
repaired at Low Rates While in Storage

LINOLEUM RUGS
The finest rugs made at prices
unbeatable anywhere!

•00

,
•

Take advantage
of present low prices to buy the quality

10.1v4"'N1

that will give you years of safe service. Get our quotation before you buy.

BEST ALLOWANCE
AlyMTSITrirR ES

We guarantee you more mileage and
greatr satisfaction or YOUR
'MONEY BACK

Here is Why We Can Make This
Challenge:
More mileage is an assured fact with DX
orD-X Ethyl, because, as an exclusive feature, these modern motor fuels contain a
special high heat-resisting lubricant which
provides needed lubrication to upper cylinder parts not adequately lubricated by 41
crankcase oil. This extra upper cylinder
lubrication makes engines run faster and ,
cooler, decreases wear and increases mileage.
And. Diamond 760—the pioneer 100 per
ceiit,parafin base, heat-resisting motor oil
—insures compreTe-, safe, long-lasting lubrication . . . actually costs less per mile!

Line of
Mattresses, Springs,
Bedsteads and Chairs

(butormalki•)•
Paducah, Ky.
Tenth snd Broadway ;
rrOUR CAREFUL
MAO.ORDERS RE
ATENIO• -

OIL

Here is your chance to win one of 1072 cash
prizes—merely for writing, in 100 words or
Tess, your experiences with D-X or D-X
and Diamond 760 Motor Oil. Get an official
entry blank and full particulars about this
$10,000 prize contest at any ...Diamond D-X
station

A Complete

(ken Cleaners

MAKE A FULL CRANKCASE TEST OF
DIAMOND 760 MOTOR

to
$10,000.00
In Cash Prizes
0010

vot
,
"1,1"`cot
vok* •tto,\so"'
vog.

•
MISS CHRISTINE JOHNSTON
Murray Representative
•
Phone 463-j for Complete Information its
It's Economical, Safe and Convenient to
Store Your Coat With

2..

MAKE A TANKFUL
TEST OF
D-X OR D-X ETHYL

Specials For The Home!

To Keep Them
Beautiful
•
Genuine Cold Storage is
the Only Sure
- Protection
•

410

DOUBLE
CHALLENGE

Hazel School News
News

.r•

See Our Goods and
Get Our Special Spring Prices!

Super-Service,-Station

II. I. NEELY & SON

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.

A

Murray Kentucky

East Main Street

HAZEL. KENTUCKY

•

.• I

4

4
at
it

1

•

-
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• John A. Hart, Mrs. A. W. Willard .
Mrs. Joe T Lovett, Editor
Phan: 338, Please
Mrs. W. A. Starkt, Mrs. Charlie
Graham, Mrs, Ralph ,Holcomb I
Mrs. Carney Andrus, Mrs. Kathleen Dunn. Mrs. Carl Kingins, Mrs.
H. E. Wall. Mrs. B. W. McCaslin
Mrs. Grover W. James.
Mrs. Joe Baker. Mrs. Chas. Hai,
Mrs. T. R. Jones, Mrs. C. M. Graham, Mrs. Clifford Smith. MIR,
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
George Steele, Mrs. John Waters,:
afternoon each week.
Mrs. Pat Hackett. Mrs. F. M. Perdue, Mrs. Clarence Collins.'
-Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Miss Desiree Seale. Mrs. Prese
Doyle. Mrs. Mary Mecoy Hall. Hillard Rogers. Mrs. Ivan Rudolph,
Mrs. T. L. Smith. Mrs. Johnnie
and Mrs. W. J. Mecoy.
Parker. Miss Marelle Ward. Mn
Themalay, April 15
Gertye Farris, Mrs. Everet Jones.
Mrs. Wells Purdom entertained
Home Department in the home
Mrs. Lee Lucas. Mrs. JOsephine
her
Friday bridge -club at
of Mrs. W. H. Ntecoy. Hosts.' Mrs. -the
Johnsen, Mrs. Curt Jones. Mrs.
!home:
H.
Mason.
W. J Meaoy, Mrs. W.
Pete Williams, Mrs. Freeman Wil.Mrs. Nat Ryan was a guest.
Mrs. J. A. Dulaney,. Mrs. G. B.
ford. and Mrs. Myrtie.W,a11.-----S. Diuguid. Jr.. won the
Mrs.
E.
Scott.
prize for high score.
Subject: Use of Leisure".
The host served a delicious salad Mrs. Floyd Cherry Honored
With Dinner

For Life and Love! I

CI ET

I

Social Calendar

Ivan. Irene and Barbara Erwin,
Ivan. Mae and Betty. Lou Jones,
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Clenderson
and children, Alton Clendenon
Ross. Neer and John Ross, Mr. and
Mrs, Lee Danelson, Tom Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Skaggs and
children, Meriaanna. Betty Jean,
and Charles Hardin, Mr. and Mrs.
T. 0 Thomas of Paducah.
• • • • 11,

Mrs. Virginia Thurman Is Honor
Guest At Shower

- — --- •
Rue Beale, and Miss Lula Clayton
Beale to plan a program for the
circle at the general meeting in
May.. Ways and means of arising
money were discussed and one
plan
adopted
for the coming
month.
The May meeting is scheduled to
meet at the home of Mrs. Charlie
Jennings and Mrs. Kirby Jennings,
with Mrs. Boone program leader.
Paschall-Hart Wedding

Mrs. Loye Phillips was host at
The marriage of Prince Albert
her home Saturday. April 10. to Hart and Rosalie Paschall was
a shower an compliment to Mrs., solemnized . April 8 at Metropolis,
Virginia Thurman.
Ill. The Wedding was witnessed
was spent in by‘ Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Hart.
The afternoon
pleasant conversation after which The bride was attractively dressed
in grey spectator sports attire.
refreshments were served. The honoree received many nice . The groom has returned to Detroit where he is employed at
gifts.
Mrs. Phillips was assisted in
serving by Mrs. Bryan Overcast,
Mrs. PearrOwis, %nil Mrs. Wilier
Thurman.
Those present were Mrs. Hellen
Booker, Mrs. Clifford Smith and
son Harry. Mrs. Madie Cook, Mrs.
Debert Edwards, Mrs. Burgess
Parker, Sr. Mrs. Houston Ray and
grandsen,, Bobby Ray.
Mrs. Tom Bell Sr., Mrs. Bud
Turner, Mrs. Morris Caldwell and
son Jack Allen, Mrs, Bryan OverLaverne
eao
:terry, Mrs, _Laverne
Thurman and daughter Martha
Mae.
Mrs. Pearl Lewis and son Dewey
Orville. Mrs. Loye Phillips and
sons. John and James, Mrs. Walter
Thurman and son James Harold,
Mrs. Virginia Thurman and daughter ShirteY Anne.
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Anna Lee Garrison, Mrs. Ira Foie,
Pauline Norsworthy. Mrs.
Mrs
Veal Norsworthy, Mrs. Zula Wit-

I

Relatives gathered at the home
The Music Department will meet
of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Cherry Sun-With Miss Frances Sexton. As- Dr. And Mrs. R. T. Wells Are
Honor Guests At Dinner
' sating hosts are Mass Margaret
day in complimentato Mrs. Cherry
t on her birthday• . Graves. Mrs. Garnett Jones. Mrs.
and
Mre
11.1,T:--Wells
were
Dr.
Joe Parker.
A delicious menu was served at
honor guests at a family dinner on noon.
Subject The Dance. Miss Clara
-of
Mr.
and
at the borne
-Th-mmer will have charge'of the
The afternon _hours were Spent
Mrs. Brooks -Stubblefield.
in conversation and music."
program.
country home
The attractive
The honoree received many nice
was very inviting.
gifts.
M. E-.Circles will meet ,es fol.elaborate
noon
hour
an
At
the
_
alwaser =_la :These present werej_Mr.-- and
nu Was served.
Ne.- 1—At 'home of -Mrs. A. I)
Mrs. Raymond Garland ari
-d--ci-iiDr-. and Mrs. R. T.
Present
were
Ga- Glasgow
Butterwor
-Th-f
dren, Billy and Charles; Mr. 'and
Wells. Mr. and Mrs. John Lassiter,
.essuting host
Mrs. W. 3. CapMrs. Toy Lassiter and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Meador. Mr. Freda Mae. Mr. and Mrs. Goeble
' linger, leader.
and
Mrs. Brooks Stubblefield.
Garland and children, Elizabetra
No. 2—In the home of Mrs. Sam
jdrs. Houston Strader. Mr. and Mrs. Estelle.
Holcenib.Boyd.. Raymond. and MilLas,siter.
A. B.
man's courageous battle
One
dred.
Pro 3—In the home of Mrs. C.
against countless enemies to exeLassiter.
Mr.
and
'
Mrs, .Albert
Mrs. Nannie Garland, Mr. and! cut a secret mission and protect his
Bishap.—
Mrs. Rupert Lassiter, John LassiMrs. Will Garland and daughter, sss eetheart—that is the dominant
ter. Mrs. Tom Henry. Stanley and
Wednesday,'Apia 21
Mary Sue. Mr. and Mrs. Melvin note in RKO Radio's magnificently
spectacular
"The Sol-.The U. D C. Chapter will meet Leori Henry. Mrs, Perry Farris, Garland
and
children, Louise. dier and theproduction.
Lady." AntoNs.Wat'
with. Mrs. Henry- Elliott at 2.30 p. and Mrs. Joe Lovett.Frank. and Gladys.
brook, sensational Hollyeood star.
in. All members are urged to atMr. and Mrs. Estan Morgan and enacts the hero role with Elizabeth
:
Margot Gratend as the election of officers Mrs. Clarence Collins
children. Mattie Lou and James. Allan, as his fiancee;
.
Mrs. L,ottie
.Fay Rainier 'Mrs. Mollie Hendrix,
1171
will be held.
Honored With Shower
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Garland and and Eric More are also featured. A Hurt, Mrs. Hilda McCuiston. Midi!
baby Ruth.• Mrs. Holhe Ray and -cast of 10.000 brings high realism to Ones Phillips. Miss Mavis Chama„rhursday. April 22
Mrs. Pat Hackett. Mrs. John
The Magazine Club is - post- Waters, and Mrs. F: M. Perdue • son, Benny, Mrs. Casan Maddox :ernesc:sIc
adventure story. pion. Miss Lorella Williams, Mrs.
tnrl"r nr adaedflmjues
poned to April 21). Mrs. Solon were hosts, in the home of the and baby. Wytana Sue. Mr. and 'Michael strogoff." At the (asps Green Edwards,
Mrs.
Floyd
VanCherry
and
son.
eel Theatre Tuesday and WedHiggins will be „host:. ,
latter. Fridesr. afternoon. April 9.
nesday.
daughand Myrtle Cole.
in honor of Mrs. Clarence Collins.
Candy Making Enjoyed
•- • • •
,The Busiriess and 'professional
A delightful hour was spent dur-------•
Miss Audrey Harris and brother,
Woman's Club will have the regti- '•„ing which the guests were enter- Hardin Community Gluts
the meeting and the following of- Franklin Harrisswere hosts to their
Organized
lar supper meeting in the club f tained with two vocal selections.
.
• -a,.
ficers wereaeleeted!-young friends at a candy making
- rooms. Hosts: Mrs. B. F. Berry, That Little Boy of Mine.” and "A
A number of Hardin citizens Inset..
Mrs'. Kelly Hughes. .pretident; Friday night prior to the lettere
Mrs. Cleo Hester; Mrs. John Ryan, Lullaby" sung by Miss Dot Cur- .at. the Methodist church last Fri•
t- •
Raddicla Pace. vice-president; Mrs. leavibt Monday for a CCC camp.
- and Mrs. Grady killer.
eier, Miss Mary Frances Perdue. , day night for a "pot luck" supper.
Joe Pace. serretarav. Mrs. Wildy
The evening was enjoyed with
and Miss Frances Amelia Waters. After the supper a community
Cope. treasurer.
Friday. April 23,
music .and conversation.
received
many
j
club
The
honoree
was organized to take the
Mrs. G. H. Scott will- be host
Candy was made and served late
The object -of this club is to be
plisee of the former Parent-Teachdainty and useful gifts. •
to her daidge club
in auxiliary in a financial way in the evening.
Tasty refreshments were served ers Association and will be comThose preient were miss Edna
and also an helping to. arouse a
at the close Of the hour.,
posed of both men and women.
Saturday. April 24
Ross. Miss Katherine Holt, Miss
general school interest.
T' •
present included Mrs. l.
Alpha Department. H
The club is -Working with un-_ Magdalene Jackson, Wayne Hentiring energy and has -already ac- derson. Pat Holt, Rollie Puckett,
cemprished, much good. Last Week of Joppa, Wayne Jones. Mr. and
a hen .shower was given and the Mrs. Bill Neale, Miss Ellen Neale,
iasponse was generous and beyond Mr and Mrs. Chas. Smith, and
all expectations. The club served Mr and Mrs. Dennie Harris and
la-ndses Monday. which was "Mule
and Trade DaY".,and the peoceeds
-- The'-money- ire. R. L. Grooms Honored
--77---Lweve-satCsfaetor4,
ceived Will be used in providing On Birthday
eqUipment, such- as piano, library,
Mrs. B. L. Grooms was host to
and many other things for the a number of friends and •relatives
, new sch.l. building.-.
Sunday in compliment to her husEveryone is looking forward band on his birthday.
with joyous anticipation to the
Mr, and Mrs. Grooms home is
erectine of a modern school build- in Tennessee.
ing on the beautiful carrapus. The
Relatives from this , county atschool spirit is the highest in the tending were Mr, and Mrs. W. B.
history of the little city. Every Bedwell. Mr. and Mrs. Parvin
citizen in Hardin is urged to at- Bedwell. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Neale.
tend these community club meet-

1

the Chrysler °Maar company. M.s. borough, Miss Carrie Allison, Mrs.
Hart will join him there within Gordon Banks. Mrs. Tom Rowlett.
Miss Isabelle Waldrop, Miss Lathe next few weeks.
nelle Stress, Mrs. Jack Farmer,
Mrs. E. S. Diuguld 3"r7, Miss Oxa
Benefit Bridge Party
f Mae Farmer.
A benefit bridge club was given
Wednesday afternoon at the BusiMrs. John Rowlett will enterWomen's tain with a tea at her home Friness and Professional
club rooms in interest of a Red day aafternoon in compliment to
Cross fund.
Mrs. William S. Majors of CincinMrs. E. S. Diugeici .Jr.. siaort the
a.juatimete friends of the
prize NW high scor'elmilt Mrs. Sack ffinoree are inclu4ed.
Farmer the second high. Miss
Lanelle Siress won the cut prize. Arts And Craft Club Meets
A nice party plate was served.
Present were Mrs. W. J. CapMrs. Charlie Farmer was host to
linger, Mrs. Marvin Whitnell, Miss the Arts and Craft Club at her
Leta Thornton, Mrs. Clifford Me- home on Wednesday afternoon.
Beautiful spring bouquets were
luiin, Mrs. Harry Sledd.
Mrs. William S. Majors of Cin- arranged in the rooms.
Mrs. Leland Owen presided over
cinnati, Mrs. G„ B. Scott, Mrs..W.
T. Sledd Jr., Mrs. C. 1.. Shar- the business session.

Needlework wi
terns and ideas
The refreshmei
taetellaL
Those present
Leland Owen, M
Mrs. Sotop Hig
Keys, Mrs. Melu
Irwin, Mrs. Go
Mrs. Tom Willi
Red en, Miss Ei
•7
MM.,Wheeler
Robertson, Mrs.
Mrs. L. D. Hale,
ter, Mrs. Menet
R. M. Pollees:I.
.• •
Pelt ,ones
With Shower

Mrs. Cozy La
Rufe Colison en
to 5 0'cl-tick on
home of Mrs. El'
Grove, In honor
a recent' bride.
A delicious fru
, course was serv
and Mrs. Lawrer
The honoree re
and useful gifts.
Among those i
Bill Colson, Mr
Mrs. Jesse Dick,
ett, Mrs. Almon
Bill Williams, 11
don, -14.re.t -Tama

Tomorrow! Murray's Most Thrilling Shopping Event

S
Regular

New lot
shad
Closing
and
Closing
at .

THEj
Bringing you the newest styles FIRST, direct from large fashion centers! Exclusively . . .

Featuring Famous Nationally Advertised

We are plea

CHESLEY

will be with
We invite
come s

Ifillsaionary Society Meets
Mrs. L. B. Jones Honored
On Birthday

The Mattie Bell Hays Missionary circle met Monday evening at
the home of Mrs. Gingles Wallis
- A most enjoyable family reunion with Mrs. Walter Boone and Miss
' was held Sunday. April II. at the Kathleen Patterson hosts.
home of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Jones
Mrs. Rue Beale was leader of the
in honor of Mrs. Jones on her 83rd program on "World Evangelism",
birthday.,
For the scripture lesson she read
All the' children, great grand- from the ninth chapter of Mark.
ehildren and their wives and hus- "Jesus Calls Us" was the approprihusbands • were.- present. also a ate opening song by the group.
numter of .friends and neighbors Mrs. Elliott Wear discussed "The
,were included in the hospitality. Disciples, Always Missionaries"
At the noon hour a delicious A beautiful poem. "One World for
meal was enjoyed by all present. Us All" was read. lay Mrs. Kelly
Those present were Estelle, Crsa, Cromwell, Dismissal, Miss Oneida
and- Donna Jean Jones, Loraine, I Wear.
Maielle, and Ronald Thomas Jones
During the social hour lovely reall of Detroit, Mich- Mr. and Mrs. freshments were served to 20
TEdTidweI1 'Memphis Tenti.a their members.
daughter. Mrs. Russell Thomas and
In the absence of Mrs. Garnett
Mr. Thomas, Orlando. Fla., Joe -and Jones, chairman, Mrs. Roy Farmer,
Vera Thweatt, Atmci Route 1. Edd. vice-chairman, presided. She apLucille and Larry Gardner.
pointed Mrs.- Walter Boone, Mrs.

OVER 40 STUNNING STYLES!

-

COULD

'Scientific
Illumination
(I.E.-S.) Lamps

you

MAKE
A

Most old-fashioned lights
actually damage--the"-eyesight. I. E. S. (scientific
illumination) lights actual_ ly strengthen and preserve
the.all-important
the only pair you'll ever
have.

IF
YOU
Couldn't

$3.95

V

S9.00 Lamps ie4uced to

$7.70

$12.50 Lamps r

$9.35

Paris Fashion and Natural
Poise Shoes are GUARANTEED by Good Housekeeping as advertised therein.

Yes Sir, send us that suit and
wel,l-return it like new.

,.a
Your
h

ears In ht
All makes

Big velum
Chevrolet
you bigge
i.

le
r
w
e roP
the highes
the most e
mechanics
reconelltio

Only Choy
offer used
Hie famo
OK Tag-1
the natio,"
symbol of
INVESTMEI

$2A5
Chic . . . adorable styles that
young set will adore: . . a

the

Natural Poise
$5.00

CALL US FOR AN ESTIMATE
S

Kentucky

Nationally Advertised

And that dress you've been wondering about. Will
it last through the summer? Send IL to Coy's
Model Cleaners. —When you get it, back you'll feel
the thrill of a new dress the first time you put it on.
,he returned fresh
YOur drapes and lugs too, will.
and:clean—Without back-breaking labor.on yam'
part..,,
•

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT & POWER CO.
A PUblic Service for Community, Home and. Individual'

Youthful smart arch modes made over
sensational new comfort lasts. AAAA
to E
.

•

a-seeped'

COY'S MODEL CLEANERS

Mrs. scows

North Fifth Street

4

Regal Dress Shop.

••••••••••••

me•

•
,

BUY USE
YOURb.:E
H

For Free Call and Delivery
Service

.a

Murray,

t

Sandals

"Send- my suit,too! I
like the work MODEL
does."

Special Sale on I.E.S. Lamps

ii

1,14

You've NEVER seen such gorgeous
shore! White Kid, Calf, Patent, Doeskin ., Pastel Patents .
all popular darker colors! See them tomorrow,

Just Phone 141

icesyo

BUY

AND

e-

AT ALL AGES ... SAVE
YOUR SIGHT

SEE?

$2•95

A

e
—
•

5,

S

1926 CHEVROI
i AN—Original
lean upholster)
title vicar. TI
ditioned and ha
K. That Cou
equipped. five
sale piece

1936 INTERNA1
—In excellent
tires, low miles
shape.
Will
Priced
at

TEE LEDGER & TIMES, rIRRAY, KENTUCKY, TH7SDAY AFTERNOON,'APRIL /5, 1987.
Needlework with many new. pat- Otis Falwell, Mrs. Lessee Falwell,
terns and ideas wiis displayed.
Mrs. Mary Jane Carraway, Ws.
The refreshment plate was very Euva Burton, Mrs. Erwin Thomplace

T▪ hose present included Mrs.
Leland Owen, Miss Mary Shipley.
Mrs. Solon Higgins, Mrs. Polly
Keys, Mrs. Melus Linn, Mrs. Lois
Irvan, Mrs. Godwin Humphreys,
Mrs. Tom Williams, Mrs. C. H.
Red en, Miss Emily Wear.
Whealey Denham, Mrs. L.
Robertson, Mrs. Rainey T. Wells,
Mrs. L. D. Hale, Mrs. Elbert Lassiter, Mrs. Mamie Randolph, Mrs.
R. M. Pollard.
. Pelt Jones Honored
With Shower
Mrs. Cozy Lawrence and Mrs.
Rufe Colon entertained from 2
to 5 o'clock on Wednesday at the
home of Mrs. Ell Jones, near Elm
Grove, Ito honor of Mrs. Pelt Jones,
recent' bride.
A delicious fruit salad and cake
course was served by Mrs. Dick
and Mrs. Lawrence.
The honoree received many nice
and useful gifts.
Among those present were Mrs.
Bill Colson, Mrs.—Conrad Jones,
Mrs. Jesse Dick, Mrs. Ode Puckett, Mrs. Almon Willoughby, Mrs,
Bill Williams, Mrs. Seldon Branrinn,--Miss•-t-Tomsny—Brandets, Mrs

Vie

Adams and others.
Mrs. W. T. Sledd Sr. Is
Honored By S. S. Clans
Mrs. W. T. Sledd Sr. was honored with a surprise birthday supper by the Fidelis class of the
First Baptist Church on April the
ninth. Mrs. Jabe Outland opened
her home for the delightful occasion.
A short business session witS.
held, Mrs. Sledd gaVe a "History
of the Class" ,and thee Miss Nellie
Mar Wyman with appropriate remarks expressing appreciatiop and
love presented the honoree a
beautiful quilt made by the class.
A social hour followed with
games which led to many hearty
laughs.
Prudent weregkiii..-W. T. Sledd
Sr., Mrs. Will McCoy, Mrs. Burgess Parker Sr., Mrs. Clifford
Phillips, Mrs. Bobbie Lassiter, Mrs.
Conrad Jones, Mrs. Polly Keys,
Miss Nellie Mae Myman, Mrs. Hattie Borldurant
Mrs.
Crawford,
Mrs.
Wade
Amanda White, Mrs. Melus Linn,
Mrs. Otis Harrison, Mrs. Lola
Lernans, - Mrs. !insert Lassiter, Miss

SPECIAL!
Regular .$1-.-00 Hose for

, 69c

New lot of Prints in Pastel
shades for
$2.98
Closing out all Spring Coats
and Suits
AT COST
Closing out all Spring Sweaters
at
79c to $1.59

PAGE SEVEN

•
Mary Lou Outland, Mrs. joe'John- I public health and Mrs. John HarRefreshments were served by! Party Given For
son.
vey of Huntington, W. Va. re- Grans. 1.
Recent Bride
Mrs. R. T. Cathey, Mrs. Annie cording secretary of the General
Those present were Modens
Mar,jrri,c sheass an
Misses
- - Hackett, Delta Cook, Marie Pint.
J. H. Thurman, Mrs. Rosa Russell,
Mrs. Torn Davis of Charleston, lips. R.berta Terry, Nellie Overby, Catherine Bomar gave a shower
-Siress,"' Dorothy Shelton, at the home of the latter on FriMrs. Geo. Upehurch, Mrs. Neva W. Va., State president of the
Waters, Mrs, 0. C. Wells, Miss West Virginia" Federation, will Veisela Sexton, Eula Mae Doherty. day afternoon in compliment to
Sallie Burke.
Lillie Farris, Odie Redden, Edna Mrs. Robert Humphreys nee Miss
address the convention.
•• • • •
Mrs. Ira Fez, Mrs. Hardy YarOverby, Ann Yarbrough, Anna Jennie Seay.
Many lovely gifts were presentbrough, Mrs. Rufus Saunters, Miss Miss Lanelle Stress Compliments
Mary Adams, Ruth Underwood,
Lillian Hollowell, Miss Rowena
Opal Miller, Malta Smith, Mable ed to the recent bride.
Visitors In The City
Delightful
refreshments
were
Williams, Mrs. Henry Beaman,
Rose's. Myrtle Wall, Era Roberts,
Miss Lanelle Stress pad as her Murrell Anders, Lucille Kelly.
served.
Mrs. Lois Miller, Mrs. L. D. OutNational
guests
Hotel
at
the
dinner
The younger set was included.
land.
Mrs. Harmon Jones, Mrs. F. M. on Sunday evening Miss Patrieia
Honor
Anna
Hire
Is
Perdue, Mrs. T. L. Smith, Mrs. Mason and her houseguests 'Miss
Local People Enjoy Family
Guest At Party
Perry
.Thornton, Mrs. A. W. Wil- Marjorie Glenn and Miss Sarah
Dinner At Hardin
lard, Mrs. Jabe Outland, Mrs. Douglas of Ward. Belmont, NashMrs Marvin Fulton entertained
A family dinner was enjoyed at
ville:,
Miss
Marilyn
Mason,
and
Alvis Outland.
for Mrs Anna Hire of'Pt. Wayne
the home of Mr. Will Daugherty in
Miss Isabelle Waldrop.
si
afternoon.
Ind.,
Wednesday
• •• ••
Hardin Tuesday.
Spring flowers arranged in the
Week End Visitors Are Feted
More than fifty guests were
Mrs. Ben Keys Gives
attractive rooms added a seasonal present including Mrs. Nannie Ivy,
Birthday Luncheon
Miss Patricia Mason, Miss Sarah
note.
Mrs. B. J. Hoffman of this city;
Douglas of Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Mrs. Ben Keys entertained with
The host served a pretty party Mrs. Will Fulton of Owensboro,
and Miss Marjorie Glenn of Lin- a luncheon at her home in celebra- plate after a very pleasant afterMrs.. Adrien McRee of Central
coluton, N. C., all students of tion of the birthdays of Kiss Cora noon of conservation.
City, Mrs. Ray Schmidt of StreTenn.,
Nashville,
Ward Belmont,
Graves and Mrs. W. T. Sledd Sr.
Included were Mrs. Anna Hue, der, Ill.
spent the week end with Dr. and on April the ninth.
Mrs. Chas. Hire, Mrs. T. P. Cook,
Mrs. W. H. mason at 'Macon
A delectable course menu was Mrs. B. F. Scherffius, Mrs. Clyde
Murray's Laurel Festival
Manor'.
enjoyed and pleasant reminiscent Downs, Mrs. John Keys.
Queen is Selected
While in the city they were conversation followed.
Miss lies Keys, Miss Beatrice
complimented with several parties.
Covers were laid for Miss Cora Frye. Miss Sertie Frye, Miss Flay
Miss Sue Gunter, Union City,
On Saturday evening Dr. and Mrs. Graves, Mrs. W. T. Sledd Sr.. Miss Robbins, Mrs. M. G. Carman, Mrs.
W. H. Mason had a party of the Alice Waters, Mrs. Lilburn Wil- Carlisle Cutchin, Mrs. N. P. Hut- Tenn., a senior in Murray State
College, was chosen Tuesday by
younger society group as guests cox, Mrs. W. .1. Mecoy and Mrs. son.
President James H. Richmond to
for a show in Paducah. Sunday Keys.
Mrs. Arthur Farmer, Mrs. A. D.
this college in the sevMrs. Rob Mason gave a luncheon'
ifuTte-i;iintift.-"Mri. L. M. overbey,
enth annual Mountain Laurel Fesat her home for the visitors and Murray Woman's Club
Mrs. A. V. Havens, Mrs. Leslie Puttival to be held at Pine Mountain
in the evening Miss Lanelle Stress
nam, Mrs. Bruce Maguire.
State Park, Pineville, Ky., May
The Murray Woman's Club held
gave a dinner party at the Na28-29.the April business meeting on
tional Hotel for them.
• • • • •
Miss Gunter, who is incumbent
Thursday the eighth at the home Mrs. Ruins Wade Is Given
vice-president of the Student Orof Mrs. C. S. Lowry. Birthday Shower
Visitors Ate Entertained
ganization and who will receive
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger presided.
The Missionary Society of the her B.S. degree in home ecogtomics
Mrs. R. T. Wells and Mrs. Gor- Plans were made for an open
don Banks, who 1' Vt5ituc trr-the- meeting for the first of May. The First Christian Church surprised in June, was a. former member of
Mrs. Rufus'Wade with a birthday the debate team at Milligan Colcity. have been complimented with date Will be announced later.
a number of informal parties:
The State' meeting in Pikeville, handkerchief shower at her home lege and has been president of the
Small, inforrnal dinner parties May 11, 12, 13, was discushed and on Tuesday.
Student Council at Wells Hall,
The regular program was given dormitory for women. Miss Pawere given by Miss Naomi Maple representatives elected as follows:
and Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Stokes,
Delegates—Mrs. C. S. Lowry, with Mrs. 0. B. Boone presiding tricia Mason, Murray', was Murray
Mrs. Harry Sledd had a theatre Mrs, F. E. Crawford, Mrs. Herbert and Mrs. L. D. Hale as leader. College's representative last year
party on Tuesday evening, they Siress. Mrs. Joe Lovett, Mrs. Mrs T. P. Cook and Mrs. Ira Mor- at the festival. Miss Gunter will
gan gave talks.
were guests of Mrs. E. S. Diuguid Gingles Wallis
be the guest of the Mountain
Refreshments were served.
afternoon, and
Jr. Wednesday
Laurel Festival Association on her
Alternates—Mrs. E. S. Diuguid
Thirty were present including trip. Governor A. B. Chandler will
Thursday Mrs. C. L. Sharborough Jr., Mrs. E. B. Houston, Mrs. M.
is having a bridge party for them. G. Carman, Mrs. Geo. Hart, Mrs. several of the Benton church. The crown the queen of the festival at
• • • • •
visitors were the Rev. Perry Stone, the final banquet of the meet May
W. H. Mason.
Club Women Are To Meet
Miss Solverson. Red Cross nurse, Mrs. Jim Morgan, Mrs. J. D. Peter- 29.
In Pikeville
Woke on the tuberculosis work for son. Mrs. T. A_ Griffith, Mrs.
prevention and cure in the county. James Vaughn. Mrs. Tom Jones
The annUal State convention of
Hunt, Mrs. Lena Solo- Miscellaneous Shower
It was very enlightening.
-4 Mrs.
the Kentucky Federated Women's
man, Mrs. Genbit Gregory, Mrs.
.• •.
for Hospital May 12
Clubs in Kentucky will be held
Cornell Wise.
Lydian Class Meets
May, 11, 12, and 13 in Pikeville.
. The public is invited to take part
Deiegates to the convention will
The Lydian class of the First
Mrs. Nat R. Hughes was host to in a miscellaneous shower to be
be guests of the Seventh District Baptist church met in the ladies' the WeriPesday bridge club.
given May 12, Hospital Day,- for
of the organization and the Pike- parlor on April S for its monthly
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield the Mason Memorial Hospital.
ville Club. under the leadership .of meeting.
won the prize. She and Mrs. Ben
The shower is to be at the
its 3president. Mrs. Katherine LangThe subject discussed was ."The Davis were lhe only visitors.
Court House. Articles most needley, will be'iminediate host. Other Prayer. Life or Jesus."
A plate lunch was served.
ed are: bed spreads, 63x90, or
clubs. in. the district to be joint
• •• • •
Each
member of the class
72x90; blankets and sheets;__ bath
hosts are Prestonsburg. Jenkins, brought a-surprise gift for Mrs.
Mrs E. B. Houston, Mrs. W. T towels, any size; face towels, any
Maytown, Whltesburg and Lackey- Murrell Anders who's home was Sledd Jr., and Mrs. Cliffoed
Me- sire; towels with red border for
Garrett.
recently destroyed by fire.
lugip had small groups for Mrs. operating room; dresser scarfs. 18x
The three-day convention will
Sunshine Friends were revealed,
[
_R,.. ..T. Wells and, Mrs.. Gordon 1 48; bedside table covers. 19x2k_Piis
open Tuesdair-everibre-EiryBanks.
.
low cases, 38x40 or 48x42; vases.
the Methodist Episcopal Church
_1
South when Mrs. Langley will deliver the welcome address.
Natinal speakers for the coyvention include Mil. Edward Hammett of Shebogan. Mich.; chairman
of safety for the General FederaUlm of Women's Clubs; Mrs. Carl
Illig of Onset, Mass., chairman of

[

THEJack
and

We are pleased to announce

Jill

SHOP

160_12111tet that

-------------

100.14 FAR5IER
Mit&
CHESLEY BUCIERWillarres
will be with us as saleslady.
We invite her friends to
come and see her

End
MRS. JOHN WHITNELL
have to leave us.

Hamilton-Brown
Genuine Calf

1,160,231
heueht Used Cars front
Chevrolet Damien

Your Ch•vrolet dealer has
the finest selection of used
cars In his entire history.
All makes—all models.

1936 CHEVROLET COACH—
We traded In on a new Chevrolet Master Coach after having
been driven only s few thousand miles. It is In exeellent
condition, mechanically
and appearance. Only ''or

t500

1936 CHEVROLET COACH—
Act today if you want to buy a
slightly used. 6-cylinder. Chevrolet Coach at so lose a price.
Many "extras."
Only

1934 CHEVROLET COUPE—Its
appearance is very smart and
attractive. In excellent condition'
in every respect. Hurts for this
bargain.
r
Price

1936 INTERNATIONAL TRUCK
—In excellent condition, good.
tires, low mileage, motor in fine
Will haul 'anything.'
shape.
Pricad

1934 CHEVROrill TRUCK—A
buy for anybody needing a good
serviceable truck. Good Ores.
motor has been carefully checked for full performance. Look
over this bargain
today

$450

$375

at

$325

$375

1934 LIIEVROLK1 LtfActi—Act
now if you want &ahoy lc-alightly used ear at a very low price.
The• dershility • and
wear onthis
car
•
•
1931 CHEVROLET COUPE-5has
engine
passenger. Its famous
been tuned to deliver new car
Ample big car
performance.
room and riding

MAKES • ALL

MODELS • USED

with SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

ENAMELOID
The Decorative Enamel
I •it's so eosy to brighten up,in gorgeous colors,
furniture, woodwork and toys with this wonderful enamel. Anyone can use It One coot does the iob
Covers solidly. dries in four hours without a trace of brush
marks. And how it brings the sparkle of newness to old
things. Get o can here
Introductory Special
today. Try it tonight.
We have Enorneloid
in 16 bright, sparkWARM
...
ling colors.
It.gutal
25cPINT
Val"

12

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER COMPANY
North Fourth Street

oirare.640110• BlaOt
• Brown
• Tan
$3.50 to $5.00 Values

bought •
quick

'•

$195
•

^

HONEST VALUES—

120

CARS

AND

TItUCKS

Largo itath slie,- beavy absorbent cotton. in assorted and
plaid
colors. Get
your summer supply
now:

Friday and
Saturday

49c

Only 144 Yards of
Spring Silks
Never before a value like this—
beautiful spring patterns and solid
pastels that are really Milian. Be
sure to add a frock from this group
to your collection without fail.

Friday and
Saturday

55c

EXTRA SPECIAL—Over 3000 Yards

1929. CHEVROLET COUPE—In
excellent conditlein, good paint,
Tow mileage, good tires and In
sound mechanical
.
condition
_ 5
1931 STI7DERAKEIT--A car bargain with many nudes of good
service ahead. Motor in good
condition, good tires, upholstery
Its good shape. A real
bay

Only 1 Gross—
Turkish'
Towels

Friday and
Saturday
at
19c

1930 CHEVROLET COACH—In
ird^4-.e.a.adition. low mileage,
good tires, a serviceable bay It

PORTER MOTOR CO.
TELEPHONE .97

Phone 323

Only Exclusive Paint and Wallpaper Stole in Murray

1110113111=1013111113111=1

•
Every pair of these shoes were
made to .sell for more. Can't be
iluplicated in the state under
53.60. Selling out the line.. Think
sf it, Genuine Calf Shoes for
52.50. Buy several palss.
- •
•

'West Maple Strntt

"Murray's Bargain Rouse"

W.S-. Fitts &Son
•

_

Only One Gross
ANKLETS

EIIRLYPRINTS

Friday and
Saturday

9c

17c

Only 144 yards
New Spring
COATING

To go on sale at this price—
it's good quality f-e.t color.
guaranteed. -You'll find these
beautiful new patterns on the
first table.

Friday and
Saturday .

19c

'A choice selection of 54-inch
• heavy coating material in
bLoI
thrown, bluer and
checks, also white. A slum/
coat bargain you can't miss.
—1ARD—

Friday and
Saturday . . . .98c

Only One Gross- of
WORK SHIRTS
SIZES 14 to 17
Full.cut, pre-shrunk. tailored. Chambrays.
hickory., blues. 'treys

Friday and Saturday . . 59c

Fast colors, yard wide, beautiful patterns. Bay all you need
to dress the entire family for
months to come in this brand
new selection of fine •plints.

Friday and
Saturday

Fine guage cotton and rayon
plated--solids or fancies in
'both boys and girls' colors.
Ribbed or lastes cuffs in all
sizes.
—PAIR—

Only 144 yards
New Voiles, Batistes, Dimities

an Jo

YARD

_Murray... Ky.

DONELk.),

We STOCK CURTAIN RODS

Pair—

. • $215

ease.

.•
ALL

4400

Friday and
Saturday . . .: 69c

Lovely sheer three thread fall fashioned crepe
twist hose. High spliced heel in latest style. Reenforced toe. Pure silk through out.

CHEVROLET SEDAN—
1933
Beautiful Deco finish. in good
condition, wilt- give mlles and
miles of quality service. Inn0
Only
..

$325

$485

1933 CHEVROLET SED1N—Its
finish, tires, and upholstery
shoe no wear. Its motor, transmission and axle have been
carefully checked for dependability and durability. A real
buy for
only

FROTO!AND 1446,

Colors—Rose. gold, blue.
ecru. green, new marrialeette
woven dots, colored ruffles.
—PAM—.
•

Only One Gross Silk Hose

ISM CHEVROLET- SPORT SEfinish,
Duco
AN—Original
lean upholstery, tires that show
recontitle v. ear. Thoroughly
ditioned and hacked by "An O.
K. That Counts. Completely
equipped. Special sale price

DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

144 pairs only
RUFFLED
CURTAINS

Friday and Saturday 9c

BUY USED CARS FROM
YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER

$325

Spring 'Round the
Corner.
...

Of course we have more than this amount of these articles
in stock. Only a gross on sale these two days... beginning Friday at 8:30 sharp.

Large plaids and fancy commbinations
for spring wear, matching any color
dress or salt. You'll need several or
these to complete your spring wardrobe.

1934

Only Chevrolet dealers can
offer used cars backed by
It, famous Guaranteed
OK Tag—for eleven years
the nationally recognised
symbol of SAFE USED CAR
INVESTMENT.

Edmonson county Utopia club
Leroy Henderson of Shady Hill, members are specializing in a hywas a recent guest of his grand- brid seed corn project.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dennie Harris..
J. 0. Beciwell of Detroit, Mich_
visited home folks last week. Mrs.
Bill Neale spent several' days at
•
her parents' home during Mr.
Bedwell's visit.
Your last year's white Shoes
Marvin Moore and hex Lillard
Dyed to almost any color
are doing some plowing preparato Match your Dress
tory to making a crop
Clay Jones of Paducah visited
his brother. Ed Jones, and Mrs.
Jones last week while enroute to
Tennessee to buy timber for the
Paducah Basket Co.
Located at Murray
Ed Jones and Robert Burkeen
Hatchery

GROSS SALE!

200 Pairs

Only One Gross Ladies'
Hankies

Chevrolet dealers employ
the highest standards and
the most expertly train•cl
mechanics for efficiently
reconditioning used cars_

Cedar Crest News

have recently completed a modern poultry house, including fence
ing, for Mrs. Alice Burkeen.
nuby Bin e is On the sick
list.
Mr. and Mrs. John Haley of
Hardin spent Sunday with their
daughter, Mrs. Gus Haley, and
Mr. Haley.—Weekly Reader.

Friday & Saturday Only!
"Only 144 on Sale"

We wish

them the greatest success.

iltSil %AU
k
‘)/i4 CheefidetDeatei

Big volume •nables your
Chevrolet dealer to give
you bigger value ... at
lower prices.

medium or large size; kitchen
utensils of all kinds: iron muffin
pans; stewers and pans, any size;
rnisrinf besets, arty size:
and dishes; silverware.
Other
articles will be appropriately used.
•
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STATE
and
NATIONAL

he union %alder the Wagner Labor
, Relations Act.

' Striking Lone Oak school slit' tents returned to their classes
Tuesday. agreed to place the fight
for the retention of Woodfin Hutson as principal of the school tie
the hands of a cortunittee selected.
WA5HINGTON. April 13-Cam- from parents and patrons.
peigns to -enact wage and hour
standards and to outlaw aid-down
FRANKFORT, Ky.. April. 14strikes appeared. imminent today Acting Governor Keen Johnion
in the turbulent congressional today extended for One month, unaftermath to the Supreme Court's til and including May 15, the time
validation of the Wagner Labor for filing income tax returns and
Relations Act.
making payments under the stale's
new personal and corporate inDETROIT. April 13•- Homer come tax law.
Martin, president of the United
Automobile Workers of America,
William R. Rudy. prominent Papredicted today that the federal
ducah merchant, was found morgovernment would "force- the
shot at 8 o'clock Wednesday
Ford .Motor Company to deal with tally
morning in the office'of his department store at Fourth an.d Woade died less than two hours
was
later.

RICHMOND TO GET
DOCTOR'S DEGREE

Gilbertsville Dam Will Means Millions
tq Western Kentucky
(Continued from Page-One)
POWER CONSUMPTION INCREASES
In Tupelo, Miss.,- domestic comumption of electric current Increased over 100 per cent in 10 months after TVA rates were put into
effect. "In the city of Amory: Miss, during the first 6 months their
TVA rates were in effect, the number of electric refrigerators increased
from 40 to 345."
A woman from Mississippi wrote: "TVA IS THE GREATEST
BLESSING THAT EVER`CANE TO THE PEOPLE OF THIS SECTION:Her electricity bill for the month of March. using lights in her home
and garage, a radio, refrigerator. iron, range, vacuum cleaner, and hotwater heater, was $2 14.
Another woman living 16 miles ftom a railroad, used lights, radio, refrigerator, irons, fans, washing machine, water pump, and the
cost for February was $1.52.

University of Louisville Will Cots.
fer Doctor of Laws During
K.E.A. Convention

--- -Black and tan Hound. AnsCall 338. FOR SALE-good kitchen cabinet LOST
name Rock. Liberal reand dish cabinet. Will sell reas- wers to
AUTO LOANS-strictly confiden- onably. Mrs. Hilliard Rogers, 211 ward for information concerning
tial. Your Car or truck only see- South 4th St.
lit his whereabouts. Chas W.
ltp
Route 8, Murray.
curity, no endorsers, payments reduced. N. A. (Asher) Klapp, Tel. FOR SALE-three yearling colis,
sale;
Seed
for
374W, 503 S. 6th. St. Murray, Agt., two mules and a filly. Short of BROOM CORN
Guaranty Finance Co., Paducah, pasture. See E. E. Derrington. 2 Brooms tied 15c. W. G. McBride,
A29c
Ky.
tic nu. west Lynn Grove.
ltp South 16th St.
double bed, heavy, $8.

Singer Sewing Machines, Vacuum LOST-small black bill fold con- FOR SALE-frern cow, reg:stered
Dr. J. H. Ric.: mund. president Of Cleaners, aacessories and parts. N. taining between $12 and $15 in Jersey. See Mrs. David Thompwest of Five
mile
Murray State '-Iollege, will receive A (Asher) Klapp, phone 374W,
bills and some small change, left son, one
ltp
the Doctor of Laws degree from Farmer & Hart Dress Shop. tfc
in Swarm's Grocery. Notify Mrs. Points.
the University of Louisville at the
Ed Stubblefield, South Ninth
causes you
joint meeting of the university and FOR SALE-1933 ftve-passenger street.
ltp FREE! If excess acid
the KEA April. 17, in observance Chevrolet, in good condition; with
Stomach Ulcers, Gas Pains, Indiof the hundredth anniversary of beater. Mrs. K. Robertson, 501 SALE-One-half miles West of gestio n. Heartburn, Belching,
the founding of the University of Poplar St., Murray, Ky.
J18p Hymon April 20. Work stock. Bloating, Nausea, get free samples
Udga. at
Farming tools, Household Goods. doctor's prescription;
Jy22p
ltp Dale, Stubblefield Co.
As a pelf of this program, the FOR SALE-4-room house and lot Oscar Kline.
state superintendent, presidents of on North Sixth street. See Dennis
yellow sow 'weighing
A15p FOR RENT-one 10-room house, LOST-a
Universities and colleges, and heads Farris,
RANKIN LASHES FOES OF TVA'
200 lbs. on Monday. Strayed
about
decorated
newly
technological
and
unfurnished,
professional
of
-The Power Trust wants to destroy the TVA so as to force us back
of
good
FOR
SALE-plenty
located on North 14th from home on South 16th. Call
will
to those old rates.- Mr. Rankin said, "before these cheap rates spread institutions of higher learning
Mrs. Marion throughout,
sorghum syrup.
ltp
on
sit
aeademic
costume
and
street, near boys' dorm. See Nets Elmer E. Wilkinson.
to reach the pepole you represent. The newspapers they own or con- be in
A15p
Ky.
Wilson, Hazel,
tfc
Waggoner.
the platform of the Louisville
40ins,__ev.eratthint they can to that ena_Whatcio they care
-SA-LE-two-VS • 4/-8 Feed- De- emorial Auditorium, according to MAN WANTED for good nearby
much drudgery the alert and women of the country have to undergo?
RENT-3-room apt., or any luxe tudor sedans with trunk; '35
FOR
who
president,
Dr.
A.
R.
Kent,
Calloway,
in
Route
Rawleigh
country
the
of
housewives
the
What do they care how much misery
new tires; '30
WASHINGTON. April 14-Presa personal invitation to Livingston counties. Real oppor- number of rooms. furnished or Chevrolet 4-door,
. They are paid to fight the TVA and destroy it if poi-- issued
have to endure:
modern con- Ford Coupe; '30 Ford Coach In
with
unfurnished,
National
'Re'.
and
participate
Roosevelt's
to
Richmond
Dr.
ident
Rawman.
Write
right
for
tunity
said
been
Much has
sible."
Lawrence,
good shape. Terry
sources Committee, in a detailed
to receive the honorary degree.
leigh Co., KYD-181-0Y, Freeport, veniences, west of College. Will
Itp
written of the
and
North Highway.
ltp
Mayer.
Lillie
rent
Mrs.
cheap.
report made ,public today, recom-_
RFD,
.PROPERTY':
Yates,
see
or
Thomas
AND
111.,
DESTROY LAND
4n accepting the invitation, Dr.
"service- phase of fumended an immediate start on - a
Rankin
property,"
A22p
anybody's
ICy.
"We are not attempting to destroy
Richmond • said in part: "It will 1, Calvert City,
$75.000 000 pollution control pro- explained. The government has always paid will for all the land and be an honor that I shall cherish,
neral direction . . . but
PIANO TUNING and repairing;
gram in the Ohio River Valley.
property it has found necetsary to acquire.
corning istairstpag.trom an old and
hold to the simple
c
agieciak Twits; nee aussatnatian.
toone
and
-itisfifutfon
honorable
GET
TO
PAID
FOR
lifetime
a
of
People will have the chance
W'. Travis, 7Wephone
oh is
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCII
• tact that Service is ear
in
I
eity
which
spent
the
in
-feted
Csat for- ENTRY BLANKS on Big CAMAY CONTEST
CrVINC OUT of a valley which tins pu•-•io•t•ty been-eonstantty-titrestM20p
372-W.
I
where
and
of
life,
years
my
25
at
ready
ability to be
ened by flood. Farmers and citizens will be relocated on higher and
The Soap of
"Drastic Operations" were proI feel FOR RENT-- Housenear college,
suitable land. Soil erosion and reforestation programs will im- have a host of friends.
any and all times and
posed by Jesus • for men who sin- more
deeply".
very
compliment
the
modern conveniences. Call Mrs.
entire area of West Kentucky until it will produce many
14"ful
"
8
"If. thy eye . . . hand . . prove the
our wiltingrievi to comWe melt
1 tc
Dr. Richmond is president of Etta Williams.
amount of corn or cotton that may have been grown
causeth thee to stumble,"- times the original
foot
FLAKES
Murray State College, president of
ply stith your most deFor Safe Washing of Fine Things Use IVORY
.f it makes you limp on the way In the flood valley.
the Murray Charrtber of Commerce, FOR SALE or RENT-70 acres
tailed wishes.
nal
toward your goal of perfect Chrisas
farm,
Cook
Known
land.
MALARIAL CONTROL
and chairman of the Lower Ten- good
tian character-"cut it off."
Headed by a staff of U S. Health experts and engineers. the TVA nessee Valley Association. He re- 2 miles north of Penny. C. I.
In our modern jargon we'd say is instituting a model plan for the eradication of the mosquitoes, just
ltp
sincerely,
cently completed arguments for the Morton.
"Cut it out." It's better to be as Uncle Sam did in improving conditions when he dug the Paninia
'Bill and was LOST-small pekinese and chow
National Education.
than
level
maimed on the physical
Canal. This program includes: surveys, clearing of swamps and stag- selected as one of the nation's out- dog, reddish brown color, ansmewl
on the spiritual. "Drastic Opera- nant pools, constantly altering slightly the pool level in all reservoirs,
The
standing educators to speak last
weres to name "Tim". Small renobs" will be the theme of the motorboats equipped with oils and mosquito sprays, etc.
Wedpesday from Washington for
ward if returned to George Ann
J. H. Churchill
sermon at the Presbyterian Church
the NEA over the NBC radio Upchurch, West Olive Et.
1 tc
Funeral Home
Service. Sunday at 11 a. m SunNEW INDUSTRIES
hookup.
day School will meet at 10 a. m.
power, hundreds of small industries will seek and are
cheap
With
FOR SALE or. TRADE-good "9
CRISCO
Telephone 7
Shortening for Cake Baking, Use
Both services will be held at the seeking to locate factories in the TVA area. Ideal labor conditions,
Ford Sport Coupe, new tires, new For Frying, for
Murray, Ky.
court house.
that
factors
faetirties-oce-other
recreation
healthful climate, abundant
1 lb. can
battery; in good condition, price
Dexter
Bruce B. Maguire, pastor
will aid in this induktrial'ilnprovement
right Budl Ray, South Third and
Mr. and Mrs. Lacey Joye7- ci Poplar. Phone 368-J.
ltp
EMPLOYMENT
baby of Paducah are visiting Mr.
The expenditure of $60.000,000 to $74.000,000 on the Gilbertsville
FOR SALE-Used disc harrow
and Mrs, Bob Mathis.
$6.90
dam alone means thousands of jobs for the men of West Kentucky:
Neale's Paymaster Seed 50-lb. can PURE LARD
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cleaver and Also
lines,
truck_
power
construction, eisazing.thearaikaurveying_installing
See
busheL
per
50
$1
corn,
85c
CleaRalph
Mrs.
and
Mr.
dren.
24 lbs. Red Bird FLOUR
driving, .ete. - •
ver, all of Paducah. spent Satur- Reginald Butterworth, 4 mi, west
$1.90
FLOUR
'
day evening with Mr. and Mrs.- of Murray on Mayfield High- 48 lbs. White Frost
TRANSPORTATION WILL BE IMPROVED
25c
Ito 30c pkg. Softasilk CAKE FLOUR
way.
Pritchett.
Joe
GilbertsviLle
the
when
do
Will
TVA.
the
things
first
the
of
One
25c
18c; peeled
APRICOTS,
Dot
Polka
cans
1-2
2
the
No.
has
improving
start
to
is
Ernstberger
Morgan,
Clara
Miss
Chairman
to
Dam is started, according
WANTED-standard typewriter, in
18c
roads New and better bridges, concrete roads. approaches, etc.. will measles at this writing.
good condition. Call 488 to leave No. 2 1-2 size can Polka Dot PEACHES
25c
McConnell
Mr and Mrs. George
be added. New bus and truck lines, better railroad facilities. improved
address where machine may be 2 lbs. PURE COFFEE
35c
tic 2 lbs. Break-O-Morn COFFEE
'airports. and river traffic will be a few of the transportation avenues of Hazel spent Sunday with Mr. seen.
and Mrs. Ocus Puckett.
25c
that will be improved.
BEANS
and
PORK
cans
THREE 22-oz.
.. 37c
Rudell Coursey has been very USED CARS"at all times, ChevroPOTATOES, nice stock. 15-lb. peck
25c
BEANS
The TVA is already considering a.shipping terminal in CALLOPINTO
pounds
3
ill with blood poison and is not lets and Fords, at bargain prices.
.12 1-2c
WAY COUNTY on the Tennessee River, from which truck lines will be
No. 2 TOMATOES, PORK and BEANS and
See H. B. Adams, Murray Route White JOWL MEAT, lb.
any better at this writing.
to
shippers.
10c
assist
established'
cans
A22p 13 1-2 ounce can Dr. Phillips Grape Fruit Juice
No. 2 1-2 HOMINY-2
Leon Caldwell and Covington 3. near Pottertown.
65c
SORGHUM
NICE
bucket
Gallon
camps
the
for
CCC
left
Meyers
CITIES
SIMILAR
AND
KITRRAY
ON
EFFECT
27c
SLICED BACON, no rind, no waste, lb.
FOR SALE-Piano, Mrs. W. E.
9c
, 1 lb. 15c; half pound
=
. A. conservative estimate of the effect on the populations of Murrag,,Ifonday
lip MARSHMALLOWS
•
Wyatt
10e Is that it will be doubled within !aye years after the dam
$1.00
left
Daugherty
Monday
Clynt
SODA, Arm and Hammer, 3 for
started
Seed SWEET POTATOES, &maize'
35e The college enrollment will be doubled. The better class of engineers, for Paducah to resume his work.
WASH BOARDS, large size
24-PHONES-25
Mrs. Joe bumas and baby have
department heads, etc.. will be likely to build homes at Murray on ac.
25c count of its being the home of the only 4-year standard college in the returned to Murray to make their
CORN FLAKES, Kellogg's, 3 pkgs. and bowl
residence.
•
25c Purchase_
WHEATIES, 2 pkgs. and bowl
Mrs. Hap Linn and daughter
Although only 31.130.000 has been spent on the -Gilbertsville site
June-of Detroit spent Sunday with
8c
No. 2 LAMP CHIMIVY
I to date. Murray is already beginning to feel the. effects of the TVA in
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walston,
21c the form of soil improverr.eak_surveys, added population. incre)fi
HEINZ KETCHUP, large size
Hilley Scott received word to
employment. etc
come to Centralia. III.. to be at
25c
RED ROBE KETCHUP, large -,size, 2 for
the, bedside of his mother. Mrs.
WHO FAVORS THE TVA (Including the Gilbertsville Dam)
Quart SALAD DRESSING, Topmost
Your eyesight Is too precious
The TVA is one of President Roosevelt's pet projects. The Dern- Anna Scott. who is very ill.
35c
to trust to slip-shod methods.
33c ocratic party endorsed it by 27.000.000 votes last year. The national
STARTING MASH, 8 1-2 pound bag
Every pair of eyeglasses sold
resources committee, the flood control committee, the House of Repre-12c tentative& the Senate. the Lower Tennessee Valley Association-all are
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, No. 2 Topmost
by PARKER is individually
prescribed by a registered
-record favoririg the. TVA. NO. GONY.RNMENT_DUILT_ NAVIOA.
m..
jar
JELLY, Pure Fruit,
optometrist, and the prescrip170N AND POWER DAM HAS EVER HARMED A COMMUNITY IN
tion is filled with scientific
SALMON,.Chum, can
IOC AMERICA.
accuracy in our completely
modern, up to date laborsGolden Yellow
tory..frrange slaughter steeni 7.00613.50; FOR SALE-20,00e Gladiola bulbs.1
1, 2% and 5 cents apiece. Also a
slaughter heifers 6.500 11.00.
Dozen
JOE T. PARKER
PHONE 37
few dahlia bulbs. 10 -to 25 cents,
WE DELIVER
Optometrist
apiece. Mrs. I. T. Crawford, MurEAST ST. LOUIS. III.. April 14
I
10c
CAULIF-LOWER,Srociw-White, head
Al5c
ray Route 6.
-Livestock: Hogs. 7.000.. 1.500 discab
apple
reports
to
Aslcording
bt.i.k
1010.
'top
higher
rect, 10-15c
FOR SALE-One white, solid -por39c
POTATOES, No. 1, bag $2.55; 15-lb. pk.
200 to 280 lbs. 10.000 10.10: 170 to spores are now active and the celain top cook table, $4; two
apbe
should
spray
scab
190 lbs. 9 750'10.00; 140 to' 161) lbs. second
:
green
large,
tables,
steady
study
Broken lenge replaced ex5c
HEAD LETTUCE, large head
I 8.6509,35: 100 to 130 - lbs. 6.75.1'. plied to your apple trees within 7 and oak, $.3- each: two twin blue
actly like original at reasonto 8 days after first spray was
I 8.25: sows 9.400 9.60.
oriental rugs, good condition, $5
able nest.
Cattle 2.200: calves 1.500: large- applied, using liquid lime ° sulfur, each: Lloyd fibre baby
2 pounds 27e
PURE and SWEET,
buggy,
ly a steer run with common and 1 gallon to 50, or 4 pounds of dry cost $35, sell for $15; white'iron
LEO
predominating; lime sulfur to 50 gallons.
grades
medium
Remember that apple scab was •_
opening4
from
some early sales fully steady
19c
CHEESE, Cream, pound
.responsible for failure in many
9 000 12.50: other classes
1933
in
and:
county
the
in_
heif--tereharals
strOng:,
steadY 'With Cow stuff
5c
Los&
BREAD,
era and mixed yearlings 7250'9.00: 1935. These warnings are being
cows .5.2506.50; cutters and lw sent out that we may protect our
23c
cutters 3.75*T5.00: tap sausage bulls !mitt crop from this disease this
COFFEE, Jes0e1, 3.1bs..47c; French, lb.
6.50; top vealers 9.75; nominal year
49c
F1100NE-poGuRnAdNbUagLATED,
c
$4.99

SERVICE ..

SWANN'S GROCERY

3 bars 18c

•

IVORY HAKES"

10c

OXYD01.213c

10c

News

63c
CRISCO"can

23c

TOLLEY & CARSON
-FOOD MARKET

The Best of Foods for Less ... Meats are higher
but we will not reduce the quality

r

KROGER'S

ICILASSI!WI IEID

Will.Pay Highest Market Prices for Eggs and
Cream

Livestock

Never Before Have You Seen Food
Values Such as These!

-Fruit Growers!

Parkers Jewelry
Store

O

35c
35c
20c
35c
20c
18c
15c
1 lc
14c
27c
14c
16c
Kansas City Steaks

Armour's Star Bacon, lb.
2 lbs. Veal Chops
Beefsteak, pound
2 lbs. Sausage
Pork Ham, half or whole, lb.
Pork Shoulder, half or whole, lb.
Beef Chuck Roast, lb.
Beef Rib Roast, lb.
Lard, lb.

Salt Butts, lb.
1, Oleo, pound
Fresh Fruits

SUGAR

Murray and Hazel

Elliott & Blalock
85C

24 pounds High' Grade FLOUR
10 pounds PURE CANE SUGAR

10c
25c
$1.25
6c

TWO Sc ELASTIC STARCH for
3 cans CORN, GREEN BEANS or HOMINY.

25c

10 pounds GOLDEN SYRUP

58c

3 boxes MATCHES or SODA -

10t-

I pound MARSHMALLOWS

15c

Quart PUREX
Large Size SNOW KING BAKING
POWlap -ii•ith bowl 4
10 puonds-MOd.

WE BUY RAGS and SCRAP IRON

30c

•

Shroat.-Bros.

41=111:•111relm.

ELLIOTT & BLALOCK

MEAT MARKET

PHONE 375

WE DELIVER

Phone 214

; Close Out Prices on Grass and Jap Seed

TOMATOES

.....

15c
25c

No. 2, 4 cans
Case of 24 cans $1.49

PRUNES, medium size, pound

,

1Sc

SALMON, Pink or Chum, tall can

CARROTS

Large Bunches

25cSc

_boxes

3

10c
Bunches 10c

- FLOUR, 24-lb. bag, every sack guaranteed,

New Se]

Murray
Wo
Will Mc
Tean
A

The Murra:
close a mont
Thursday, A]
meet the Un
at 3 p. m. in
Kum on_itse_/
Field. The M
ticed diligent,
effort under I
Ty Holland.
Outstanding
out Are Crid
kv 5, season
bulwark in I
past season;
Phil Cutchin,
- a hard runn
Both Cutchin
shown their
good kickers.
Roland feel
next season
much toe trim
season's recor
lads to boot
any place on
ing teams will
vantage despi
ness. Other n
squad showin,
work were Gi
at the blockit
at end. McN
brother to C.
year's squad.
Hensley, go.
fill the capaci.
position to
however he I

A

with t

SE

Saame
-d

yee sl
• Freenel
emosiey
citionwastyr
eeds
trio
ti
•• N

•Has no ;
to wear

Happy ow
that this
frigerator
hornets art
for itself!

OW°
0°

rug4

TF YOU'V
I convent.

modern ell"
good news!
no matter a
cosL Serve!
gene Refrige
important re
Refrigerator
choice for hu

MAIL
25c

BACON, Sugar Cured, pound

25c

SALAD DRESSING

ay
ter
•f

79c

CORN, PEAS, LIMA BEANS,
No. 2 cans, THREE cans

- JAI

25`

Quart jar

See our handbills for lots more values.
We have a complete line of Fruits and
Vegetables

. • ,
.iIIiCSif5

•

s- a

Cotton Seed Meal,
$2.10
100 lbs.
15c

19c

MILK, 8 small or 4 large cans

15c

White Beans, 5 lbs. 42c Starting Mash,
100 pounds .. $2.93
15c
Matches, 6 boxes
Dairy Feed, 16 per cent,
Camay or Palmolive
$1.90
Sc
100 pounds
Soap

T.-

•

Oats, 48-oz. pkg.

25c

CHUM SALMON

6 pounds SNOWDRIFT

Beans, Stringless,
No. I can

Pimento, 7.oz. can
2 for

20c

CRACKERST 2-pound. boa.-

Dropirj

15c

Quart SWEET PICKLES

PICNIC HAMS, 4 to 6 pound average, lb. .

Fluffy Marshmallows, _. Peaches, Evap. lb. . .11c
13c Syrup, gal. Staley's
pound
52c
lb. 10c- 'Golden
Chocolate
Sc
Coffee, 1 lb. Marco 20c
Peas, NO. 2 can • • • • 6c., Flour, 24 lbs. Clear
75c
Lake
Kraut, No. 2 Libby,
25c
3 cans
Boiling Meat, lb. 12 1-2c
Pineapple, No. 1 can, Corn Flaictss,2•pktet PfT.7i
25c
3 for
' (Bowl Free)
Peaches, No. 2 1-2 can,
Lard, pure hog,
25c
2 fdr
59c
4-1b. carton ...
Salad Dressings' qt 24c
Salmon, Chum, can 10c
Peanut Butter, pint 13c
Bulk Rolled Oats,
Pineapple. No. 2 1-2
3$c
10 pounds
18c
can
FEEDS
Catsup, 14-oz. bottle 10c

52c

•

TWO WHEAT1ES with bowl

Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides
•

Free Delivery

12-a.

U-Tote2Em Gro.

Pa

10`

BANANAS

1

SEC1

Street or F

•

s

0

•

••

•

a.
-41

a-

•

4101111.•-01„-.A.A.{..•

4•110.1.•
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Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertiiers
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COMPLETE COVBRAOR OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS WIRY WEEK

Murray High Will Close Spring Grid
Workout With Union City Eleven
•

HARDIN MORRIS IN
MAGISTRATE RACE

a year In Calloway.
va•"'''Biarshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere Is
State of Kentucky.
a year to any address
s'iiither than above.

•

$1.50the
$2 00

Volume CV; No.15—

CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2.935, SWORN TO,
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

Bernard Jones NAME TEACHERS FOR CITY •
SHIFf TO BURLEY Mrs.
Dies Near Coldwater.
SCHOOLS THURSDAY NIGHT
TO BE PERMITTED

HONOR ROLL

Funeral services were held for
Correspondents and local sieve
Alter- Armstrong Jones, aged
Candidate in Liberty Magisterial timers who get their copy in by. Growers Planning on Producing 44, at 1 p. m. Friday, April 9. Mrs.
Monday:—
Jones died of measles and paralyDistrict in Democratic
New Type Leaf Should
sis following an eleven day illness
Prima7
See Cochran
Murray Auto Part&
at her home enar Coldwater.
T. 0. Turner
Surviving are her husband, BerHardin Morris, one of the best
these boys snap out of
number of producers are planoutfit.
If
A
Church
BaptistFirst
The Murray High Tigers will
nard Jones; one daughter, Elizagood reserves Coach Holland known and 'influential farmers, of
for
it
'tobacco
this
grow
burley
ning
to
News'
Highland Park
close a month's spring practice
beth Jones; one son, Henry Lee
have an outstanding eleven to the Liberty Magisterial district,
Milk Plant
Thursday, April 22, when they will
year. The Soil Conservation pro.- Jones; two half-sisters, Mrs. Urie
schedule that is makes" formal announcement today
meet a hard
Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
meet the Union City aggregation
gram carries an amendent where- Kelson and Mrs. Irene Acree; and
of his- candidacy for the Demoalready planned.
Sexton Bros. Hdw, Co.
at 3 p. m. in a spring practice sesby two acres of dark tobacco base one borther, Clayton Armstrong,
cratic
nomination
for
Magistrate
in
follows:
as
The schedule is
Siiperton_Laundry _&_ _Cleaners_
aion..on_lna-Murray High Athletie
-san -be-trader for one-acre of bttr Detroit.
Mar
=Met.
openSprings,
Sept. 17. Dawson
Church of Christ
Field. The Murray lads have pratley base. This will elminiate penMrs. Jones was a loyal and faithMr. Morris is the son of G. W.
W. S. Fitts
ticed diligently and with untiring ing game at Murray, night.
alties. Producers desiring changes ful member of the Beech Grove
Sept. 24, Greenfield, Tenn., here, Morris, and resides near Morris'
Murray Consumers
effort under the tutelege of Coach
should have the shift made before Cumberland Presbyterian church.
store, a popular east side business
night. Cedar Knob News
Ty Holland.
the first of next month. That will Funeral services were held at
place. He has been a resident of
night.
Green
Plain
News
Metropolis,
here,
1,
Oct.
Outstanding in the spring workbe the final atde, according to the Beech Grove by the `Rev_ D_ W.
county
at
the
all
his
life,
residing
night'
---Knight
Mayfield
;there,
-out Are Crider, giant tackle: Oak- I Ott...6,
State Office memorandum.
Fiiks, Paducah. Burial was in the
this
homb
place.
'there,
Green,
Murray
Bank
of
Oct. 15, Bowling
Jey._ IL, season. tackle who was
A shift ran be made from bur-- church cemetery. c*Clare
that
it
fflericla
Its
Capitol Theatre
bulwark in the Murray line the night.
ley to dark, too, and producers deMr. Morris is qualified to serve
Coldwater Junior High
Oct. 22, Marion, here, night.
Past season; Capt. Wilson. guard;
siring that shift have the same
in every respect his district and
Eagle
Phil _Cutchin, half; _end Buchanan,
Oct. 29, Fulton, here, day.
length of time to make their re.
county - efficiently on the fiscal
Cole's'Camp Ground
a -hard running, aggressive full.
Nov. 5. Morganfield, here, day.
quest at the office of County Agent
Faxon High School
Both Cutchin and Buchanan have
NOv. 12, Princeton, there, day. board of the county. His statement
John T. Cochran.
the
voters
of
that
district
folto
Kirksey
Kinklets
Thanksgiving
Annual
/5,
shown their ability this spring as
Nov.
One thousand and fifty farmers
lows:
day.
good kickers. This makes Coach tilt, Paris, here,
Production of radium, one of na- participated in the 1936 Soil CbnLiberty
District:
•
To the voters of
Holand feel much safer for the
ture's most valuable mineral ele- servation program
in Calloway
I take this pleasure in announcnext season as the boys needed
ments, was established on a com- county. One thousand eighty-five
ing myself as candidate for Magismuch toe trimming to outshine last
Suriday was a beautiful day. The mercial -basis in the Canadian sub- farms have received 6108,047.42 to
trate of this district. I will sin- bright, warm suns
season's records. With these two
'
.hiiie made us all Arctic' region during the latter part date. The year 1937 shows posscerely appreciate the vote and in- want to get out and flop our wings -of
lads to boot the ball practically
/1936. It is shipped to a refinery ibilities for a big increase" over
flueece o fall. I hope to see every and get a breath of plum and
any place on the field the opposPort Hope, Ontario, a distance 1936. Four hundred sixty near
County Agent John T. Cochran voter of the district, however, if
ing teams will be at a great disadpeach blooms, instead of the smell of 3.000 miles. covered by air work sheets have been filed to
vantage despite their aggressive- received a medal last week for -I fall to see each and every voter, of ashes.
freighters.
date, making a total of 2250. '
•
ness. Other members of the spring Bill Ed Hendon, 4-H club boy, 1 want to thank you now for any
We were glad to have Mrs. Mura
word you may speak for me in
squad showing exceptionally good
Hazel. Ky., for his accomplishment this coming electipn. I will en- ray Duke visit us .Saturday and
work were Gingles at half, Puckett
In producing a ton litter in 160 deavor, if elected, to give to tile §unday. Mrs. Duke is employed
at the blocking posiffon. Dulaney
days. The medal was awarded by district a fair and honest deal to at the Murray Hosiery Mill as an
at end. McNutt. hefty center, a
, TILL 5:00 P. M.
the Union Stock Yards of Cincin- the best of ability on the fiscal inspector. She was left a young
brother to Capt. McNutt of last
(Except Sunday)
widow
nati, Ohio.
two
years
ago
with
four
court in seeing that our district reyear's squad.
Bill Ed used a self feeder for his ceives its share of or road funds children to raise.
Hensley, guard. may be able to
I guess,• you didn't know that
fill the capacity of the other guard pigs and kept, it filled. The eight and I will do my best to see that
position to team with Wilson, pigs weighed one -ton ,and made It is used where most needed. I we have an early bird in this
neighborhood. Mr. Roy Steele is
however he has shown little de- a profit above feed cost of $93.00. am,
going to plant corn this week,
Sincerely yours,
„When did he plovA • Don't ask me
Hardin Mosits
if it wasn't when the snow was on
—Polit. Advt.
. the ground.
Quite a number of people were
in Murray Saturday. I saw a few
from Route 2.
Ray Steele, Carlie and Happy
Calloway 'county Utopia club Jack were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
boys have made arrangements to T. A. Oliver Saturday and Sunday.
test Hybrid corn in this county. They enjoyed music until late SatEight boys are to plant two acres urday night.
of corn in the test.' MIT the corn
Mrs. Jim Simmons had a chance
will be the common kind on the for the measles. I just know she
"One more chance,
hrrn and the other half Hybrid will be as pretty as a speckled
darling...1 won't
med. Other counties find thts'type
FAIPPy..
fail yos this timel"
produces
25
to
15
-per
of seed corn
I just want to say hello to (hatcent More than common corn kid brother and hope everyone is
breeding varieties. Yields will be
enjoying these beautiful spring
checked to determine the value of
days.
this type of corn for this county.
Adolph LekI will be going ndw but will see
p•••••••
Four of these boys are going to you again soon.—Sweet Pea. '
the
select
make the second cross in
How many 'deeds of kindness a
breeding of Hybrid corn and have
little child can do.
seed available for another season. Although it has but little strength
Farmers of the county will watch
and little wisdom. too!
with interest these projects dur- It wants a loving spirit ...much
GAIL PATRICK.RICARDO CORTEZ
ing the year.
more than strength can prove
How many things a child can do
Imports of cotton into France _Aur.....others by its love.
In 1936 exceeded to a considerable degree those of the precedin .1,Motor vehicles in _operation .ira
year.
the United Kingdom on January 1,
1937, were recorded as 1.558,005
Switzerland has decided, as part passenger cars, 453.390 trucks, 73,of its trade promotion program, to 374 buses and taxicabs, and 400,establish a number of commercial gga motorcycles.
agencies in various markets
Read the Clastalied Ads)
throughout the world.
in the spring workWill Meet Tennessee ! termination
out. Mahan and Huie, ends, have
Team Here on
the ability also but have failed to
show Coach Holland their determApril 22
ination of wearing a Tiger fight-

f

-

nn

1850 Farmers in
-1936 Soil Prograin

Cole's Camp Ground

Bill Ed Hendon, of
Hazel, Gets Medal

BALCONY.. 16c

i5 not._ teed!'
The teachers for the Murray lish department,
e to!bisainesr,
schools for the .coming year were the • ensuing year
named at a meeting of the City conneetiong with the firm of sexBoard of Education last Thursday ton Bros.,rMiss Lula Hollatisi-ancf`Y
night. Several changes were made Mrs. Hinkle ...were not re-electect ••'
in the personnel and the tax levy at the meeting.
was set as the same of last year Teachers re-elected were: Mimi
with 95 cents general, property tax; Margaret Graves, first grade; Miss
•
20 cents to sinking fund and $2 Lucy Lee, second grade; Miss
poll tax.
aKthleen Patterson, first and sec-;'
No elections were held for the ond grades; Miss Ulla Clayton
Mary Lou
coltiTed school due to the het Ma
recommendations were not com- Mrs. B. H. Crawford. grades. ReA
elected in the high school were: Ed A:4
plete.
The new teachers are: Miss Lala Filbeek. principal, W. B. Moserg5
Cain, who will be in charge of assistant; Ty Holland, coach, Mis“,
the commercial work. Miss Cain .Meadow Hub, Gordan Johnston.,,,,„
.%
is _an experienced _teacher having Mrs. Myra Weatherly, Miss Hazel
many years of experience. She is Tatty, Miss-- Dorothy Robinsonl'.̀?:'.
it present a special student at Mrs. Ben Grogan, Miss Margueritte.
Murray Slate College completing Holcomb, Everett Crane and Mrs.'
her work in the commercial de-partment. Miss Mary_ Lassiter, a
One of the most important informer Murray High teacher, was
elected to the fourth grade posi- dustries of the Italian Colony of
.
tion. She is teaching at Lebanon Libya is the manufacture of tobacJunction this year. Wilburn Cav- co,
which is operated as a governitt, local county boy and honor
graduate of Murray State will head ment monopoly. The tobacco crop
the mathematics department. He in, 1938 was very poor and it isq,';
'1
has been connected with tlie Farm- doubtful if the output was 5 ,per.
ington High School, of Graves cent of average production. owinste.
county, for over 10 years.
to the effects of unfavorable
Miss Frances Sexton, of the Eng- matic conditions.
•

BALCONY.. 16c

CAPITOL

TODAY and FRIDAY

TILL 5:00 P. M.
(Except Sunday)

SATURDAY
•",

Club Boys to Test
Hybrid Corn Crop

GREATER HAPPINESS
AND SAVINGS FOR
FARM HOMES

The name of the
victim's widow is
linked with that
Belno.

of Strike
gangster!

o

A

with this modern city refrigerator

and

SUNDAY and MONDAY

SEE WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A HUNDRED
POUNDS OF RED-HEADED DYNAMITE
BLOWS UP IN YOUR FACE!

•Keeps food fresh
for days

A New McCormick-Deering'Planter
Assures Positive, Accurate Planting

•Freeses lee cubes
—dolmens
•Saves Maps, work,
money
•Needs no deity attention

title, 4110

ItUtAl
tIklkitS10.
•
COS*
IllOS
IOSCOt 011.10014.t)01
Potornonot

cARTooN

BOO?

*
•Gij.:

BETTY

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
THUNDERING FROM HOLLYWOOD COMES THIS DARING DRAMA
AstoUnding gem ol amazing spectacle and fiery romance sweeping the
screen as fiction's dashing man of •vatar fights for love and glory!

•

ANTON WALBROOK

000
,
1 15v."

•••

ELIZABETH ALLAN
MARGOT GRAHAME

<r,
„,
,11
:
1
41k

AKIM

TAMIROFF

ERIC

No water or eine
trielty

#FAY

BLORL

sAINTER

•Has
machisiery
to wear
1210
,

Happy owners report
that this ideal refrigerator for farm
homes actually pays
for itself!

;ima,

fry

OW I1 SY
ASI
nO

...•••••••••''',744"'
•••

fine eity homm and apartments
during the past ten years.
This marvelous refrigerator for
homes beyond the power lines assures pienty of ice rubes at all times
... makes poesible new dishes and
more interesting muss.. Aleacte
food perfectly *year-round ...and
lightens kitchen work.
Clip dungeon.

TN/S COUPON NOV

Co.
- Johnson-Fain Appliance
Kentucky
Murray,
Gemtlemett. Plow. used me, witboat
complete Information about &reel
Electroluat4the Kansans Artriewator.'

Name

...

116

4141111 MINE NNW IMP MI

The split-row fertilizer boot
available for McCormickDeering checkrow planters dePlanter and you will herr the fertilizer in the soil
complete confidence that you*
sides of the hill—the
corn is being given ,ther-best • - cannot come in conpossible start.
tact with the seed.
The dependable. durable
These are some of the feaclutch in McCormick-Deering tures that make McCormickPlanters works unfailingly Deering Corn Planters so accuevery time the check fork is rate. They mean the maximum
tripped. Plunger-type valves efficiency in planting. The
provide proper placing of the I. McCormick-Deering line
hills. It is impossible to get includes checkrow planters in&
the seed plates out of time with drills for horse or Farmall.
the receiving valves. Accumu- operation. The checkrow plant,
lation of the desired 2. 3, or 4 ere can be used for checkkernels to the hill before the rowing, drilling, or hill-drilling.
valves open is always certain. Ask us to show them to you.
into

&atm

your

gA000
frono

HARDWARE

WAGONS

tents ef die wafflers!... A girl at the mercy of a
ruthless min!...A woman spy!... Stregoffs
terrille
!...(*Duns!
Fire!
UMW .1.
'
"
7 11;"fittliAil

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY

"
eftriaL

Fr°,W
I
CI:S.17
E8

R004 HroN

Murray, Ky.

Phone 63

GASP!
THRILL!
SHOUT!
WONDER!

_

SEE
,
Twosrm
..1elistung under
betceretyheuri:::
.
Dancing girls parading their charms in the lavish

fields this
0
G
spring with a new
McCossnick - Deering Corn

SEXTON BROTHERS HARDWARE CO.

Strong or 11.7.0
Tows

•.• -•••••

•
It SavesSeed and Increases Efficiency

14/4

MAIL

TIN
TNOU SAND
PLUNGING
NONSUADI
ON TUC
SatEllt AT
one TH1E1

•.4*••••
,A.1.••••••e•ti
•...L ..:•"•••.`

.144iivap,

011°61

TF YOU'VE always wanted the
I convenience and economy of
modern city refrigeration, here's
good news! Today you can have it
no matter where you live—at tow
cost. Serve! Electrolux, the Kerosene Refrigerator, duplicates r.•. 21)important respects the famous Gas
Refrigerator which has been the
choice for hundreds of thousands of

__I.',
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-Black and tan Hound. AnsCall 338. FOR SALE-good kitchen cabinet LOST
name Rock. Liberal reand dish cabinet. Will sell reas- wers to
AUTO.LOANS-strictly confiden- onably. Mrs. Hilliard Rogers, 211 ward for information concerning
tial Your car or truck only se- South 4th St.
ltc his whereabouts. Chas W. Hill' Striking Lone Oak school stultp
curity, no endorsers, payments reman, Route 8, Murray.
lents returned to their classea
• (Contineed from Page One)
duced. N. A. (Asher) Klapp, Tel, FOR SALE-three yearling colts.
fight
the
place
for
to
sale;
, Tuesday. agreed
374W, 503 S. 6th. Si, Murray,Aft, two mules and a filly. Short of BROOM CON Seed
University of Louisville Will ('on- Guaranty Finance Co., Paducah,
for the retention of Woodfin Hut.
15c. W. G. McBride,
POWER CONSUMPTION INCREA8S8
pasture. See E. E. Derrington, 2 Brooms tied
electric
current Infer Doctor of Laos During
son as principal of the school in
A29c
In Tupelp, Miss., domestic, consumption of
Ky.
tfc mi. west Lynn Grove.
ltp South 16th St.
R.E.A. Convention
the hands of a committee selected creased over 160 per cent in 10 months after TVA ratesWere put into
WASHINGTON, April 13-Cam. fsore parents and patrons.
effect. -In the city of Amory. Miss, during the first 6 months their
Singer Sewing Machines, Vacuum LOST-small black bill fold con- FOR SALE-item cow, reg:stered
patine.'to enact wage and hour
Mrs. David ThompDr. J. H. RIc.7 mood, president of Cleaners, aecessories and parts. N.
TVA rategligere in effect, the number of electric refrigerators increased
taining between $12 and $15 in Jersey. See
standards and to outlaw aid-down
west of Five
FRANKFORT, Ky.. April 14- from 40 to 345."
Murray State '..!ollege, will receive A (Asher) Klapp, phone 374W, bills and some small change, left son, one mile
today
strikes apffe_red imminent
ltp
the .11ot-tor of -Loma degree from Farmer in Hart Dress Shop. tfc
Acting -C•ostespos...,_Keen Johnson
Mrs. Points.
"TVA IS THE
Notify
wrote:
Grocery._
Mississippi
Swann's
from
in
T..„,........evoreeri
congressional today extended for :ere rrialtIlront.
in the t"*I'lfty-tlf Teitlf3Plite-trtTION.'
Ninth
FEOPLI11-01"TinrSEC
South
THE
TO
CAME
Stubblefield,
EVER
Ed
THAT
BLESSING
aftermath to the Supreme Court's[el and including May 15. the time
joint meeting of the university and FOR SALE-1933 five-passenger street.
FREE! If excess acid causes you
her
ltp
in
lights
using
March.
home
of
month
the
for
bill
electricity
Her
validation of the ,Wagner Labor for filing income tax returns and
Stomach Ulcers, Gas Pains, Indithe KEA April 17, in observance Chevrolet. in good condition; with
and garage, a radio. refrigerator. iron range, vacuum cleavier, and hotRelations Act.
making payments under the state's
Of the hundredth anniversary of heater. Mrs. K. Robertson, 501 SALE-One-half miles W$st of gestion, Heartburn. Belching,
orates keater, Was $2 14.
new personal and corporate inthe founding of the University of Poplar St., Murray, Ky.
J18p Hymon April 20. Work stock. Bloating, Nausea, get free samples
DETROIT. April 13 - Homer come tax law.
Another woman living 16 miles from a railroad, titer", lights, ra- Louisville.
Udga, at
Farming tools, Household Goods. doctor's prescription.
Martin, president of the United
dio, refrigerator, irons, fans, washing machine, water pump;and the
Jy22p
ltp Dale, Stubblefield Co.
As a part of this program, the FOR SALE-4-room house and lot Oscar Kline,
Automobile Workers of America,
cost for February was $1.52.
state superintendent, presidents of on North Sixth street. See Dennis
William H. Rudy. prominent Papredicted today that the federal
weighing
A15p FOR RENT-one 10-room house, LOST-a yellow sow
merchant. vias found moruniversities and colleges, and heads Farris.
RANKIN LASHES FOES OF TVA
• government would "force" the ducah
decorated about 200 lbs. on Monday. Strayed
newly
Wednesday
and
o'clock
8
technological
unfurnished,
shot at
"The Power Trust wants to destroy the TVA so as to force us back of professional
good
of
Ford Motor Company to deal with tally
FOR
SALX-plenty
on North 14th from home on South 16th, Call
marning in the office of his depart- to those old rates," Mr. Rankin said. "before these cheap rates spread institutions_ of higher learning will
Mrs. Marion throughout, located
sorghum syrup.
ltp
street, near boys' dorm. See Nels Elmer.E. Wilkinson.
ment store at Fourth and Broad- to reach the pepole you represeht. The newspapers they own or con- be in academic costume and sit on
A15p
Wilson, Hazel, Ky.
tic
Waggoner.
way. He died less than two hours trol are doing everything they can to that end. What do they care how the platform of the Louisville
FOR SALE-two '35 V-8 Ford DetAtCY.
Memorial Ahditorium:^according to MAN WANTED for good nearby
muTh driidgery-the-merr-end worn.-.,- of the-Gauntry have to under
-604044e-wit.11--truak.-44ept-. ors • RENT-3
-room
Who
president,
A.
R.
Kat
Dr.
uway,
Call
tn--Route
ItaMIgh
the
country
What do they care how much misery the housewives of
of rooms, furnished or Chevrolet 4-door, new tires; '30
number
to
personal
invitation
a
issued
WASHINGTON. April -I4-PresopporReal
Counties.
Liviiagstou
have to endure? They are paid to fight the TVA and destroy it if posFord Coach in
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an
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start_
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mended
- AZ/p
"We are not attempting to destroy anybody's property."
Ric,hmond said in part: It will -1, Calvert City,
$75.000.000 pollution control pro- explained The government has always paid Well for all the land and be an honor that I shall cherish,
but
neral direction repairing;
and
TUNING
PIANO
Vallee.
River
in the Ohio
coming as it does from an old and
property, it has found necessary to acquire.
e hold $11isimple
special price; free examination.
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The Soap of
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amount
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Use IVORY FLAKES
Things
Fine
of
Washing
Safe
For
if it makes you limp-OTI the way in the flood valley.
acres
RENT-70
the Murray Chamber of Commerce, FOR SALE or
tailed o'thee
toward your goal of perfect ChrisMALARIAL CONTROL
and chairman of the Lower Tea- good land. Known as Cook farm,
.
tian character-"cut it off."
Headed by' a staff of U. S Heollth experts and engineers. the TVA nessee Valley Association. Hs..r.s.-_a_miles __north of Penny. C. I.
say
we'd
jargon
In our modern
ltp
Sincerely,
is instituting a• model plan for the eradication of, the mosquitoes, just cently completed arguments for the Morton.
"Cut it out." It's better to be as Uncle Sam did in improving conditions when he dug the Parana
National Education Bill and was LOST-small pekinese and chow
maimed on the physical level than Canal. This program includes: surveys, clearing of swamps and stag.
selected as one of the nation's out- dog, reddish brown color, ans.
on the spiritual -Drastic OperaThe
nant pools, constantly 'altering slightly the pool level in all reservoirs, standing educators to speak last weres to name "Tim". Small retons" will5be the theme of the
motorboats equipped with oils and mosquito sprays. etc
Wednesday from Washington for
ward if returned to George Ann
J. H. Churchill
serrntin at the Presbyterian Church
the NEA over the, NBC radio Upchurch, West Olive Et
1 tc
Service. Sunday at 11 a. in. Sun' Funeral Home
NEW INDUSTRIES
hookup.
day School will meet at l() a m.
With cheap power. hundreds of small industries will seek and are
CRISCO
FOR SALE or TRADE-good '79
Telephone 7
Both services will be held at the seeking to locate factories in the TVA area. Ideal labor conditions,
for Shortening for Cake Baking, Use
Ford Sport Coupe, new tires, new For Frying,
Murray. Ky.
court house.
trial
factors
healthful climate, abundant recreation facilities are other
1 lb. can
battery; in good condition, price
Dexter
3 lb ""
Bruce B. Maguire. pastor
will aid in this industrial improvement
right Budl Ray. South Third and
Mr. and Mrs. Lacey Joyc7d Poplar. Phone 368-J.
ltp
•
EMPLOYMENT
baby of Paducah are visiting Mr.
Gilbertsville
the
on
$74,1300.000
to
$00.000,000
of
The expenditure
FOR SALE-Used disc harrow
and Mrs. Bob Ifathis.
$6.90
dam alone means thousands of jobs for the men of West Kentucky:
Mr. and Mri7 Willie Cleaver and Also Neale's 'Paymaster Seed 50-lb. can PURE LARD
construction, clearing the area, surveying. installing power lines, truck children. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cis-' corn, $1 50 per
bushel. See
85c
24 lbs. Red Bird FLOUR ..., ,
driving, etc
ver, all of Paducah. spent Satur- Reginald- 13atterwotth,St• mi, west
$1.90
FLOUR
day evening with Mr. and Mrs. of Murray on Maylield High- 48 lbs. White Frost
TRANSPORTATION WILL BE IMPROVED
25c
ltp 30c pkg. Softasilk CAKE FLOUR
way.
Pritchett.
_Joe
Gilbertsvillit
the
when
do
will
.TVA
the
One of the first things
25c
peeled
18c;
APRICOTS,
Dot
Polka
cans
1-2
2
No.
the
improving
Miss Clara- Ernstberger has
Dam is Started. according to Chairman Morgan_ is to start
.WANTED--standifil typewriter, in
18c
PEACHES
Dot
Polka
can
roads. New and better bridges, concrete roads, approaches, etc.. -will measles at 'this . writing.
good condition. 'tall 486 to leave No. 2 1-2 size
25c
Mr. and Mrs. George McConnell address where machine may be 2 lbs. PURE COFFEE
be added. New bus and truck lines, better railroad facilities, improved
35c
tfc 2 lbs. Break-O-Morn COFFEE
airports, and river traffic will be a few of the transportation avenueg of Hazel spent Sunday with Mr. seen.
and Mrs. Ocus Puckett.
25c
that will be improved.
and BEANS
PORK
cans
22-oz.
THREE
37c
Rudell Coursey has been very USED CARS at all times, ChevroPOTATOES, nice stock, 15-lb. peck
25c
The TVA is already 'considering a shipping terminal in CALLOBEANS
PINTO
pounds
3
ill with blood poison and is not lets and Fords, at bargain prices.
12 1-2c
WAY COUNTY on the Tennessee Rivet. from which truck lines will be
No. 2 TOMATOES. PORK and BEANS and
See H.' B. Adams, Murray Route White JOWL MEAT, lb.
any better at this writing.
,
assist
to
'shippers.
10c
established
15e
.
.
....
No, 2 1-2 HOMINY-2 cans
A22p 13 1-2 ounce can Dr. Phillips Grape Fruit Juice
Leon 'Caldwell and Coviegton 3, near Pottertown.
65c
SORGHUM
NICE
bucket
Gallon
CCC
camps
the
for
re/r
Meyers
CITIES
SIMILAR
'EFFECT ON MURRAY AND
27e
SLICED BACON, no rind, no waste, lb.
FOR SALE-Piano, Mn, W. E.
9c
'•
MARSHMALLOWS, 1 lb. 15c; half pound
A conservative estimate of the effect on the population of Murray Monday.
ltp
Wyatt. •
10e
for
$1.00
3
Hammer,
Monday
left
and
Daugherty
Arm
•-Clynt
SODA,
Seed SWEET POTATOES, Stahel -.- - ,
is. that.
will be doubled within (.se- -yearsafter the dam is start
35e The college enrollment will be doubled. The better, class of engineers, for Paducah to resume his -work.
WASH BOARDS, large abtat
24-PHONES-25
department heads, et6. vriff be likely to build-homes at Murray on ac• - Mrs. Joe Dumas and baby have
25c count of its being the home of the only 4-yetir standard college in the returned to Murray to make their
CORN FLAKES, Kellogg'i!;
resideoce.
-215c Purchase
WHEATIE.S. 2 pkgs. and bowl
Mrs --Hap Linn and daughter
Aithough--only-41430.4100-hae.hebnapent on the •Oilbertsivalle site
June of Detroit spent Sunday with
No. 2 LAMP CHIMNEY'
to date. Murfay is 'already beginning 'to feel the effects of the TVA in
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walston.
21c the form of soil improvement, surveys, added population, increase in
HEINZ KETCHUP, large size
Hilley Scott received word to
•
employment, etc
to be at
come to Centralia.
25e
RED ROBE KETCHUP, large size, 2 for
the bedside of his mother, Mrs.
WHO FAVORS THE TVA ithcluding the Gilbertsville Dam)
35c
Quart SALAD DRESSING, Topmost
Your eyesight is too precious
The TVA is one of President Roosevelt's pet projects. The Dem- Anna .Scott, who is very ill.
to trust to slip-shod methods.
The national
pa'rt'y endorsed it by 27.000.000 votes last year
ocratic
33c
STARTING MASH, 8 1-2 pound bag
Every pair of eyeglasses sold
resources committee, the flood control committee, the House of RepreGRAPEFRUIT JUICE, No. 2 Topmost
by PARKER is individually
sentatites, the Senate. the "Lower Tennessee Valley Association-all are
prescribed by a registered
17c on record favoring the -TVA. NO GOVERNMENT ,BUILT NAVIGAJELLY, Pure Fruit, 16-oz. jaroptometrist, and the prescrip.
TION AND POWER DAM HAS EVER HARMED A COMIMUNTTY Iff10c AMERICA-.
Jim is filled with scientific
SALMON, Chum, can
accuracy in our completely
modern, up to date laboraGolden Yellow
tory.
range slaughter steers 7.00,0 13.50; FOR SALE-20,000 Gladiola bulbs,
1; 2ti and.5 cents apiece. Also a
slaughter heifers 6.50e111.00.
Dozen
JOE T. PARKER
PHONE 37
few dahlia bulbs, 10 to 25 cents;
WE DELIVER
Optometrist
apiece. Mrs. I. T. Crawford, MurEAST ST. LOUIS. 111.. April, 14
10c
CAULIFLOWER, Snow White, head
A 15c
ray .Route, 6.
-Livestock. Hogs. '7.000. 1.500 discab
apple
reports
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According
rect 10-15c higher' top 10.10; 'huilt
FOR SALE-One white, solid por-1
39c
POTATOES, No. 1, bag $2.55; 15-lb. pk.
•••
200 to 280 lbs. 10 00010 10; 170 to spores are now active and the celain top cook table. $4; two
apbe
should
spray
190 lbs. 9.750 10 00: 140 to 160 lbs. second scab
:
green
large, steady study tables,
Broken lease replaced ex5c
HEAD LETTUCE, large head
8.6511_9.35: .100 to 130 lbs. 6.75C. plied to your apple trees within 7 and oak $3 each; two twin blue
actly like original at reason-- to 8 days after first spray was oriental rugs, good condition, $5
8.25; sows 9.400 9.60.
able cost.
Cattle -2,200: calves 1.500:, large- applied, Using liquid lime sulfur, each: __Lloyd fibre baby buggy,
PURE and SWEET, 2 pounds 27c
ly a steer run with common and 1 gallon to 50, or 4 pounds of dry cost $35, sell. for $15; white iron
grades. predominating: lime sulfur to 50 gallons.
medium
Remember that apple scab was
some early sake fully_steady from
19c
CHUSE, Cream, pound
9.60.2.114t _ether classes opening responsible for failure in many
ebnitty In 1933 an
steady with cow sitiff-Stionifi lar-Brchardir
Sc
BREAD, 12-oz. Loaf
erg and mixed yearlings 7.25O9.00;. 193$,-- These warnings are being
cows 5250650: cutters and lay, senIciur that we may protect our
23c
cutters 3.75175.00; top sausage buns tru' crop from this disease thts
COFFEE, Jewel, 3 lbs. 47c; French, lb.
•
6.50; top sealers 9.75; 4-lominal year
ihe union under the Wagner Labor
Relations Act.
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-Gilbertsville Dam Will Means Millions
to Western Kentucky
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SWANN'S GROCERY
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•

•

3 bars 18c

News

Awe.at4.4,1

CRISCO

I

23c

63c

• TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET

A

The Best of Foods for Less ... Meats are higher
I
• but we will not reluce the quality

3 picas,'and ixrwl • - • •

•

KROGER'

ize

Will Pay Highest Market Prices for Eggs and
Cream

CLiSSIFJ El,
ANT-11111SIAlt

Si

Never Before Have You Seen Food
Values Such as These!

.,_BANANAS

Livestock

Fruit Growers!

with i
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•
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for

Parkers Jewelry
Store

• Freese*
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•Sove.
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•Needs t
teatime
•No rat
tricity
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OLEO

..
4114

Armour's Star Bacon, lb. . . . . . . . 35c
35c
2 lbs. Veal Chops
20c
Beefsteak, pound,
35c
2 lbs. Sausage
20c
Portillarn, half or ViVoIe, lb.
18c
Pork Shoulder, half or whole, lb.
15c
lb.
Beef Chuck Roast,
11c
Beef Rib Roast, lb.
14c
Lard, lb.
..
Hens, lb. . .
14c
lb.
Salt Butts,
16c
Oleo, pound
Kansas-City Steaks
Fresh Fruits

•T

A7

Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides

(

•-•

' ,RAGS and SCRAP IRON
'
WE Mil
I

Shroat Brosn
MEAT MARKET
Delivery

Plzone 214

U-Tote-'Em Ere.
Murray and Hazel

Elliott & Blalock

Peaches, Evap. lb. . .11e
Fluffy _Marshmallows,
13c Syrup, gaL Staley's
pound.
52c Golden'
Chocolate Drops, lb. tad
15c
pkg.
-oz.
Oats, 48
Beans, Stringless,
Sc Coffee, 1 lb. Marco 20c
No. 1 can
Sc' Flour, 24 lbs. Clear
Peas, No. 2 can
75e
Lake
Kraut, No, 2 Libby,
26c Boiling Meat, 116. 12 1-2c.
cans
Pineapple, No. 1 can:
Corn Flak..ih 3 pkgs. 25c,
• 25c
.0.
(Bowl Free)
Peaches, No. 2 1-2 can, Lard, pure hog,
25c
2 for
59c
4-lb. carton
qt
24c Salmon, Chum, can 10c
Salad Dressing,
Peanut Butter, pint 13c Bulk Rolled Oats,
Pineapple. No. 2 1-2
35c
10 pounds
18e
can
FEEDS
.,. Catsup, 14-oz. bottle 10e
Meal,
Seed
Cotton
,Pimento, 7-oz. can
$2.10
100 lbs.
,
'15c
2 for
White Beans, 6 lbs. 42c Starting Mash,
$2.95
100 pounds
15c
Matches, 6 boxes
cent,
per
16
Feed,
Dairy
or
Palmolive
Camay
Sc
100 pounds
$1.90
• Soap

85c
52c
20c
10c
25c

24 pouias High Grade FLOOR
Ilrpounds PURE CANE SUGAR
Quart SWEET PICKLES

CHUM SALMON
TWO WHEATIES with bowl
6 pounds SNOWDRIFT
6c
TWO Sc ELASTIC STARCH for
3 cans CORN, GREEN BEANS or HOMINY... ,25c
58c
10.fickiinds GOLDEN SYRUP
10c
•
3 boxes MATCHES or SODA,
15c
I pound MARSHMALLOWS
15c
Quart PUREX
Large Size SNOW KING BAKING
POWDER with bowl
10 puonds MEAL

25c
30c

ELLIOTT & BLALOCK

Close Out Prices on Grass and Jap Seed ji

PHONE 375

WE DELIVER

Happy ON
that thli
frigeratar

GRANULATED, 10 lbs.
100-pound bag
SUGAR FINE
$4.99 61
'

ttorne•I or

for itself!

PICNIC HAMS, 4 to 6 pound average, lb. .

19c

CRACKERS, 2-pound box

15c

MILK, 8 small or 4 large cans

25c

ow-

00"
0

2, 4 cans
TOMATOE-SNo.
Case of 24 cans $1.49 25`
PRUNES, medium

size,

pound

MATCHES, 6

15e

SALMON, Pink or Mum,

10c

CARROTS Large
FLOUR, 24-1b. bag,

Bunches

every

TF YOU,
convenis
ern cit:
news!
no matter a
cosL Serve'
sent Refrigs
important n
Refrigerator
choice for ht

5c

*t

3 Bunches

sack guaranteed . 79e

MAIL

CORN, PEAS, LIMA BEANS,
No. 2 cans, THREE carts
BACON, Sugar Cured, pound

SALAD DRESSING

25c
-

Quart jar

Joh

25c

25`

See our handbills for lots more values.
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Murray High Will Close Spring Grid
Workout With Union City Eleven

Fair to Its Readers -Fair to Its Advertilers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Aftetnoon April 15, 1937

HARDIN MORRIS IN
MAGISTRATE RACE

termination in the spring workWill Meet Tennessee 'out.
'Candidath In Liberty Magisterial
Mahan and Huie, ends, have
Team-Here on
District in Democratic
the ability also but have failed to
Primary
Coach Holland their determshow
•
April 22
ination of wearing a Tiger fightoutfit. If these boys snap out of
The Murray High Tigers will
for good reserves Coach Holland
close a month's spring practice it.
will have In outstanding eleven to
Thursday, April 22, when they
meet a hard schedule that is
meet the Union City aggregatiA
'
see-talready planned.
at 3 p. m. in a spring practice
The schedule is as follows:
sion on the Murray High Athletic
Field,- -The Murray 'kids -have prac- - Sept.-17, Dewson- pe eg ,
.
. night.
ticed diligently and with untiring ing game at Murray
Sept,-1111,11reenfield. Tenn.. here,
effort under the- tutelage of Coach
night.
Ty Holland.
Oct. 1, Metropolis, here. night.
OutstandLng in the spring workout were Crider. giant tackle; Oak-• , Oct. 8, Mayfield ,there, night.
Oct. 15, Bowling Green, there,
ley. a season tackle who was a
bulwark in the Murray line the night.
past season; Capt. Wilson, guard;
Oct. 22, Marion. nere, night.
Phil Cutchin, half; and Buchanan,
Oct. 29, Fulton, here, day.
Nov. 5, Morganfield, here, day.
a, hard running, aggressive full.
Nov. 12, Princeton, there, day.
Both Cutchin and Buchanan have
Nov. 25,, Annual Thanksgiving
shown their ability this spring as
geed kickers. This makes Coach tilt, Piiris, here, day.
Helenei feel much safer for the
next season as the boys needed
much toe trimmihg to"outshine last
season's records. With these two
lads to boot the ball practically
any place on the field the !opposCeunty Agent John T. Cochran
ing teams will be at a great disad.
vehtage despite their aggressive- received a medal last week for
ness. Other members of the spring
Ed Hendon, 9-H club boy,
squad showing exceptionally good
Hazel, Ky., for his accomplishment
work were Gingles at half. Puckett
in producing a ton litter in 160
at the blocking posiffon, Dulaney
days. The medal was awarded by
at end, McNutt, hefty center, a
the Union Stock Yards of Cincinbrother to Capt. McNutt of last
nati, Ohio.
year's squad.
Bill Ed used a self feeder for his
Hensley, 'Nerd., may be able to
_fill the capacity of the other guard pigs and kept it filled. The eight
position to team with Wilson. pigs weighed one ton ,and madehowever he has shown little de- a profit above feed cost of $9300.

Bill Ed Hendon, of
Hazel, Gets Medal

Hardin Morris, one of the best
known and influential farmers, of
the Liberty Magisterial district,
makes formal announcement today
of his candidacy for the Democratic nomination for Magistrate in
thet-distriet-Mr. Morris is the son of G. W.
Morris, and resides near Morris'
store, a popular east side business
place. He has been a resident of
the county all his life, residing at
this home place.
His many friends declare that
Mr. Morris is qualified to serve
in every respect his district and
county efficiently on the ffielff
board, of the county. His statement
to the voters of that district follows:
To the voters of Liberty District:
I take this pleasure in announcing myself as candidatt for Mikistrate of this district. I will sincerely appreciate the vote and influeece o fall. I hope to see every
voter of the district, however, if
I fail to see each and every voter,
I want to thank you now for any
word you may speak for me in
this coming election. I will endeavor, if elected, to give to the
district a fair and honest deal to
the best of --ability on the fiscal
court in seeing that our district receives its share of or road funds
and I will do my best to see that
it is used where most needed. I

BM,

Sincerely yours,
Hardin Morris
-Petit. Advt.

onouncin
GREATER HAPPINESS
AND SAVINGS FOR
FARM HOMES
with this

modern city refrigerator!

•Realm food fresh
for days

Club Boys to Test Hybrid Corn Crop

•Saves steps, work.
money
•Needs no daily attention

tt9 nn

year to any addrems
mr"'"'''other than above.

Volume CV; No.15-

CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2.935, SWORN TO.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

Correspondents and local sayer
Users who get their copy In by Grotvers Planning on Producing
Monday:New Type Leaf Should
See Cochran
Murray Auto Parts
T. 0. Turner
First Baptist Church
Highland Park News
Milk Plant
Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
Sexton Bros. Hdw. Co.

A number of producers are planning to grow burley tobacco this
year. The Soil Conservation program' carries an..amendent whereby-11.w" acres of dark tobacco base
san-be trader for one acre of burley base. This 'willelminiate penalties. Producers desiring changes
should have the shift made before
the first of next month. That will
be the final atde, according to the
State Office memorandum."__
•
A shift can be made from burley to dark, too, and producers desiring that shift have the same
length of time to make their res
quest at the office Of County Agent
John T. Cochran.

Church of Christ
W. S. Fitts -Murray Consumers
Cedar Knob News
Green Plain News
Knight
Bank of Murray
Capitol Theatre
-- Coldwater Junior High'
Eagle
Cole's Camp Ground
Faxon High School
Kirksey Kinklets

Cole's Camp Grou.n4
Sunday was a beautiful day. Tht
bright, warm sunshine made us al
want to get out and flop our wings
and get a breath of plum and
peach blooms, instead of the smell
of asbes.
We were glad to have Mrs. Mute
ray Duke visit us Saturday an
Sunday. Mrs. Duke is employe
at the Murray Hosiery Mill as se
inspector. She was left a young
widow two years ago with,
children to raise.
I guess you didn't know that
we have an early bird in this
neighborhood. Mr. Roy Steele is
going to plant corn this week.
When did he plow? Don't ask me
if it wasn't when the snow was on
the ground.
Quite a number of people were
in Murray Saturday. I saw a few
tr9rrj Route 2.
Ray Steele. Carlie and Happy
Jack were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
T. A. Oliver Saturday and Sunday.
They enjoyed music until late Saturday .night.

Calloway county Utopia club
boys have made arrangements to
test Hybrid corn in this county.
Eight boys are to plant two acres
of corn in the test. Half the corn
Mrs. Jim Simmons had a chance
will be the common kind on the for the measles. I just know she
half
Hybrid
and
the
other
farm
will be . as pretty as a speekled
seed. Other counties find Mit-type
DUDDY.
of seed corn produces re to III VIP'
I just want to- say hello to that
cent more than common corn
kid brother and hope everyone is,
breeding varieties. Yields will be enjoying these beautiful • spring
checked to determine the value of
days.
this type of corn for this county.
I will be going reiw but will see
these
boys
are
going
to
Four of
you again soon.-Sweet 'Pea.
make the second cross in the select How many deeds of kindness a
breeding of Hybrid corn and have
little child can do, 4.
seed available for another season. Although it has but little strength
Farmers of the county will watch
and little wisdom. too!
with interest these projects dur- It wants a loving spirit much
ing the year.
, more than strength can prove
How many things a 'child can do
Imports of cotton into France
for others by its love:
in 1936 exceeded to a considerable degree those of the preceding
Motor vehicles in operation in
year.
the United Kingdom on January I,
1937, were recorded as 1,558,005.
Switzerland has decided, as part passenger cars, 453,390 trucks, 73.of its trade promotion program, to 374 buses and taxicabs, and 400,establish a number of commercial 963 motorcycles.
,
agencie_s in various markets
Read the Classified ads.
throughout the world.

Production of radium,. one of nature's most valuable mineral elemerits, was established on a commercial basis in the Canadian subArctic region during the latter part
of 1936. It is shipped to a reftnerY
at Port Hope, Ontario, a distance
of 3.080 miles: covered by air
freighters.

BALCONY. . 16c
TILL 5:00 P. M.
(Except Sunday)

Funeral services were held for
Mrs. Alice Armstrong Jones, aged
44, at 1 p. m. Friday. April 9. Mrs.
Jones died of measles and paralysis following an eleven day illness
at her home enar Coldwater.
Surviving are her husband, Bernard Jones; one daughter, Mabeth Jones; one son, Henry-. Lee
Jones; two half-sisters, Mrs. Urie
Kelson and Mrs. Irene Acree; and
one borther, Clayton Armstrong.
Detroit.
Mrs. Jones was a loyal anti fatthful member of the Beech Wove
Cumberland Presbyterian church.
Funeral services were held ' at
Beech Grove by the Rev. D. W.
_Fiats, Paducah. Burial was in the
church cemetery.

1850 Farmers
.1936 Soil Program
One thousand and fifty farmers
participated in the 1936 Soil Conservation program
in Calloway
county. One thousand eighty-five
farms have received $108.047.42 to
date. The year 1937 shows possibilities for a big increase over
1936. Four hundred sixty neer
work sheets have been filed to
date, making a total of 2250.

The teachers foe the Murray
s.cheols for the coming year were
named at a meeting of the City
Board of Education last Thursday
night. Several cheanges were made
in the personnel and the tax levy
was set as the same of last year
with 95 cents general property tax;
20 cents to sinking fund and fie.
o etre-lions were-.held
colored school due to the fact that
recommendations Were not complete.
The new teachers are: Miss Lela
Cain, who will be in charge of
the commercial work. Miss Cain
is an-- experienced teacher having
many years of experience. She is
/ft-present a special student at
Murray State College completing
her work in the commercial'destartment. Miss Magy Lassiter, a
former Murray High teacher, was
elected to the fourth grade position. She is teaching at-Lebanon
Junction this year. Wilburn Cavitt. local county boy and honor
graduate of Murray State will.head
the mathematics department. He
has been connected with the Farmington High School, of Graves
county, for over 10 years.
Miss Frances Sexton, of the Eng-

CAPITOL

lish department, will " not teach
the ensuing year due to•buisiness;
connections with the firm of lex- ‘
ton Bros. Miss Lula Holland- atici
Mrs. Hinkle were not - re7eleatect ,-!
at the meeting.
-'
.trj Teachers re-elected were: Misal
MITgaret Graves, first grade; Misrii .
Lucy Lee, second grade; Misst ',
1
aKthleen Patterson., find and sec 4
• Miss-Lula- Cleytoe.
Beale, Miss Mary Lou OutlanciPi, - .,..
Mrs. B. H. Crawford, grades. Retl,. '
elected in the high school. were: Ed a:4 "
Filbeck, principal, W. 13. Mosere
assistant; Ty Holland, coach. Miss
Meadow Huie, Gordon Johnston,..', •
,
.;._,
-Mrs. Myra Weatherly, Miss Hazel
Tarry. Miss Dorothy Robinsorees
:Mrs. Ben Grogan, Miss MarguerittO.
,,
Holcomb, Everett Crane and Mrs. .--4,
Ralph Churchill.
One of the most important industries of the Italian Colony of
Libya is -the manufacture of tobac•
co, which is operated as a governmerit -monopoly. The tobacco crop
in, 1936 was very poor and it
doubtful if the. output was 5 per".
cent of average production, °wine.
to the effects of unfavorable clig ` •f;
matic conditions.

,.,ir .. ,

BALCONY.. 16c
TILL 5:00 P. M. .4•1
lExcept Sunday)

TODAY and FRIDAY
!

The name of the
victim's widow is
linked with that
"One more chance,
darling ... I won't

r

of Strike Belno.
gangster!

fail you this timer

MAO:WO:
Per.ra

00.10.*tatt4S
‘Il°.:(10°Att

GAIL PATRICK • RICARDO CORTEZ

and „J

SUNDAY and MONDAY

SEE WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A HUNDRED
POUNDS OF RED-HEADED DYNAMITE
BLOWS UP IN YOR FACE!

'411: HOOP CARTOON

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
THUNDERING FROM HOLLYWOOD COMES THIS DARING DRAMA
... Astounding sceues of amazing spectacle and fiery romance sweeping the
screen as fiction's dashing man of valor fights for love and glory! •

THESOLDIERtillIADY-

A New McCormick-Deering'Planter
Assures Positive, Accurate Planting

• Freeses Ice cubes
-desserts

a year elsewhere la
$1 •50
-"the State of Kentucky.

Bernard Jones NAME TEACHERS FOR CITY
SHIFT TO BURLEY Mrs.
Dies Near Coldwater- SCHOOLS THURSDAY NIGHT
._
TO BE PERMITTED

HONOR ROLL
•

fin a year In Calloway.
$1.
"'Marshall. Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.

ANTON WALBROOK
ELIZABETH ALLAN
MARGOT GRAHAME
AKIM

TAMIROFF
BLORE

•No weber or elmty

IITAY

BAINTER

•Has no idessbisseey
to Weer--

e
Happy owners report
that this ideal refrigerator for farm
homes actually pays
for itself!

--

TEN
TNOUSAND
PLUNGING
NORKINEN
ON THE
SCREEN AT
ONE 1110E!
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CLJ
GASP?
THRILL!
SHOUT!
WONDER!

a

TF YOU'VE always wanted the
1 convenience and economy of
ern city refrigeration, here's
news! Today you can have it
no matter where you live-at love
cost- Serve' Electrolux, the Kerosene Refrigerator, duplicatot in all
important respects the famous Gas
Refrigerator which has been the
choice for hundreds of thousands of

MA/L

TN/5

Sr* city homes and apartments
during the past ten years.
This marvelous refrigerator for
homes beyond the power lines assum plenty of ice cu benat all Ham
.•. make' partible new dishes and
more interesting meals ... protects
food perfectly -yearLround ... and
lightens kitchen work.
alp Coupon.

Coapoiv Now

Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
Murray. Kentucky
Gretlemen:
p1
4 as. witht oh&
oompipte information about 9ityet
ration.
Electrolux. th iweres BrIrtarratew

It Saves Seed and Increases Efficiency

4
CEr Two armies clashing before your startled

G

OLL eyes!... A woman under the lash!..
Dancing girls parading their charms in the lavish
tents of the warriors!... A OH at the mercy of a
ruthless man!...A woman spy!. Stregeffs
terrible revenge! — Oetiaws! _ Fire! ...
Cenficti
colossi!...ITS TREMENDOUS!

The split-row fertilizer boot
0 into your fields this
spring with a new
available for McCormickCorn
Deering checkrow planters de_McCormick - Deering
Planter and you vrill have- - posit/ the fertilizer in the so4
tomplete confidence that your on both sides of the IA—thecorn is being given the best fertilizer cannot come in contact with the seed.
possible start.
The dependabls, durable' These are some of the feaclutch in McCormick-Deering
tures that make McCormickunfailingly
Doering Corn Planters so accuworks
Planters
rate. They mean the maximum
every time the check fork is
tripped. Plunger-type valves efficiency in planking,- The
1 McCormick-:Deering jibe
provide pryer plying of the'
hills. It is imposifible to get includes checkrow planters and
drills for horse or Farman
the seed plates out of time with
the receiving valves. Accumu- operation. The checkrow plantlation of the desired 2, 3, or 4 ers can be used for checkrowing, drilling, or hill-drilling.
kernels to the hill before the
valves open is always certain. Ask us to show them CO. you.

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY
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SEXTON BROTHERS HARDWARE CO.
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tinue hoping last week's Ledger & line 41 repaired their line last:
side" adjoirung fu-e,stauon, city Robert Garrison and Thomas Bell
Times arrives soon as it -hasn't Week.
council hall and jail, which. also attended the ball game at Memyet-The Chatterbox.
Mart Shipley who received InI had *sever seen inside of. "Jail plus Sunday between the Memphis
several weeks ago is imtutees
birds" have often said: "I mourn Chicks and the world champione
Just as I sit down and attempt to
The famous 11th day of April. the sins and crimes that I have New York Yankees. They all enproving slowly.
write
and
listen
to
Bro.
Cadet's
of
a fine day, the birthday of six
done', which has wrought shame joyed the game very much, seeing Three Firsts, Three Seconds, One Third Place Taken by sermon at the same time, I must
Mrs. Sherman Lyn nand daughus, counting Rose Hurt of Hazel.!And disgrace upon their relatives all of the first nine Yanks in achav'e not ter. Imogene, shopped in Murray
at
pause,
for
the
I
Newspaper
tabernacle
As
Danville
audireaders!
Murray
State
College
Hello
I received cards of greetings fr6m and friends.«,.
tion.
ence is doing a most unusual thing, seen a letter from Green Plain Saturday.
Meeting Friday, April 19
Lucy Jane, Ruth, Mattie B..."Wayne
-"EagleMiss Rachel White "who is atYourself" will be thes
Calm
cheering wildlY because a drunk- in sometime, I thought I wouid
and. Jeanie. Guess I'll hear from
echoed at Hazel visited her
tending
school
Satin'-,
plae"
at
Celdwater
ark
has
just
donated
a
dollar,
adfew
lines.
write
a
The College News ranked highest oS any college newepaPer in
Anna Rosalee and Girtie .Story
Mr. and' Mrs. Lon White
day night,- April 17. Are you
mittiag that It's his first time to
Miss Robbie Frank White of De- parents
Monday. Yes and Admiral Bodine
the number of placements for Seat pribliehed store:lent the year, it was
•_
ever 'contribute to a church. Ca- troit, Mich., visited her parents. List _week end.
.5g1
spring
meeting
of the Kentucky
revealed at the annual banquet at the
Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Lynn and
det is a reformed drunkard him- Mr. and Mrs. Lon White, over the
-Mr. and Mrs. Noah Warren, Bar"Ole Eagle" is soaring high as
Intercollegiate Press Association at Danville, Ky., Friday night, April V. half, and he's my favorite radio
little daughter, Linda Lu, east of
employisara
.and
Witlard
left
here
April
White
is
end.
Miss
week
kite.
a
Murray, Visited Mr. and Mrs. Glen
By Robert Carlton
Stun-ay gained seven placements.
minister.
22. 1931. at, 8:15 a. m., six years
ed in that city.
.
Anon Hughes,, chief of the Mur- Ago
Lynn, and Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
4n the fall and spring contests, Murray won three first plaee',frost on the ground) for Lee
Nothing
of
much,
Interest
has
is
who
Manys of ant students are beginMiss Pearl Thompson
ray -ftVe wagon department, shows
nand family. Sunday.
Vegas,. Nevada, in the American ning to look slightly worried arid ments, three seconds, and one third. The Memphis Commercial Appeal happened
lately. employed at Paris, Tenn., visited Lynn
around
here
ad me,through the most wonderMrs, Bob Alexander visited her
Colorado
desert--Boulder
dam
on
the
contest
entries:
People
ledged
quit
their
gardening
last her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
it doesn't require a sleuth to diss
ful machinery which I had never
sister, Mrs. Mart Shipley one day
river.
In the fall contest, the news story written by Miss Elizabeth week and began to haul firewood. Thompson over the week end.
cover the reason. Final exams arel
wen: The soda chemical extins
last week.
It was L. V. Henson that got only a few days off.
Mrs. Raymond Herring of ClinWilliams, Clinton. managing . editor of the College News, was ranked Think those early planted potatoes
guisher to put out primary fires:
Come on "Sweet Pea" and "Pop
must,
have
frozen
in
the
ground.bin
parents,
her
visited
ton,
Ky.,
:length of leddeas. 22 feet; power -Mingim" . in Cook's branch, not
Work is proceeding smoothly on first in the state, and the sports story of Ed Kellow, College News sports
Eye" with your long letters. I enThey
ss
haven't
sprouted,
it
seems.
the
Thurman,
White,
over
Rid.
Hewett
Corrected?
Lon
Mrs.
and
pressure.
pump Of 250 pounds
the 3-act Play. -Calm
editor, also received first placement. A feature story submitted by the
joy reading them.
Oldest white oak in the world, which is to be given Saturday
R. B. Kirks resumed his sales- week end.
It11eVkS weatherboakt off
wl•s
waste
:
tea/et
College News staff in the fall semester was adjudged third best publish1L. VMs escapss
groesit.in
slosse"s‘
se---diettes-leet
visssk
mender-atter-iso half- nigh *pH+ 17. The pirryrtm are
'
• . reins off the
Thas ±eages 4 I may attempt writing again.
ed by a college newspaper in Kestildcky. A College News edetorial writ- two weeks' visit at home. Mrs.
foot
thick
a
piece
of
which
can
be
deeply
1.700 feet long;
interested and are work.
at this writing.
So long.-Butterfly.
ten by Editor-in-Chief Neely won second place in the fall entries.
Kirks expects to soon join him as
-cnemical tank with 1110 gallon ca- seen in Murray bank. Raiford Par- mg hard.
Miss Lillian Walker. who is emThe
spring
contest
saw
the
College
News
win
first
rating
on
a
schools will close here in two
. , pacitv in seat 'of-emergency: When ker's Bounfl to be that way.
The characters of the plity silty
Exports of aeronautic products
ployed at the McDaniel Hotel.
Perhaps Mr. and Mrs.
staff editorial. A feature Story written by Miss Margaret Bingham, weeks.
and • Now-ss the time 40 .134aft4.
the--Chief goes- steaming
visited her mother, Mrs. Myrtle from the United States in January
Crack • the hulls before
screaming out on the. fire englne. seed.
s
peed Smitkie. an absent-minded Mayfield. was rated as the second best in the state, and a news story by Lloyd Spiceland will be home Walker, last Friday.
• were valued at $2,212,400 compared
front yolu by then.
the "boys" grab the handlel and planting. -- I aim to plant 113.
man 'with a perpetual _ grouch. Edward Freeman, Calvert City, also rated second. - •
The stockholders of telephone with $1,079,759 in January 1936.
"Pop Eye" of Knight told "Eagle" He makes wise-cracks at everyone
swing on the fenders which ereates
Mrs.
Christine
Dawson visited
Other colleges in Kentucky to win placements of stories were
earrieernent- for '
—Us
country to apply coon grease on his rheu- and boils over if they return them
the College Heights Herald, Bowling Green, four placements; University her mother last week end. Mrs.
Howknee.
I'm
just
out.
le
block
on
court
West
clod-hoppers
Dawson, Mrs. Kirks. Mr. and Mrs.
-Robert Carlton.
of Louisville. three; Kentucky Kernel, two; Centre College Cento, two;
square, has burned smack dab out ever. I put on some sulphuric acid
Linus Spiceland and Clyde SpiceFannie Smithie, a flighty wife.
University,
Transylvania
Eastern
Progress,
two;
and
Union
and
which
gave
me
7
epilectic
fitsI
twice to mine. Jim 'Coles and 'Sotland went to Dover last Sunday.
middle-aged and giddy, always in
Suggest
that
Pop
Eye
use
a
quart
Georgetown
one
each_
Each
first
place
winner
will
receive a gold key. They visited Sheriff Lucas Ellis
,ton Brooks'. rec011ection, because
, asflutter about something or some.
The College News, was represented at the )(IPA convention...at whose condition is very critical,
of no "ftre . wagon"..k.nk time ago. of buzzard gizzard tea for hisses one, She is. trying hard . to reA group from Murray compueed -capture her romantic youth, but Danville by Sam Boyd Neely, editer-in-chief Of the College News; Ed- and the ladies also spent a pleasCity Judge Geotge. Wiens Show- eel me the police station on "South- of A. P. Slaughter. C. T. feush• g without success-Nora Coleman.
ward Freeman, business manager; L. C. Litchfield, assistant business ant hour with the charming home
'Sky Smithie. eighteen, pretty. manager: Miss Elizabeth Williams, managing editor; and Miss. Margaret demonstrator, Miss Clark. I jilet
learned that, thanks to the club
and very much in love-even if
Bingham: contributor and columnist. In the Friday afternoon's session,
women, there's a Stewart county
she is not always sure who the
Freeman led a group discussion ofthe delegates on -Campus Coverage." library in Dover which has two
fellow lover is-lrene Morgan.
' Freeman was named by President James P. Hanratty of the copies of "Gone With the Wind"
Harold Answorth, a handsome
sicking man who has made a suc_ KIPA as chairman oUthe resolutions committee, and Miss Bingham was and if I can ever catch those books
in, one will be "gone with the
yew as an interior decorater and a named a member of t_he placement committee.
designer of settings in Hollywood.
At a banquet Friday night. April 9, the delegation heard splen- Chatterbox."
he falls in and out of love with did addr&ses from Lieutenant-Go',
Murray, I thought was a Perfect
Keen Johnson and Barry
regularity and, dispatch-RutherBingham. vice-president of the Courier-Journal in Louisville,-• - -town, but come . to think of it, it
lord Morgan
•
Murray's delegation returned early Saturday morning. The needs a county library; even if it
Barbara
Hanson. a strikingly
does have a good one at the colPAttAttfiar
ri.scene woman nearing the dan- Kentucky Kernel. University of Kentucky' publication, received the lege. Lots of "us women" could
gerous age-three nines a grass cup for being the best all round college newspaper in the state. Rank- _improve our minds if we only read
'widow and looking for a fourth ings of other college publications were net -announced.
while sitting -around. in town on
chance-Nora Smith.
,
Saturday afternoon,
Mrs. Wonder, a haughty matron
My mother. brothers. Rainey and
in Detroit with his brother, Glen.
o has brought ber half pint
Otis. and Otis' family visited me
Sanders. who has ben ill /
.husbarid • under- complete control
The Missionary society. met at Saturday night. Otis had received
-anaindes- to kee
m therT.
Locust Grove 'church Saturday. a telegram to return to work at
Talking is her favorite sportThe regular business session was Detroit Sunday.
'Bella Chrlstenberr$.Rainey
T. *ells' namesake,
held after. which a delightful dinMr.- Wbnder. • .W.-11111e- --driaa--tago
ner was served'. Mrs. Foester of Rainey Loving' is no disredit to
man Who has" never called his
HE present-day cost of a
Nashville, Tenn., gave-two-fine ad- him even if he isn't collegiate
soul his own, and would not know
telephone in your homes so low and (.he advantages
*epee& oek* at 11 a. .m. and one minded, for he can as deftly take
he, had d Soul unless his wife said
•
the insides from a radio or' a car,
sit 7:30 sa. in,
so matt3--that it really doesn't pay to trylo get along.
he could_ have one-Warren Mafind the ailment, correct it, and
The
Reverend
Moss
filled
.
his
equipped
rine..
•
without one. The home with a telephone is
1
resular appointment here Sunday put every thing back in the right
Jack Bird, a talkative soung•
place as a skilled surgeon .can
to enjoy grader happiness and comfort. The knowli
at
ll'a. in.
mein who tries to give his prosoperate on e patient. He as a tiny
telephone is handy in any emergency is
edge
I Artice- Beach is in from Detroit garage Of his own now,
pective .father-in-law a lesson in
and a Path
!for a few days.
wise-eivek-s--Rayburrr Adams.
most satisfying. And to know that you and.i'our
.
is rapidly being made to his door.
'
Wank
Webster.
a
crude
limb
of
Mrs.
Clyde fiandley of Detroit IS
The children of Mrs. Gertrude
family *are always in quick, easy reach of friends,
'the law, on a man hunt, but is not
1 visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Spiceland are' planning to give her
You get more health value, more food value
acquaintances and relatives, is a great comfort,„
su.re just-who the. man is-Hugh
llInne Mccallon,
a surprise birthday dinner next
and
more value per penny a hen you buy, SUNin
so
now
depended
on
telephone
is
fact,
the
In
1 A sale will be held at the FulBURST.kilk! The extra cream in every bottle is
Evans, a typical maid who MS;
ton place Tuesday at 1 p. th.
Well, have-exhIlisted. my meager
many ways and is so intimately associated with every
richness, of its nourishment
nounces dinner, answers the eooryour guarantee of
- it looks like the candidates for supply ot news so will diSocaphase of our daily life, that the home,without a tele,be'll, and cleans up the room after
1 county offices are coldscrelored in
and its w_holesomeness. Order SUNIRIRST today
the other's have made a mess 'of it
phone is More or less isolated.
I ro a k i mg
their
announcements
from your grocery salesman, or phone 191.
-Emily Waldrop.
Illeeles•Weeeldng treactfeasit
Plenty 'of time yet.
'
Is it really economy to try to do without a tele• Trouble starts in the Smithie
We .are surely glad to see 'this
phone? Why not order yours today? There are several
household with- the arrival of. their
beatieff.d' weather. It was so cold,
Severe rtittetinnai pains of menweek-end guest Harold Ainsworth.
classes of service to select from, and all, you will find,
during elk month that nothing was atruation, cramping spells and JanFred,
the
husband
with
Many
ail'greening
very well.
gled nerves soon rob a woman of her
are so
singly low in cost.Call or come into the teledecides to liven up the
.
N
o
- -torn planted in this section tiatnral, youthful freshness. PAIN
telephone
emploYe to.
phonetiffiness office or ask any
lines In a woman's face too often
• party by having Harold make love_
es - yet.
grow into AGE Lufes!
to all the women. Harold makes
expiain how little it new costs tie' have telephone of
As news is scare I will go.
Thousands of women have found
a -good start but actually falls for An American soldier of fortune, a
-Lazy Ned
5iour own in your home_fi
It helpful to take CarduL They my
•
Cadmus agent, these are the
Barbara Hansio
n_ Things become ▪
it
seemed to ease their pains, aid
complicated on the arrival of roles played by Vinton Haworth
United State tourist expenditures they noticed an inseam to -**-1
In the
above.
Cassetease
Wolk
sad
Lug, Srnittite's boy friend. Jack SILO Italie deems ef Ike orient in Sweden-during 1936 amounted appetites and finally edis=tbisaf
e
ad of I
who wishes to elope with and occident, "Obbas Passage." to approximately $4.000.000 as com- resistance to the
tweete•iottee
her. The evening's activities are Leslie Fenton and Gordon Jones pared with about $2.500.000 in monthly periods.
a
in
with
the
two
are
es-featured
Try
Cardul. Of course if It Oman I
further muddled by Mrs. Wonder
cast including Alec Craig, Dick Li- 1935.
help you, see your doctor.
:=Z3=SVS=2Z2ZSSZOZZZ7o.
and her tail-light of astusband.
nen.. Frank Id. Thomas, Billy GilLucy is believed kidnapped. her bert and Joyce Cemptpott. Showing
boy friend nearly thrown into at the carnet Theatre next '1 hors-

Murray College "News" Awarded
Seven Prizes in K.I.P.A. Contests

Stella Gossip.

MIL Joe

Across the River

Green Plain

Copy for

arldwater Junior
High School

Mrs. Myrtls I
Honored WI
Mrs. Myres
community st
surprise -dime
day, April 9.
A bountiful
served at non
Those inclu;
Spiceland, Mr

•

Nhrs4

Up in

Feeli

The refreshi.
say they gel
Draught for

1

Adventure Team

•

them entlauslastic
is vegetable lam
Black-Draught
in better conditti
day, without ye,
tate medicine ti
Next time, be

T

A GOc

_

I

Rich

• A FULCCUP'OF CREAM IN EVERY
QUART,!

PAINS

)(nigh.'

Mrs. Mavis 1
Rumfelt, Mn
Miss Izetta
Knight, Mrs.
Missie Lyons.
Mrs. Lovelli
trice Lassiter.
Dorothy, Sea:
Bailey, 'Mrs.
Bernice Stelle
J. D. Lassiter
Rumfelt aerl
•
Mrs. Frank T
With Illrthd
Friends am
at the home c
-on Sunday, A,
her on her 73
her birthday',
A delicious,
the noon hbui
Those pres

..

Whethm.

limousii
a groce
MURS)

AC

Grade "A" Pasteurized Milk, Butter,
Cream

Murray Milk Products Co.

Telei

SoweitertAff

Alreal

--Telephone 191
''Youi Safe Milk-13ea1er''----

jail as_ a- notorious criminal. Mrs.
Smithie is driven, to fainting hys-

—

7"gar
"
41
"-'4PRICE77
5fliV
NT!AC Ot 41tele

_

Kirksey Kinklets

RIGIDA1111
4.41,2

Harold has his face slapped. Fred
,2oes 'gunning 'for Jack and. even
Cieester „Stone is building a new
cukoo clock enters into the'
Alexanderhouse for Mrs. Mary
p;rit of the occasion and' speaks chicken
.
: r itself.
Rufus Rule came In from Detroit
The entire plAy is packed with
for a short vacation and to visit
a ICI'S
'Mei excitement.
•
_retatiVW_ and friends.
csarse___we premise yea _ an_Awen....
Harris
-..; of .hilarious entertainment.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
spent Saturday and Sunday with s".
• Inspo.tts-_ of newsprint paper into his father-in-law. Sam Killebrew,
.irgerifiWasTfiSee 71nrway-altre. -Killebrew
treased during 1936 corn red with
-The measles are 'plentiful in this
935. but Canada continued to rank neighborhood at the
outstanding supplier.
Dennis Sanders spent
presnt.h
a few days

FAMILY SIZI

ji,lite

day and Friday.

Mita
Pair.

MD I Gil' TATRA GAS AIIIIAGI.4

roscor HEMENWAY`, Portland

Ore

•
51./'

-4
lox TR Alarva* macs

ibir ars mom
EASY TERMS
Ww-hei .
wst ww1tA,
p r.e•tding
elbow room fat
EXTRA

PROOF Of
ALL 5 BASIC
SERVICES.

GIVES YOU

For Home

ssee*I•

1I"if

Retrigeratioirr%

A General Mole'', Value

1. GREATER ICE-AIULITY

You Get ALL—These Genuine
Advantages

''SUPER -DUTY"

NYW' INSTANT CUBE - RE1.1 -Sci •
UTTER -MISER • FOOD-S.0in: L's'
in food companasest AUTOMATIC ICk"RAT:RELEASE SUPI.R-DUTY HYDRATOR • 5-1 E kR
frefrrrar
PROTECTION PLAN Sa.1,d
iffrom And many other ad' images that
ONLY IFIUGIDAlitt can -give --you!

2.GREATER STORAGE-ABILITY
3. GREATER PROTECT-ABILITY
4.GREATER DEPIPICSABIUTY
-5.czarrat1mtatrY
0•41.1,

8x1-RA Mr}...
4 leg rfrom to
let v.. relax In
comfort-

Ma th•

711.ekl

IIXTRA auk"
/Anon. t
"we cot peak

ruts (aerate
toe to Ms boost
Sic t ••••frigar'attar weerhanIMF
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• TOM,Jack, and CHARLIE, Stud
gtand this season at Pl.,V farm, located.some 2
milexr,rthTiTtrov
—
;

at

)45 Pitts ,p
SFY 1-

-eriskensctual electric mestrtcst.

fermi: $4.00 Cash. Ceine ail Year

JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE CO

LEBERT JOKES
4,17S

'tin's, PCy*;

:441-4

—2-

-

-S.XTRA Newt- lb-t,an
ima. hnett ry let you
feet as you

"ZallisizORMIX' MYER or OTHER IOW-PR/CEP 44Rs•RI:03w,a4rs
7O CHANGETo.THE AVGGER,..0400THER,SAIARTER PG'NPAC
Won by Pontiac's beauty and
size, this motorist looked tip thes_
price and discovered this amazing fact: *based
on 18 months terms in 168 representative
cities, the average difference.in monthly
payments between a Pontiac DeLuxe sik
2-door sedan and the same model of the
nest lower -priced cars is only 15 cents a
day. As you might expect, no time was lost
in buying the fineet lose-priced car. And oitm! Ponieconorn
oissc
t over
td
no
wtahrighreeam
ishfraorugahntdaa
ship
etirac

car this experienced motorist had ever
drtvet4.1_ Yes,it pays to change to a Pontiac
you get more satisfaction in every way,.
If you doubt it, drive a lower-priced car, then
step into a Pontiac and prove what a world of
difference in value Pontiac offers for a very
small difference in price.
.
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Jones, Mrs. Rune Suiter, Mrs. Lela
Drinkard, Mrs. Howlett Hopkins,
Mrs. Cary Rose, Mrs. P. D. Wilson
and Mrs. George Rose,
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Cordis Wilson, Mrs. Lois Rose, Mrs.
Nadine Lockhart, Berdie Maupin,
Jane and Bern Parks.
Lorene Scarbrough, Alice Scar-broitgh, Novella Jackson, Novella
Chambers, Allie Wicker, Rachel.
Crouse, Lorene Poyner, Bonnie
Immingham
Criliage, -Willie May
Audelle - Rowland, Mrs. Gladys
Clark, Mrs. Taylor Gooch, Mrs.,
Boyce Norman, Mrs. Lloyd Wilson,
and Mrs. Kennis Paschall.

Mrs. Frank Turner and daughter,
Rubye. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Sanders and children, Onhelia,
Pansy Fay, Willis and Fairy May;
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil. Bridges, Mr.
r: And Mrs. Merritt Motheral
end Mrs. Burgess Marine and
Honored With Shower
children; Mae Frances and ImoMr. and Mrs. Merritt Motheral
gene.
Mrs. Janie Bridges, Mr. and Mrs. were given a shower by their
G. M. Marine and Maudie. Mr. and friends at .the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Wilkerson and children, Mrs. L. W. Murdock, Friday afterJuinor, SarVara -Jean and Wilda'meow. April 2.
Mr. and Mrs.. Motheral's home
Jo, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lamb and
children, Charles A., Willie Mae, and most of their clothing and
Irene, and Eugene, Afla and Hattie furniture was recently destroyed
Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Darnell by fire.
Those present at the shower
and children, Treva Mae and Hyland K., Mr. and Mrs. Perry Lamb. were Mr. and Mrs. J.11. HumMr. and Mrs. Ruff Bean and phreys, Mrs. Elmer Motheral, Mrs.
children, James, Truman,. William Flem Morris. Mr. and Mrs. Jim
B., and Lindsey Boyd, Mr. and Carter, Mrs. Leon Trousdale, Mrs.
Mrs. Waylon Bazzell, Mr. and Dwight Jones.
Mrs. Gilbert Smith, Mrs. Robert
Mrs. Tom Glass and children,
Flavil. Josephine, Elizabeth, Free- Adams, Mrs. Sam Motheral, Mrs.
man, Joe Pat, Linda Sue, and Luther Motheral, Mrs. Hugh Arent
Mrs. Frank Turner Honored
Geuella, Francis Pea, Jack Pea, and daughter, Mrs. Parvin MurWith Birthday Dinner
Hilda Kathleen and J. T. Tidwell, dock and daughters.
Mrs. Charles Jordan. Mrs. ClarFriends and relatives gathered Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hargrove.
at the home of Mrs. Frank Turner
Afternoon visitors were Mr. and. ence West and daughter Retta,
on Sunday, April 11, end surprised Mrs. Mit Fuqua, Mr.. and Mrs. Mrs. Marvin Cook and sons, Mrs.
her on her 73rd birthday, although Orville Overbey, Mr. and Mrs. Chancey Cochran. Mrs. 0. D. Neely
and daughter, Martha Jean.
her birthday' was on April 10.
Jim Shankle.
, Mrt. Allan Workman, Joe Mar, A delicious, meal was served at
tin, Miss Betty TroUsdale - 'Miss
the noon hbur.
Mrs. P. D. Wilson Honored
Nell Wilkes - Mrs. Grover Andrus
Those present were Mr. and
With Shower
Mrs. George Rose, assisted by and daughter. Alta Fay, Mrs. Laura
Mrs. Cary Rose entertained with Murdock.
Up in the Morning
Miss. Ruth Murdock, Miss Mona
a shower at her home. Wednesday
afternoon. April 7, in honor of her- Mae Morris, Miss Ladine Carter,
The refreshing relief so many folks sister-in-law. Mrs. P. D. Wilson. Miss Maxine Carter, Mr. and Mrs.
say they get by taking BlackMany nice and useful gifts. were Merritt Motheral. Mr. and, Mrs.
Draught for constipation makes received by, the honoree.
Leslie Murdock and son, Ben
them enthusiastic about this famous. pureAfter a social hour refreshments Flint.
ly vegetable laxative.
Black-Draught pate the digestive tract
Those sending gifts were as folwere served.
in better condition to act regularly, evn-7
Those present included
Mrs. lows:
day, without your continually having to
•
tate medicine to move the bowels.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucious Adams and
Raymond .Wrather, Mrs. Nadine
Next Ume, be sure to try
Drinkard, Mrs. J. B. Jenkins, Mrs. daughter, Ruth, John ,Milstead.
F. N. Brown. Mrs. E. L. Riley, Mrs. Miss Etna Milstead, Mr. and Mrs.
Graves Holsapple, Mrs. Lonnie Bert Milstead, Mr. and Mrs. Lils
burn Pakhall.
Mr'. and Mrs. Caswell HumphMrs. Calvin Wrather, Mrs. Oardie
'reys, Mr. and Mrs. Will Cooper,
A GOOD LAXATIVZ
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Webb, Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis Trees, Mr. and
Mrs. John Charlton, Mr. and Mrs.
Tilinan Orr.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Smotherrnan,
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Smotherman,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Humphreys,
Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Orr, Billie
Whether its an obscure part for a
Waldrop, Mr. and
Mrs. J. H.
for
head
distributor
limousine or a
Humphreys.
Mrs. Myrtis Perry
Honored With Dinner
Mrs. Myrtis Perry of the Knight
community was honored with a
surprise •rtioner and quilting Friday, April 9.
A bountiful plate dinner was
served at noon.
•
Those included were Mrs. Sallie
Spiceland, Mrs. Pearl Knight, Mrd.
It land. Knight,. Miss sis.ien Qiit
Mrs. Mavis Massey, Mrs. MyrUs
Rumfelt, Mrs. Roberta Rumfelt,
Miss Izetta and little Burlene
Knight, Mrs. Inez Moody, Miss
Missie Lyons.
Mrs. Lovelle Burton, Mrs. Beatrice Lassiter, Misses Helena and
Dorothy, Scarbrough, Mrs. Mary
Bailey, 'Mrs. Rose Patterson, Mrs.
Bernice Stele and Johnny Steele,
J. D. Lassiter and little Joe Hale
Rumfelt and Mrs. Perry.

•

Feeling Fine!

BLACK-

DRAUGHT

Rich Man, Poor Man
.... Merchant, Chief

•
.

a grocery truck • .. it is bought at
MURRAY AUTO PARTS,

A Complete Line of Accessories • • •
REASONABLY PRICED

FISK TIRES
Are Going Up!
Already two advances. . . more are sure
to follow!

95

Matched Airtone Trumpets, $3•
- Pair

MURRAY AUTO PARTS
Phone 44

Safe FUR STORAGE
NEW LOW RATES!

Johnson-Redden
Wedding
Miss Cleo Johnson and Mr.
Huron Redden were.married Saturday afternoon, April third, at
Little Bethel church near Wingo,
Gys. by the Rev. Byron Cullen.
The attendants were .Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Jones of Murray and
Miss Lois Byron of Wingo.
Mrs. Redden is the daughter of
Mr. A. 0. Johnson of Wingo.
Mr. Redden is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. A. Redden of Murray.

Smart women-women who are smart
in appearance, and "smart" in the
ways of thrift-long ago discovered
she advantages of having clothesdianed regularly. Now that the new,
-odorless DRI-SHEEN PROCESS of
been licensed to us in
-After a long, hard winter, your furs cleaning has
community, there are more reaPet this
deserve a Summer vacation
sons than ever for having yourdeanSUPERIOR'S storage ing done regularly by our plant. -DRIthem. in
V
vault* for protection from Moths, SHEEN makes silks look like new
imparts a lustrous sheen and soft feel
Theft artist HUMIDITY.;
that wins instant admirttion. bet nu
prove MI-SHEEN to your complete
satisfaction, then you'll want our
cleaning only. •

LAUNDRY AND DRY. CLEANERS
-We Intend to be a Step Ahead-

I

SUPERVISORS' CLUB
IS ORGANIZED HERE

DA,
Rhi-ftS/tigit!
PROCESS
,40V4Viaw,

A red-headed stick ofma
rilis
who
w
finally meets her
MIK
blows up higher than a
, M
new
Columbia's
pert Ida Lupine in
comedy, "Let's Get Married," showing Sunday and Mondla at the
y is
Capitol Theatre. Ralph
Walter COV112011y,
the "match."
Raymond
Reginald Denny, and
Walbern add to the festivities.
Mr.

s1
Farm Bureau Note'
By Rubent Hendon
Calloway County Farm Bureau
has 152 paid members. This organization has grown steadily since
it started and has mapped out a
good program for 1937. Listed below is an outline of the job it has
set out to do. Every farmer in the
county should help these men carry out this splendid program:
1. Community programs.
Organize a community program in
each community
:,
2. Help provide adequate office
space in county office.
3. Rural electrification. The Calloway County Farm Bureau will
sponsor a survey of interest in
Rural Electrification in the county.
4.,Four-II Club work. The Cale
loway County Farm Bureau will
spontor all 4-H club activities.
5. District Meeting. A district
meeting will be held at Mayfield
on April 29.
Calloway County
Farm Bureau will have a county
wide family membership picnic
some time in the summer.
6. Extension Agents and Vocational Teachers. The Farm Bureau
will support Extension Agents
and Vocational Teachers, in their
work.
7. Terracing. The . farm Bureau
will continue to sponsor the terracing outfit in this county.
8. Lime crusher. The Farm Bu
reau will continue to support the
_
lime crusher project.
9. The Calloway county Farm
Bureau will sponsor a County
,
Fair in 1937.
The Kentucky executive .farm,
bureau secretary
will explain
Rural Electrification at Murray on
Wednesday, Aprils 28, at 7:30 p.
Farm Bureau members and friends
are expected to attend this meeting. The Farm Bineau extends
to every one an_ invitation.Should.
Calloway county have electricity
available fur its rural people?

Rural Electrification will be the
subject of Ben Gilgore, executive
secretary of the Kentucky State
Firm Bureau, Wedrie'sdity, April
28, at 7:30 p. m. in the circuit
court room at Murray. Every one
interested in rum! _electrification
should hear ,Mr..Gilgore and take
part in the program.
Calloway county Farm Bureau is
cooperating with
the Extension
Service and the county agent to
"
make this meeting possible.

Second Car Phosphate
Ordered for Calloway
Calloway county 'Coil Conservation program has ordered its secend car of 43', phosphate fertilpraciser
, for 1837 soil building
tices. This atakes a total of 48.5
tons. In 1936 this county lost
$40.000.00 by not earning the soil .
building allowance for the farms
in the program, according to a
cheek up in the county agent's office.

Thank You Friends...
For Your Support of Our Store
•
It
now to anticipate

rs.

We Have Everything You Wear
•

T. 0. Turner's Store

4

A
HOME!
Best Possession ofThe first meal in a spanking nes., dining
room ... the first guests at a brand new door .. •
the first blade of grass in a newly graded lawn .. •
they're the things that make the saving and planning seem really well worth while.
But back of them there's the knowledge that
an extra security will be yours from now on; that
you've made a sound investment; that your wife
and your family will enjoy the comfort and convenience of a home planned for actually better
living.
Perhaps we can help you achieve this bestof-all possession. If your problem is oipe of financing, discuss it with the officers of THE BANK
OF MURRAY. There is no obligation ... and you
will find a plan here that will help your home
along!

BANK of MURRAY
zSts

A Snack or a Meal
THE BEST PLATE
LUNCH IN TOWN
Meat, 3 Vege-tabfies
Dessert
•
SOFT DRINKS, BEER
•
SANDWICHES SOUP
CHILE
"-OYSTERS
•
"Where Friends Meet"

TI

ea

DAY-NIGHT
LUNCH
E. Mein

-,et
'
.1.,-Alg..111110....1.1.0410.110

Rural Electrification
Will Be Discussed

Western Kentucky Enticators Elect
Lord's day: Sible study at*9:45,
Lewis and Shultz as
preaching at 10:50 and 7:30 o'clock.
Officers
Bible dass for young people at
More than 35 administrators and 6:30 p. m.
Wednesday:
Bible class for
in
superintendents
of schools
Western Kentucky met in the of- ladies at 2 p. m., prayer meeting
fice of the President at Murray at 7:30 p. m.
The topic for discussion at the
State College on High School Day,
Friday, April 2, and organized morning service will be "The
themselves'into a unit which tenta- Church of the First Century." The
A stand of crimson clover where
tively will be called the Adminis- spirit of love andfellowship which
the tobacco was last year preventcharacterized
the church of thdt
trators' Club. Dean John W. Carr
A. C. Gras, Grant county, bought_ ed washing and leaching on W. S.
of Murray Slate met with the day will be stressed.
several Angus heifers -end a regisc Pendleton's farm in Metcalfe counEverybody is invited to come tered bull.
grouts
ty.
Prof. J. 0. Lewis. superintendent and take part in our congregaof Fulton City Schools, was elect- tional singing. :You, may sit anyed president and Prof. 0. M. where in the house and sing the
pssises of yo" God without
z. pririeTral—Or Clinton
Irs barrassment.
We believe the worSchool. was chosen secretary. The
ship is for you, and we want you
administrative personnel of the
club will be completed, President to feel at honie. If you miss a
Lewis saIci, at the next meeting of note, you will not be censured.
the group which is scheduled to -"Let the Word of Christ dwell in
take place, at Bardwell High you richly in all wisdom; teaching
will be a saving to you
School Friday, May, 7. At that and admonishing one another in
your summer and fall needs.
time, a definite and permanent psalms and hymns and spiritual
name will be given the organiza- songs, singing with grace in yorii•
Merchandise will be much higher, and no
tion. The group will inetse there hearts to the Lord." Col. 3.16.
one
but
yourself can protect you from the extra
The minister desires to express
at 4 o'clock, will take up its busicost of living.
,
his
thanks
for
the
fine
audiences
ness session, and a fish dinner will
which
have
attended
his
efforts
THE
REMEDY
IS ... BUY NOW!
be served According to Lewis.
thus fkr in Murray. He considers
The purpose of the organization, .Murray a fine little city and is er-i
Lewis stated ,is to study and take joying his work in the nth degree.
up the problems of Administrative The people are interested in their
dillies in the educational field. All moral and spiritual welfare and
administrators, su per in tendents, that always makes an agreeable
supervisors ,and faculty members place for a preacher. of Murray State College are eligC. L. Francis, Minister

The acquisition
' by the Poli.sls
Air Lines of two fast airsplarfes of
Ame
rican' manufacture is expected
to result in an increase in airtravel to and from Poland in 1937.
In 14 years since these lines have
been operating. 70,000 flights_Uave
been made with approximately
170,000 passengers, and only one
fatal accident has occurred.'

Definitely Moth Proofed
for six months
NO ADDITIONAL
PRICES
Illm...1••

ible for membership in the club.
The group will meet once each
month, and during the school year
it is planned to meet nine times.
CHURCH OF CHRIST

What is said to be the largest
and.., most modern food market in
CARD OF THANKS
We Wish
Sciuth America was recently opened in Montevideo, Uruguay. It cost to thank out' relatives; friends, and
neighbors for their kindness and
approximately $800.000.
sympathy during the long illness
Chiropractic: The science that
and death of our beloved husband
makes people well and .
and father, David 'Thompson, and
-- especially
happy. -the. members of Union
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
Grove Church for their help- durChiropractor
ing -his illness. We are deeply
Murray grateful to Bros. Pogue, Fraficis,
609 West Main
Murray: Mon.. Wed. & Fri. P. M. Hardeman, Carmen and Curd for
Benton: Tues.. There & Sat.
their consoling
words and the
Nicholson quartet for the beautiful songs that helped its so much,
alto to the churches at Providence, Coldwater, Union Grove
'and Mayfield for the floral offerings... to._ the..,. Withers and
dents of Murray Training School'
for the beautiful flowers and
words of sympathy and to the.
many friends who sent letters and
cards of sympathy and all others
who helped in any way to bear
our loss. May God's blessings rest.
upon each of you is our prayer.—
Mrs.. David Thompson and children.

Your Prettiest Clothes Will
Wear Longer If Cleenio41 Oftener 1

PHONE 44

Fiery Gal

1

st,

I.
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Makes this the opportune time for
certification medium.
night and you will hear a wonderTom POOL near Stet* School. Satthe young man who seeks to im"In July, 4186, this situation was
--lot tntesage.
urday.
prove his education to enlist in _the
corrected by giving State Welfare
Mrso Hoyt Roberts left Highland
. Mr. and Mrs: 'Eunice) Williams
not atone
U. S. Marine Corps.
organizations the authority to cerTrig glory-lf a garden
',ark .Irriday evening for a visit
and daughter. Eran. of Cedar Knob
By Roy ('enningbant
Full information regarding the
She ruse._
trith flier mother arid father, Mr.
By the retirement of noncommisLOUISVILLE, Ky., April 12— tify workers to WPA andoto respent Saturday night with Mr.
Corps -and
enlistment
Marine
The perfume ef os petals, the Williams' parents,. /41Ir. and 'Mrs. Everything seems to be -pro- and 'Mrs. Jun Adams..
Lack of understanding on the part move workers no longer eligible sioned officers of the higher grades
may be obtained from the
therein
for
WPA
S.
Money in its hoot:
assistance.
U.
Nell
the
in
Sadie
All*Wilson)
service
eligiyears
the
20
Mrs.
2.
regarding
Route
after
public
of the
Charlie Williams of Hazel
gressing nicely after the six-weeks'
"In Kentucky the newly organ- Marine Corps, the young men who Marine Recruiting • Office, Macon,
The' glory of a garden. as God
Mrs. Marl 'MeClure who is con- exams. We are very glad to have britten and husband are the proud bility requirements and procedure
Monborn
kIlown
baby
sirl
A.
parents
of
Alratehtn
necessary to.be followed to obtain ized_State Welfare Board was nut enlist in this service within the Ga.
fined to her.bed-isoiletarlyslinProv- several atedeeta peek with us-who
day morning at the Highland Park work relief employment under the prepared to accept this respons- next few months will be affpred
. It love whose labor made it a
have had Measles.
- FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
little_ piece apart
_
-; 11tre. Emma •Mitchell received a
the valuable books hospital. Mother and baby are Works Progress /tdmljsistration in ibility. -To meet the situation a greater opportunity for aduasthe
appreciate
We
For some one through the winter message stating .that her brother.
considerable County Judges 'and the Fiscal ment to the noncommissioned
Kentucky has led
contributed he our Ennliali teach- dome fine.
Aungered
Edgar Hicks is very much dis- confusion.
to Courts were requested to employ ranks than at any time since the
written
Lette
Weatherspoon. Detroit. er. Miss Folwell. ThirsA of books
GUthrie
The successful city wide Baptist
Agents— war., according to Major J. H. Revival Campaign closed Sunday
Certification
' And sums' Cr* ot the, springtime Mich.. le very ill with a throat consists of 12 volums, chiefly of ocuraged over having to serve the President Roosevel at Washington, qualified
soil.
has turned •.rie wooing
a petit jueor in to State and D
ct Officials of persons with social service train- Tilctsley, District Recruiting Of- night, April 11. The pastor will
trouble.
social science. We also appreciate month of April as
long emisloy. ing and experience—to pass on the ficer at Macon, Ga.
i.e :eve of doing that gloriIt
-Uncle' Dave" Allbritten is slow- -The History of, Calloway County", the Detroit courts. Its not the idea WPA by persons
be at home to fill the pulpit Sunfies 'a thief,
of having tole in court. Its what ment for themse
and others needs of applicants for certification
ly improving_
The Ledger
The retirement of these non- day, April 18: The morning subby
cortributed•
Thai florin... 2 (111-Ck *that glOri•
he will ifise in wages-et Chevrolets. are needless, Geo
H. Goodman, to WPA on the sole basis of need commissioned officers, who entered ject will be "Forgotten", the evJohnnie. Simmons bedded his Times.
and ability and willingness to
toes cur ;tot
sweet potatoes Saturday.
the service in response to the call ening topic, "Remembered".
The junior class play will be •He will lose $93 as they only pay administrator, said today.
James Lamb - spent the week end given Saturday night. May L This 54.00 a, day in the courts. -But - In order to clarify the situation work. Certifications must be made for volunteers, following the entry
her services of the church will
to
without
regard
of
questions
Mrs. -Bobbi Meadows of near in Paris, Tenn.
whose
life".
is
and to set straight all those
of America into the World War, be in their hours and order.
cast is composed,of four girls and such
race,
sex,
politics,
or
is
religion
come
to
Wilcox
C.
T.
Nfurray -Anti daughter, Mrs. Barber
The Rev,
applications have suffered delay
"Uncle Dick" Simmons . enjoys tour boys the play is entitled:
will create vacancies in all nonSam P.'Martin, pastor
Ciantori • au; rac4s.----tiann-.-=_spent yearttnir The good: rid Ledger & "Look Out. Lizzyl- The play is t 3- Ferndale, Mich.. from Ada. from time to time by the necessity other reason. The County Certi- commissioned ranks, caused by CEO:- . •
„Hendon
Rudy
Ittlineley with Mrs.
_...
Times each Saturday. He says he sponsored by Miss Audie Folwell. Oklahoma to assist Rev. Lon gin a of data transfer, through channels, fying Agent also certifies families promotion of men of lower rank.
(4 Hazel Route I.
2-weeks revival meeting.
of his old
the- coun from which the for food commodities and clothing The Vacancies in the lower ranks,
jo
o
rs
"Come on across the river or application originated Mr. Good- as well as &wiry-trig mays Min Sergeant and Corporal, will be -Dun- Heachmhes Gone,
friends and relatives through its
The 4-H cluno members had a
..as we certainly man issued the fosllowing state- needy families for CCC enroll- filled by the promotion of young
Simple Remedy Does It
- end witht her parents, Mr. and Moss columns,.
meeting Thur;clay night in the rather Chatterbox.
ment.
Headaches caused by constipaMatisse
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Hendon spent gymnasium. We were sorry 'Mr. enjoy • -yone- letters, and look for- ment:
men who enlist now.
tion are gone after one dose'of Ad"Quota limitations have made
-Salm ).1.11er left Sunday after- Saturday in Murray.
ewerd each week in reading them.
"The W.P.A. is a work rehef
Cochran couldn't be with us.
This greater opportunity for id- lerika. This cleans poisons out of
it
-Thelma
to
Mrs
impossible
give
noun ter a visitin Puss-ear. Tenn.,
WPA
emoovins.
l
ableMrsontornie
too
needy
are
for
letters
iptended
bowels.
nrogram
-Chatterbox", your
"There -wen) 13 tnemberronektw.Q•
with the BOTH .upper and lower
'Mrs. Lucille Atkins bodied persons with previous em- ployment to all certified persons vancement, combined
with her sr-Oren:Mrs. Airing Smith.- fine and I really miss them when
Ends bad sleep, nervousness—Dale,
visitors present. Mr. Con. Geurin !Outland. and
by
afforded
Stubblefield & Co., Druggists—in
•Miller -was' called to the you fail to write.
are :eyed off for a couple of weeks inoyment histories who are the in Kentucky. Allotments of WPA educational advantages
and Talmadge Bilrkeen..
travel and study - of free courses, Hazel by Turnbow Drug Co.
•• home of Folear.Larnb Sundan.pight
"Sweet Pea", say you know me --Members present were Sadie tom their jobs at. the Fanner normal wage earners of families funds are made to the counties on
to attend his sons-T. -C.: Lam-b. `so
that are certified as' being in need the basis of the number of cases
and I am still on the old hill?
Nell Dyer, Florence Billingo,n. Vir- Candy shop.
.Mips Pernle"Man,Sneounse who
Wesel Outland left Detroit on of public assistance. Various other certified for WPA work relief. The
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Helen account of the strike and I • heard toms of public assistance. sucn as ideal • situation in any county
Geurin, Annie
• improving.
theoWilliam ,Mason Merhitial Hoe- ttagsdale, W. C. Ragsdale, Sylves- that he has moved his family .to loans and grants to farmers by the would be to have the neediest
a.••• •
'''Insp.-Eye". your letter is tine. I
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WHAT A DIFFERENCE a tine verdant lawn
Do you really - think that You bane would be glad' to see you again. m. Many games were played And work Friday. He is expecting his : oven in certain communities are possible.
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SUPERFEX

used; waste
SUPERFEX ends such waste and in doing
so pays its own way—amazingly fast!
But now think also of the daily joy of hayteg modem-refrigeration in your-lcitchen—
'ample ice cubes for cold drinks—fresh,
crispy salads or frozen desserts to -enliven
hot weather meals—and no waste food, be'
cause you can work over the "left-overs"
into tasty dishes when you are ready to use
them. No running down into the cellar or
outtcrebri/ell—no -Mary worrying iiritelhevr.
has 1:•tiilecl before you get'
• the chance to prepare it.

the Oil Burning Refrigerator

a
"
AAA. IldrAd etAlks..=
1111111110C

Iry awrenaere

Irrioorr • imam:rose Examen

-Check these features
•Greatest economy—users say
fuel costs as little as ;10 a year.
•hiost dependable refrigeration
— both air and water cooled,
by exclusive Super Condenser
top. Refrigeration is continuous
although burners• operate only 2

-,,)sours
day! Na constant flame
•Irouble•feee— net electricity, n ning water, oatside connectie.:r
or racleLgi =Ls.

_It's Made for You

• Order of Reference
Calloway Circuit Court
H.. Falwell, Administrator it
Will Johnson • (Col.) deceased. and
Gladys Scott,
• Plaintiffs
Vs. Order •of Relerence
11(;sevelt 'Johnson (Widow), Wood' 40son enetenson -arid Wife, Pearl Johns
''son. Ida' Fitzgerald, 011ie Johnson,
Wash Fitzgerald. Quitman-ofott
son. Alvis Johnson. and Bee skin-
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SUPERFEX gives you "modern" refrigers.
• . tion exactly...as it_should be made in your
kitchen, because SUPERFEX was primarily
designed for rural service. The exclusive
.buth air
Super Condenser sop, prov:iiiitg.-and water cooling of-tbe-refrigerating sys, tem, makes it the "cheapest-to-run" refrigerator of any type. The keinsene burners
operate only 2 hours and go out automatically-.--no constant flame--yet give you.
complete refrigeration all the time. No elec-

.•

14..a•

'S CST PORTS

tricity, running -water, piping or moving
parts—it's trouble free, built to inst, and you
can use it or more it an-pi/here.
Let us show you all of the marvelous
SUPERFEX advantages at itr.tt-handa
4tatoostration in your own kitchen.
SUPER/IX is easy to buy on oar easy terms.

T. 0. TURNER

•

Defendants
It is ordered that this cause be
-referred,- to.:Geocge IlarL &tastes
Commisiloner of thip Court to take
proof eof Claims against the estate
of Will Johnson (colored) Deceased, and all persons holding claims
against said estate will present
their - cleans' 'against said estate,
. 1. dely proven, before this Courtfs
Master Commissioner; on or befo
--•-•rit•-aniel day etAiietae. 1937. or be
. ...forever . barred from collecting
'same. Jr) any other manroo except
through"this suit. • neWitness_ my hand as Clerk of
;
'said Caere this the 15th day of
-March 1937.
_
L. Mit;er,....,•
.
Clerk,. Conaway •Cite-ll4 COkirt

YOUR MONEY GOES FARTHER IN A GENERAt recnOes coo

L. S. Anderson Motor Co.

' cotteae.

Mayfield, Kentucky
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